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Abstract
Humans have a great capacity to perform complex manipulations. However, there are many

tasks for which two hands are not enough, such as in surgery. These scenarios require at least

two people: an expert and an assistant, to handle three to four tools simultaneously. Most of

the time this dyad must strive for synchronization, coordination of their motion and force, and

anticipation of the needs of each other. However, if both people are not used to work together,

the collaboration can be intermittent, slow and prone to misunderstandings, if reliant solely

on verbal cues.

Locally operated assistant manipulators (LODEM), as well as wearable Supernumerary Robotic

Limbs (SRL), have been proposed in the literature, as an option to control more than two tools

by a single person. Yet, the most natural and fluent form of hands-free interaction for their

control, is still an open question. In recent years, feet have risen as a plausible solution to

teleoperate these additional robotic arms in a continuous way, based on evidence of feet’s

suitability for accurate spatial tasks. However three main challenges remain: the performant

control of multiple degrees of freedom (DoF) in position, the reduction of fatigue when moving

the legs, and overcoming limitations due to bio-mechanical coupling of rotations in the ankle.

Thus far, the majority of devices for foot control in surgery have been passive, limited to

four DoF, and most don’t have any haptic feedback. They have favoured elastic-isometric

control, with position:velocity (rate) mapping, to limit foot motion and avoid fatigue. This, at

the expense of loosing accuracy for fast motions, as well as smoothness in control of many DoF

due to the need of dead-zones to avoid drift. As a consequence, the challenge of dexterous

multi-DoF grasping with the foot hasn’t been addressed yet.

The current PhD thesis report concerns the design and control of foot interfaces to enable

simultaneous four-handed manipulations. Namely, a task in which a single person uses both

feet to locally operate world-grounded robotic arms serving as a third and fourth hands. Fur-

thermore, we leverage haptic shared-control strategies to ease the feet manipulations and to

alleviate bio-mechanical constrains.

The first part is about the ideation, control and validation of the foot platform. We enabled

control of both feet in 5DoF each and active haptic feedback. The control with position

mapping can be sustained over time, thanks to a human-in-the-loop control strategy for
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leg-compensation. Furthermore, in this chapter we characterized the platform as a haptic

device, and experimentally evaluated each of the components of the control. Finally, we

characterized user capabilities for foot positioning with the platform and assessed feasibility

of bipedal teleoperation in scenarios of increasing complexity (3, 4, 5 DoF).

In the second part, we investigated the augmentation of DoF, via foot interfaces, of a bi-

manual task. Namely, two manipulators (controlled by the feet) grasp, hold and rotate an

object, while the hands fasten screws on it. Thereby, the hands could profit from the DoF-

redundancy given by the feet moving the object. Nonetheless, in such a multi-arm grasping

task, the coordination of motion and forces is crucial to avoid loosing the object. For this

reason, we investigated assistance modalities, —commonly used for multi-arm teleoperation

with upper limbs—to ease the bipedal task. Specifically, prehensile-force assistance and syn-

ergistic control (coordinated motion of two robotic arms by a single foot). These modalities

were combined in the form of four human-robot shared-control strategies. We systematically

analysed the relative influence and interaction of each modality, in terms of performance,task-

load and perceived human-robot fluency. Finally, we discussed the specific applicability of

these modalities to foot control.

Aiming to achieve dexterous foot grasping, in the third part of the thesis, we addressed the

problem of bio-mechanical coupling of foot rotations. Our approach consists on a haptic

virtual-fixture and vibrotactile cues to elicit individuation of foot rotations. A user study was

conducted to evaluate our proposed approach, via the foot control of a surgical laparoscopic

gripper in virtual reality.

In the fourth and final part, we developed a robotic system for solo laparoscopic surgery in

which each foot has a complex individual goal. One foot controls a camera, and the other one

grasps with an actuated forceps. Therefore, in this scenario, we assessed the capacity to control

four surgical tools simultaneously. For easing this task, we proposed an assistance strategy to

delegate the grasping forces to the actuated gripper and to aid the foot-positioning added to

the individuation assistance of the previous chapter. We conducted a systematic behavioural

study to understand the benefits of our grasping assistance, along with a tool tracking assis-

tance modality for the camera. We covered uni-pedal, bi-pedal and four-handed manipulation

scenarios. Thereby, we systematically investigated how foot manipulation and coordination,

during four-handed surgical manipulations, are influenced by the shared-control of the foot-

driven tools. Moreover, we focused in understanding the role of the proposed assistance

strategies in counterbalancing the added difficulty of the task when increasing number of

limbs.

The main outcomes of this thesis are: 1. A proof of concept of four-handed manipulations

with feet in 5 DoF each. 2. Experimental and methodological contributions, regarding foot

haptic assistance, to ease the bi-pedal control of robotic arms. Specifically promoting higher

dexterity, reduction of mental and physical load, and increase of performance.
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Résumé
L’être humain a une grande capacité à effectuer des manipulations complexes. Néanmoins,

il existe de nombreuses tâches pour lesquelles les deux mains ne suffisent pas, c’est le cas

en chirurgie. Ces scénarios nécessitent au moins deux personnes : un expert et un assistant,

pour manipuler trois à quatre outils simultanément. La plupart du temps, cette dyade doit

s’efforcer de se synchroniser, de coordonner ses mouvements et sa force, et d’anticiper les

besoins de l’autre. Toutefois, si les deux personnes n’ont pas l’habitude de travailler ensemble,

la collaboration peut être intermittente, lente et sujette à des malentendus, si elle repose

uniquement sur des signaux verbaux.

Des assistants manipulateurs à commande locale (LODEM), ainsi que les membres robo-

tiques surnuméraires (SRL) portables, ont été proposés dans la littérature, comme moyen de

contrôler plus de deux outils par personne. Cependant, la forme la plus naturelle et la plus

fluide d’interaction mains libres pour leur contrôle reste une question ouverte. Ces dernières

années, les pieds se sont imposés comme une solution plausible pour téléopérer ces mani-

pulateurs robotiques de manière continue, sur la base des preuves de l’aptitude des pieds

à effectuer des tâches spatiales précises. Trois défis principaux restent à relever : le contrôle

performant de multiples degrés de liberté (ddl) en position, la réduction de la fatigue lors du

mouvement des jambes, et le dépassement des limitations dues au couplage bio-mécanique

des rotations dans la cheville.

Jusqu’à présent, la majorité des dispositifs de contrôle par le pied en chirurgie sont pas-

sifs, limités à quatre ddl, et la plupart n’ont pas de retour haptique. Le contrôle isométrique

élastique est favorisé, avec une cartographie position/vitesse (taux), pour limiter le mouve-

ment du pied et éviter la fatigue. Ceci est implémenté au prix d’une perte de précision pour les

mouvements rapides, ainsi que d’une perte de fluidité dans le contrôle des nombreux ddl en

raison de zones mortes nécéssaires afin d’éviter la dérive. En conséquence, le défi de la saisie

multi-ddl dextre avec le pied n’a pas encore été relevé.

Le rapport de thèse actuel concerne la conception et le contrôle d’interfaces de pieds permet-

tant des manipulations simultanées à quatre mains. Il s’agit d’une tâche dans laquelle une

seule personne utilise ses deux pieds pour actionner des bras robotiques servant de troisième

et quatrième mains. De plus, nous utilisons des stratégies de contrôle-partagé haptique dans

le but faciliter les manipulations des pieds et alléger les contraintes bio-mécaniques.

ix



Résumé

La première partie concerne l’idéation, le contrôle et la validation de la plateforme de pieds.

Nous permettons le contrôle des deux pieds en 5 ddl chacun et un retour haptique actif. Le

contrôle avec cartographie de position peut être maintenu dans le temps, grâce à une stra-

tégie de contrôle humain dans la boucle pour la compensation des jambes. En outre, dans

ce chapitre, nous avons caractérisé la plate-forme en tant que dispositif haptique et évalué

expérimentalement chacun des composants du contrôle. Enfin, nous avons caractérisé les

capacités de l’utilisateur à positionner ses pieds avec la plateforme et évalué la faisabilité de la

téléopération bipède dans des scénarios de complexité croissante (3, 4, 5 ddl).

Dans la deuxième partie, nous avons étudié l’augmentation du ddl, via des interfaces de

pieds, d’une tâche bi-manuelle. En effet, deux manipulateurs (contrôlés par les pieds) sai-

sissent, tiennent et font tourner un objet, tandis que les mains y fixent des vis. Ainsi, les

mains pourraient profiter de la redondance de ddl donnée par les pieds déplaçant l’objet.

Néanmoins, dans une telle tâche de préhension multi-bras, la coordination des mouvements

et des forces est cruciale pour éviter la perte de l’objet. Pour cette raison, nous avons étudié

les modalités d’assistance, communément utilisées pour la téléopération multi-bras avec

des membres supérieurs, pour faciliter la tâche bipède. Plus précisément, l’assistance par la

force préhensile et le contrôle synergique (mouvement coordonné de deux bras robotiques

par un seul pied). Ces modalités ont été combinées sous la forme de quatre stratégies de

contrôle partagé homme-robot. Nous avons systématiquement analysé l’influence relative et

l’interaction de chaque modalité, en termes de performance, de charge de travail et de fluidité

perçue entre l’homme et le robot. Enfin, nous avons discuté de l’applicabilité spécifique de

ces modalités au contrôle des pieds.

Dans la troisième partie de la thèse, nous avons abordé le problème du couplage bio-mécanique

des rotations du pied dans le but de réaliser une préhension dextre du pied. Notre ap-

proche se compose d’un dispositif virtuel haptique et d’indices vibrotactiles afin d’obtenir

l’individuation des rotations du pied. Une étude utilisateur a été menée pour évaluer l’approche

proposée, via le contrôle par pied, d’une pince chirurgicale laparoscopique en réalité virtuelle.

Dans la quatrième et dernière partie, nous avons développé un système robotique pour

la chirurgie laparoscopique en solo dans lequel chaque pied a un objectif individuel complexe.

Un pied contrôle une caméra, et l’autre saisit avec une pince actionnée. Par conséquent,

dans ce scénario, nous avons évalué la capacité de contrôler quatre outils chirurgicaux si-

multanément. Pour faciliter cette tâche, nous avons proposé une stratégie d’assistance pour

déléguer les forces de préhension à la pince actionnée et pour aider au positionnement du

pied, l’assistance de découplage du chapitre précédent a également été ajoutée. Nous avons

mené une étude comportementale systématique pour comprendre les avantages de notre

assistance à la préhension, ainsi qu’un module d’assistance au suivi d’outil pour la caméra.

Nous avons couvert des scénarios de manipulation unipédale, bipédale et à quatre mains.

Nous avons ainsi systématiquement étudié comment la manipulation et la coordination des

x
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pieds, lors de manipulations chirurgicales à quatre mains, sont influencées par le contrôle

partagé des outils actionnés par les pieds. De plus, nous avons cherché à comprendre le rôle

des stratégies d’assistance proposées pour contrebalancer la difficulté accrue de la tâche

lorsque le nombre de membres augmente.

Les principaux résultats de cette thèse sont : 1. La preuve de concept de manipulations à

quatre mains avec des pieds dans cinq ddl chacun. 2. Des contributions expérimentales et mé-

thodologiques, concernant l’assistance haptique des pieds, pour faciliter le contrôle bipédalier

des bras robotiques. En particulier, la promotion d’une plus grande dextérité, la réduction de

la charge mentale et physique, et l’augmentation de la performance.

xi
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Why four hands?

Figure 1.1: Typical instruction for furniture as-
sembly. Picture licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

Many tasks become difficult if not impossi-

ble if we have to do them alone, because two

hands might not be enough to handle the ob-

ject(s) we work with. Either because there are

many degrees of freedom to control with only

two hands, or because three or more tools are

involved. Or simply it happens that we can-

not stabilize the object and do the work at

the same time.

To illustrate this, Figure 1.1 reminds a com-

mon recommendation of always finding

someone else to help you when you need

to assemble your newly acquired furniture.

It is not only advisable to get another pair

of hands, for safety while manipulating the

parts, but also because it could be more efficient. Meaning that you can finish faster if you

know the instructions and are used to work together. You could ask your partner to hold the

objects in a comfortable position or angle, that can facilitate your use of tools or access to

the fixing points. Also you could parallelize tasks, for example your assistant can take care

of the alignment of the parts, while your perform the assembly, or even if there are many

sub-assemblies or many screws to fix, both of you could take a tool and get to work.

However, it is not always possible to find another person to help you. Let us imagine that you

need to build many pieces of furniture with a tight deadline, what if your friends cannot help

you because they are not available. If only you could have an extra pair of hands, so that you

1
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1.1 Motivation

Figure 1.2: Examples of four handed tasks in the workplace. From left to right and from top to
bottom: open surgery, electronic assemblies, laparoscopic surgery, carpentry or construction,
panels installation, workers that create assemblies requiring alignment and force application.
Pictures licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

could do it yourself. How could this be possible?

The need for extra hands is not reserved for daily living but it is also pretty common in

industrial workplaces and many professional settings. Specific scenarios require the dyad to

manipulate the same objects, or to share a concurrent and overlapping workspace. Such works

normally entail a certain level of collaboration by verbal and non verbal communication to

coordinate the alteration, modification or aggregation of objects that they manipulate, or call

for a parallelization of tasks. Figure 1.2 illustrates some scenarios in which three or four hands

are needed, hence requiring two people to complete the task. On the other hand, depending

on the nature of the tasks, relevant skills from both people are required. For example, some

situations only require an assistant to apply forces to hold the objects, in other cases they

should strive to synchronize their movements with those of the leader. Furthermore, there are

situations where the assistant needs to have a notion of what the leader wants to accomplish,

and even have specialized knowledge of the entire process. Indeed, one crucial trait in dyad

interactions has been found to be anticipation, which is normally correlated with higher levels

of coordination, fluency and success (Annett et al. (2000)).

Relevant tasks in which anticipation of the assistants is crucial, can be found in surgery (Zheng

et al. (2007); Sexton et al. (2018); Walle and Greenberg (2018)). In operating rooms, besides all

the people involved in the surgical theatre: anesthesiologists, scrub nurses and instruments,

among others; the main surgeon usually requires the presence of one or two people to help in

2
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1.1 Motivation

operating on the patient.

These assistants need to do manipulative tasks such as retraction, suction, suturing, etc.

Furthermore, in a discipline such as minimally invasive surgery (laparoscopy), assistants also

need to facilitate navigation inside of the body. In this type of surgeries, small incisions are

done on the body and long instruments are inserted to work distally in the inside. One of these

tools is a camera that provides visual feedback and it is key for the entire process (Antoniou

et al. (2015)).

The assistant should always try to keep a good view angle, a steady image while moving, and

strive to maximize the visibility of the workspace for the surgical leader. In a way, this person

is controlling but also constraining the eyes of the surgeon. Consequently, if the helper is

inexperienced or not used to work together with the leader, it makes the visually controlled

task more demanding for them. In other words, if the assistant doesn’t know how to anticipate

the needs of the main surgeon, the fluency of the operation is disrupted because they mainly

need to rely on verbal communication, which is prone to misunderstandings (Nurok et al.

(2011); Elprama et al. (2013)).

Indeed, the need of the leader to perform preemptive pauses to communicate corrective

actions as well as amount of verbal requests, significantly increases their cognitive workload

(Sexton et al. (2018)). Added to that, such induced delays, product of lack of anticipation and

dyad un-familiarity, are significant predictors of higher operative times (Nayyar et al. (2016)).

Consequently, in this work we aim at enabling solo four-arm manipulation. We hypothesize

that if a single knowledgeable person operates two additional robotic arms, there is a potential

benefit of higher fluency and efficiency in tasks that would normally require two people. This

would potentially yield less mistakes by bypassing verbal communication, delays, lack of

familiarity of the dyad, experience of assistants, as well as lack of anticipation of the assistants.

Moreover, the fact that one person could perform the work of two, could potentially lead to

higher economic efficiency by reallocating human resources to have a higher throughput

of surgeries. Furthermore, this research aims to contribute to the overall scientific effort of

understanding whether or not humans are able to adopt and control multiple artificial limbs

and, if so, how can technology can aid this process. Such an objective stems from the field of

human augmentation.

Human Augmentation

Human augmentation refers to the ability to control more degrees of freedom than those that

we can naturally control. This can be pictured as having extra effectors in our body such as

more fingers or hands. Studies on polydactyly people (humans that have extra functional

fingers or toes) have suggested that more effectors provide superior manipulation abilities to

a person (Mehring et al. (2019)). A case in point, is that these people can perform with one

hand what would normally require the use of two, such as tying their shoelaces (see Figure

3
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© Imperial College London

Figure 1.3: Studies have shown that extra fingers give superior manipulation abilities. These
are supported by extra neural and bio-mechanical resources. In this example, the polydactyly
person is able to tie their shoelaces with only one hand. Source: Mehring et al. (2019)

1.3 and https://youtu.be/LO4Z5C9ghzA). Evidence indicates that polydactyly people have

dedicated brain areas for the control of the supernumerary fingers, along with specialized

muscles and tendons responsible for controlling the extra digits without a decay in cognitive

capacity. Thereby, giving them more versatility and dexterity.

Albeit for the majority of people not biologically gifted with extra fingers or hands and let alone

those extra biological resources for their control, an attractive solution could be to leverage

robotic artificial limbs. Mechatronic solutions for human augmentation have been proposed

since the late 90’s (Tong and Liu (2021)), anthropomorphic machines equipped with sensors

and actuators that allow a close interaction with the human acting as extensions with similar

functions as fingers, hands or legs. These devices have been popularized as supernumerary

robotic limbs (SRL) and mainly been portrayed as wearable robots. For example, hip-mounted

robotic arms for tasks of holding (Llorens-Bonilla et al. (2012); Bonilla and Asada (2014);

Veronneau et al. (2020)), extra legs to aid balance (Parietti et al. (2015)), or extra fingers to

imitate polydactyly (Wu and Asada (2014); Prattichizzo et al. (2014); Kieliba et al. (2021)).

Similarly, world-grounded locally-operated robotic arms have also been used to collaborate

with natural limbs of the human, acting as extra arms under their control (c.f. Rudolph

(2019)). In the specific field of laparoscopic surgery, these robotic devices are known as Locally

Operated Detachable End-effector Manipulators (LODEM) (c.f. Kawai et al. (2014, 2015, 2016,

2017); Sasaki et al. (2022)) that give the surgeon the opportunity to actuate additional tools

(camera, forceps, needle holders,etc) that can be exchanged.

While the neuroscientific aspect of controlling additional arms is out of the scope of this

thesis, prior works on the capacity of the brain to embody external limbs (see Ehrsson (2009);

Guterstam et al. (2011); Folegatti et al. (2012); Bashford and Mehring (2016); Rosa et al. (2019);

4
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of Potential Feet Capabilities. These examples were performed by
Shirley Ross, 1944 who lost the function of her hands at age 3. Hand pictures licensed under
CC BY-NC-ND, Feet taken from AP Archive (2021)

Braun et al. (2020)), serve as motivation to our goal to enable their use and application.

Indeed, the focus of this thesis is the robotic design and human-robot interaction control to

facilitate the remapping of foot dexterity to assistive robotic arms. Furthermore, the interfacing

with the body ought to be bilateral, namely using haptic feedback, as it is well known that

haptic feedback speeds up embodiment (Segura Meraz et al. (2018)).

To this end, we base our research in human-machine interfaces, human performance charac-

terization and evaluation of control strategies to ease the tasks of the operator.

1.1.2 Why the feet?

A recent issue has been raised by Dominijanni et al. (2021) for discussion in the field of human

augmentation. It is referred as the neural allocation problem. This concerns the fact that in

order to control successfully the degrees of freedom of an additional manipulator assisting the

hands, the human should be able to generate controlling signals that do not enter in conflict

with those of the hands (in both motor and sensory pathways). This is what is referred as

kinematic and neural null-spaces of the hands.

Indeed, one of the pros of using the feet is because of the dedicated bodily resources (muscles,

bones, tendons, mechanoreceptors, etc.) for their control, that under certain conditions might

not enter in conflict with the task commands for the hands. Notwithstanding, this is still to be

demonstrated to be reliable and stable (Eden et al. (2021)).

In any case, isolated feet manipulations have proven feasible and useful in people that cannot

5
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use their hands. A wonderful example is that of Shirley Ross, born in 1944 (see Figure 1.4 and

video https://bit.ly/2YHBSe0). This lady from Australia, was stricken by paralysis when she

was a child, and since age three, she lost the use of her hands. As an adult, she was able to use

independently both feet and also toes to do many dexterous tasks such as wrapping a package,

put a thread in a needle, lighting a match, operate a sewing machine, and ironing. These types

of tasks require coordinated motion and forces applied by each foot.

The fact that humans have been able to display such foot motor control capabilities, motivates

the hypothesis that an ordinary human being could potentially learn to use their feet in a

skillful way. This is also supported by the fact that high level visuomotor associations in the

brain for reaching or grasping tasks, have been found to be limb-agnostic c.f., Liu et al. (2020).

Namely that the desire to reach and grasp with the foot, lights up the same areas of the brain

as the hands would do.

Furthermore, continuous control with the feet has been found to be faster and more accepted

by the user than other forms of interaction as such voice (Yang et al. (2020)), head motion and

gaze (Huang et al. (2019)).

In terms of performance, the feet have been found suitable for accurate and non-accurate

spatial tasks. Hoffman (1991) focused in spatially accurate tasks, and proved that during

reaching motions, the foot follows Fitts’ Law in the same way as the arms do, but doubling the

time. Moreover visual control of the task is needed (e.g., see the foot moving) when the index

of difficulty (ID) is above 3. The ID quantifies task difficulty through the quotient of target

width and distance (c.f. Fitts (1954)). Lower than 3, feet follow ballistic motion times, which

are described by the squared-root of their movement amplitude (Hoffman and Gan (1988)).

Hoffman (1991) also found that an ID greater than 7 is extremely difficult to perform with the

foot. Moreover, target’s width has a bigger effect in the foot than in hands, and feet display

considerably more tremors at the final part of the reaching movements. This is in agreement

with Velloso et al. (2015) who identified many challenges in the foot interaction: small targets,

hand-feet coordination, fatigue, and big overshoot of targets. They emphasized the problem

of fatigue, specially when using two feet and with increasing the number of degrees of freedom

to control.

Arguably, these differences in performance might be because in all these experiments, the

leg’s weight was not being compensated for. Indeed, the mass of the leg is in average at least

three times heavier than the arm (Plagenhoef et al. (1983)). And if not properly compensated,

it can significantly distort the intended motions of the operator (Kato et al. (2021)).

Regarding non-accurate spatial tasks (e.g. using a trackball), Pakkanen and Raisamo (2004)

found that feet are on average 1.6 times slower, 1.2 times less accurate and 1.6 more uncomfort-

able to use than the hands. Despite these differences, the performance is deemed appropriate

and suggested foot interaction for secondary, non accuracy-critical tasks.

6
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In light of these findings, we hypothesize that, if properly conditioned with a human-machine

interface and with robotic assistance, feet can become very good candidates to perform

accurate manipulation tasks to assist the role of the hands.

1.2 Thesis Goal and Approach

The primary objective of this thesis is to enable four-handed manipulations (4HM), via a

robotic human-machine interface for the feet, to understand and study these tasks. Our

ultimate goal is to apply such a robotic system for laparoscopic surgery. This work stems from

the research project Designing, Teaching and Controlling a 3rd and a 4th Arm - Four-Armed

Manipulation with Robot Assisted Laparoscopic Surgery supported by the Hasler Foundation.

To this end, we propose the use of the feet to locally operate two robotic arms that supple-

ment the tasks of the biological hands (see Figure 1.5) . Hence, we adopt the approach of

first enabling foot continuous teleoperation through the design and control of a haptic foot

platform in five degrees of freedom. Moreover, we tackle the physical and mental challenge of

controlling high DoFs in direct-kinematic control with the foot, for accuracy (i.e., via position

mapping, rather than isometric control with rate mapping). We allow such an interaction

modality to be physically sustainable in time, by means of human-in-the-loop compensation

control. Secondly, we design and investigate haptic shared-control strategies to further ease

Camera Feedback

Conventional Laparoscopy Solo Surgery Using the Feet

Figure 1.5: Our goal is to enable a single person to perform a task by themselves, by assisting
the tasks of the hands with foot-controlled robotic arms. In this thesis we design the haptic
platforms to interface the feet with the assistant robotic arms. We also propose haptic shared
control to ease their execution. A solo task has many potential applications in industrial and
surgical settings. Our target scenario is laparoscopic surgery, in which a single surgeon could
perform the task alone, by controlling two surgical robotic assistants via foot interfaces.
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single and dual foot telemanipulation.

In our methods we give emphasis to two feet coordinated control (e.g., bi-pedal manipulation

of an object) as well single foot dexterous manipulation (e.g., controlling a gripper with a single

foot). Finally, we focus in tasking and assessing multiple degrees of freedom simultaneously,

to ultimately achieve and study four-handed manipulation skills.

1.3 Thesis Contributions and Outline

This thesis is structured in chapters. Each chapter revolves around a contribution that includes

experimental validations and/or systematic user studies.

Our first contribution expands the design of world-grounded kinesthetic foot interfaces in

multiple degrees-of-freedom (DoF’s), to enable the foot control of robotic arms involved in

4HM. Chapter 2 introduces the design journey and qualitative validations of the prototypes.

These interfaces enable bilateral operation (with active haptic feedback) of locally operated

robotic arms tracking of the foot continuously in position. We present the design journey

starting with 3 DoF’s expanding to 5 DoF’s. Furthermore, we present the evolution of the

low level controller and high-level controllers, as well as the characterization of the haptic

devices to be used in the following chapters. Finally, we propose a human-in-the-loop (HiL)

control strategy for partial compensation of the leg’s dynamics to alleviate fatigue and sustain

foot control for a longer time. This enables full direct-kinematic control (position:position

mapping) in all degrees of freedom of the foot. This is crucial to have a physically sustainable

interaction, since the higher the number of DoF to control on each foot, the higher is the

physical load (c.f.,Velloso et al. (2015); Yamen Saraiji et al. (2018); Komori et al. (2020)).

Our second contribution in Chapter 3, concerns the investigation of bipedal grasping, holding,

supporting and rotating an object whilst the hands work on it (bi-manual tasks). Namely, the

feet allow to control not only the position but also the orientation of the object to augment

the task of the hands. These additional DoF can be used as redundancy to support the hands’

configuration demands of the bi-manual task. This experiment focuses in testing task-related

aspects such as prehensile forces and coordination. Thus, we investigate through a behavioural

study, the effect of robotic assistance (shared-control) in aiding a multi-arm feet teleoperation.

To this end, we investigate whether modalities commonly used for upper limbs, are applicable

for the use with feet. These modalities are: 1. Delegation of prehensile forces to the robot

(a.k.a. force assistance). 2. Synergistic control (a.k.a. coordination assistance), for operating

jointly two manipulators with a single foot.

Our third contribution presented in Chapter 4 consists in a haptic shared control strategy

to assist a single foot to control a laparoscopic gripper in 5 DoF with full position mapping.

The shared-control is meant to ease the grasping gesture (closing of the gripper) by haptically

constraining the positioning and alignment of the tool and the foot. The assistance is given

after detecting the intention of grasping, based on a trigger of a variable threshold that changes

8
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depending on the configuration of the leg. We validate this approach in a manipulative task of

foot control of a surgical laparoscopic gripper through a kinematic simulation.

This thesis culminates with a fourth and final contribution in Chapter 5 about the proof-of-

concept of robotic surgical tasks using two feet and two hands. Thereby enabling hybrid (half

teleoperation, half direct) surgery. Each foot is tasked to control a different tool. Each tool (left:

camera/endoscope, right: gripper/forceps) requires a specific interaction modality with the

foot according to the nature of the task ( visual task in rate control, position task in position

control). Accordingly, we design human-robot shared-control to ease each of the foot’s tasks.

In this thesis we give emphasize in foot grasping assistance. To this end, we design, build and

control an actuated laparoscopic gripper holder. Furthermore, we expand the formulation

of the third contribution (virtual fixture to increase the individuation among rotations of

the foot) with an adaptive grasping control and vibrotactile haptic-feedback to increase the

situational awareness of the participant during the robotic assistance. Finally, we report a

thorough and systematic evaluation of multi-limb tasks starting with uni-pedal visual and

grasping tasks, and increasing the complexity with a simultaneous bipedal visual+grasping

task and a four-handed task. We analyze the effect of number of limbs and shared control in

each of the objective and subjective metrics, as well as human kinematics.

Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and outlook.

1.4 Literature Review

In this section, we review the state of the art to put the contributions mentioned in section 1.3

into context.

1.4.1 Foot Interfaces

Hands-free interfaces have been traditionally used to perform complementary actions when

the hands are busy. These interfaces might vary regarding their bodily control-signal such as

gaze ( Sivananthan et al. (2021); Vrielink et al. (2018); Ali et al. (2008)), head motion (Reilink

et al. (2010); Gilbert (2009)), voice (Nathan et al. (2006)),and even buttons activated with the

tongue (Struijk et al. (2009); Johansen et al. (2016)). Nonetheless, these bodily signals might be

prone to unintentional mistakes, and they need to apply redundancy such as an extra switch

to enable/disable the interaction (Gilbert (2009)).

Similarly, human-machine interfaces using the foot have also been considered as they are less

prone to distraction or interruptions that can cause the use of the head, speech or eyes, and

can provide more natural mapping (Yang et al. (2020)). In fact, foot interfaces have been part

of industrial and surgical settings for many years, albeit not for performing manipulative tasks.

Three main categories be distinguished:
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da Vinci Si
(2000)

6 Gestures

Discrete

Intello ®
(2017)

5 Gestures

Discrete

a. Discrete Interfaces

Figure 1.6: a. Examples of Discrete Interfaces.

• Discrete Interfaces: These interfaces consist in a series of switches composed of one or

a few push buttons, used typically, in on/off mode or to clutch, as illustrated in Figure

1.6. Most medical foot interfaces (Figure 1.6) in the market, are discrete interfaces (e.g.

Voros et al. (2010); Mirbagheri et al. (2011); Medic-Kart (2017); Intuitive (2021)). Besides

clutching or triggering, they are also used for diathermy to enable an electrically heated

probe via two (color-coded) foot switches. These are placed in front of the surgeon,

who operates them with a single foot while being in a standing position (Van Veelen

et al. (2003)). One switch may activate the monopolar current for cutting tissues and

the second one may serve for coagulation (Ridho Armi Nabawi et al. (2019)). Teler-

obotic surgery consoles can use up to seven switches simultaneously for multiple non

concurrent functions (e.g., instrument toggling, camera focus, electrosurgery, clutch,

etc) P. Goldberg et al. (2009). Similarly, robotic endoscope holders like ViKy, AESOP,

RoboLens and HIWIN normally require from six to eight foot switches on the floor to

control only three degrees of freedom in positioning Huang et al. (2019); Abdi et al.

(2018). Such interfaces are suitable to perform simple tasks (e.g, moving in a direction at

constant speed) with a few degrees of freedom. Indeed, switches fall short of providing

required continuous support for solo surgery. To address this need, research efforts have

been placed in trying to improve the foot interaction by reading its gestures in multiple

degrees of freedom (DoF) and in a continuous manner, aiming at more complex tasks.

• Tracking Interfaces: meant to be operated with a continuous output signal, propor-

tional to the foot’s force or motion. From these two sub-categories can be highlighted:

– Wearable Position-tracking Interfaces: these are light-weight sensorized devices,

that aim at tracking the pose of the foot in space (position/orientation or both).

These devices are illustrated in Figure 1.7.

These interfaces can be equipped with resistive or capacitive sensors (Luzzio

(2000); Yamen Saraiji et al. (2018)), inertial measurement units (Paradiso et al.
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Luzzio
(2000)
3 DoF

Passive

Saraiji et al.
(2018)
6 DoF

Active 1 DoF

Shafti et al.
(2020)
6 DoF

Passive

Komori et al.
(2020)
6 DoF

Passive

Hatscher et al
(2020)
1 DoF

Passive

Paradiso et al
(2004)
6 DoF

Passive

b. Wearable Position-Tracking Interfaces

Figure 1.7: b. Examples of Wearable Foot Position-Tracking Interfaces

(2004); Hatscher et al. (2018); Shafti et al. (2021)), and camera based trackers

(Yamen Saraiji et al. (2018); Komori et al. (2020)). These might be attached to

the foot or at various parts of the leg (e.g. Luzzio (2000)). The biggest limitation

encountered in this type of devices is the problem of fatigue, specially for those

that require to hold the leg in the air. This problem could get worse when both feet

are involved (c.f., Velloso et al. (2015)). On the bright side, these interfaces could

enable inexpensive continuous motion tracking in multiple degrees of freedom.

Also there are research groups finding passive alternatives to hold support the leg

by the thigh or the shin leaving the foot free to be tracked (Kato et al. (2021)).

– World-grounded Interfaces (a.k.a. Platforms): these are interfaces fixed to the

ground, and using sensors to measure signals from the foot (position / force or

both) or also actuators to impose forces on the foot. They are illustrated in Figures

1.8 and 1.9. The advantage of these devices is that they could vary in level of

complexity from passive devices to complete and actuated robotic devices. A more

in-depth classification is given below.

The World-grounded Interfaces (a.k.a. Foot Platforms) can be further sub-categorized in :
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Abdi et al. (2017)
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Passive

Huang et al (2019)
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Yang, Abdi et al.(2020)
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Abdi et al. (2017)
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Díaz et al. (2014)
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Kim et al. (2016)
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c.Elastic-Isometric Platforms

d. Impedance-Based Kinesthetic Platforms

Doughtery et al.(2018)
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Rudolph et al. (2019)
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Rudolph et al. (2019)
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Figure 1.8: Examples of World-Grounded Interfaces (Foot-Platforms). c.: Elastic-Isometric. d.:
Impedance-Based.
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Ye, Abdi et al. (2020)
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Figure 1.9: Examples of World-Grounded Interfaces (Foot-Platforms). e. Admittance-Based
Platforms. e. Isometric Platforms. f. Hybrid Isotonic Elastic-Isometric Platforms.
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• Isometric Platforms (Figure 1.9 f.): these are passive devices equipped with a force

sensor that can allow to measure the intention to move to a certain direction based on

the force/torque exerted. The inconvenience of this form of control is the lack of pro-

prioception, no haptic feedback and the need to use dead-zone to avoid unintentional

inputs from the operator. The advantage is that the foot rests in the same position.

• Elastic-isometric Platforms (Figure 1.8 c.): these are passive interfaces are foot joysticks

equipped with springs and measure the signals based on their force or deformation of

the springs (e.g. via hall-sensors). They stem from fully isometric interfaces that measure

force or pressure (e.g., Kawai et al. (2014)). Their goal is to avoid the operator to have

to move in a big workspace, that is convenient for lack of workspace or try to alleviate

fatigue (Abdi et al. (2017b); Huang et al. (2020a, 2019); Yang et al. (2020); Doughtery

(2018); Rudolph (2019)). Tasks considered to date in elastic-isometric platforms include

positioning, target reaching, path following tasks (Abdi et al. (2016b, 2017b); Huang et al.

(2019, 2020a)), and endoscope control (Abdi et al. (2018); Huang et al. (2021)). These

interfaces have not been validated in manipulative tasks due to the lack of kinesthetic

feedback of the environment’s forces. Even though some illusions of feedback could be

elicited thanks to the passive impedance of the springs and varying visual feedback. This

is commonly known as pseudo-haptic feedback (c.f., Lécuyer et al. (2000)). Since these

illusions of feedback are not related to what is really going on in the environment, they

could only be useful for simple tasks and cannot be adjusted online to different subjects.

The biggest limitation of not having realistic haptic feedback is the high reliance of

visual feedback. For example, in a surgical scenario, if the foot is controlling a retractor

may need to pull the tissue outside the field of view of the camera, to clear the view

for the hands; there is no way to know whether the instrument is safely grasping the

tissue or is touching a vital organ. Also, if a tissue is pulled with too much force, it can

be damaged and pass unnoticed. Albeit, these interfaces have been successfully used to

perform control of a camera in position:velocity mapping (Abdi et al. (2017b); Huang

et al. (2021)). In such a visual task, the haptic feedback is less critical. Finally, from

the examples presented above, these platforms have been limited to four-degrees of

freedom.

• Admittance-Based Platforms (Figure 1.9 e.): These are active force-tracking interfaces

that are equipped with force sensors that modulate the motion of the device according

to a programmed virtual resistance. These devices aim to generate very high forces to

achieve full or partial mobilization of the foot/leg. As a result of that, they are mostly

used for rehabilitation exercises (Saglia et al. (2013); Farjadian et al. (2014); Girone et al.

(2000)). For this reason, most of them use a high transmission ratio (i.e., tr > 100),

which affects their back-drivability. Others use pneumatic actuators that are convenient

in form-factor but they require access to a pressurized air supply (Girone et al. (2000,

2001)). Most of these platforms are made for rehabilitation of the ankle. Thus, they

favour a bigger workspace in rotations than translations (Girone et al. (2000); Saglia

et al. (2013)). Otherwise, they just focus in the rotations of the ankle, which means low
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number of DoF (up to 3).

• Impedance-Based Platforms (Figure 1.8 d.): These devices are intended to measure the

position of the foot in space (position-tracking platforms). They can be passive or active.

A more in-depth classification is given below.

The Impedance-Based Platforms (also known as Position-Tracking Platforms ), can be further

sub-categorized in:

• Isotonic Foot Platforms: The term Isotonic refers to the notion of constant force. These

are passive interfaces that measure the position of the foot in space when the foot is

supported in a mobile base. They can be as simple as an optical foot mouse (Fentek

Industries (2021)), or have higher number of degrees of freedom such as in Doughtery

(2018); Rudolph (2019) to control 2 DoF, or in Abdi et al. (2018)) to control 4 DoF. The

main limitation detected in passive isotonic interfaces is fatigue. This is because they

don’t compensate effectively the gravity of the leg. Also, since they are passive, they can’t

compensate for the dynamics of the platform either (specially friction).

• Haptic Kinesthetic Foot Platforms: These are haptic interfaces that measure the motion

of the foot and can render kinesthetic feedback. They are specially useful to render low

impedance (from free motion to visco-elastic effects) rather than stiff-walls. They have

been found convenient for surgical operations Díaz et al. (2014), and teleoperation of

mobile robots Kim et al. (2016). Indeed, the main advantage of foot kinesthetic platforms

is that the haptic link (between human and robot) allows the human to supervise the

desired task in motion and force variables. This has the potential to be advantageous in

human-robot collaborative scenarios where visual or verbal guidance may compromise

the efficiency, responsiveness or the quality of the task (e.g. assisted surgery, complex

assemblies, etc). This is because haptic feedback increases situational awareness (i.e.,

the perception or comprehension of the environment) Hacinecipoglu et al. (2013).

Despite all these advantages, because of the latent challenge of overcoming the load

of the leg, these devices haven’t gained popularity in the literature, or they are strictly

limited to a few DoF (1 or 2).

Finally from the combination of the interaction modes above hybrid platforms can be found:

• Hybrid Isotonic Elastic-Isometric Platforms (Figure 1.9 g.): These are passive devices

that selectively combine the isotonic control for some degrees of freedom (e.g. transla-

tions) and elastic-isometric control for others (e.g., rotations), such as in Ye et al. (2020).

The advantage is that by design they may tackle the conditioning of the degrees of

freedom. For example, for some rotations with limited bio-mechanical range of motion,

or associated with higher fatigue, the elastic-isometric modality can be used. On the

other hand, the easiest degrees of freedom to control can be used in isotonic control.
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The disadvantage arises when the devices are passive, which carries the disadvantages

mentioned above for elastic-isometric and isotonic platform. Namely, the mechanics

should strive to have intrinsic high backdrivability and low friction. On the other hand.

the gravity of the leg is not effectively compensated.

In light of this state of the art, in this thesis we present the design of a novel impedance-based

kinesthetic foot haptic platform in five degrees of freedom. We overcome the limitations

reported for impedance-based devices for the foot by leveraging haptic control. Namely,

aiming to alleviate fatigue, we introduce a leg human-in-the-loop compensation controller

using a subject-specific leg dynamic model.

1.4.2 Foot Control Mappings

According to Kim et al. (1987), two main mapping modalities may be distinguished in teleoper-

ation. Both modalities can use scaling factors, and potentially allow for intuitive force/position

feedback from the environment. These modalities are know as Rate and Position mapping.

• Rate Mapping (Position:Velocity): This mapping converts position from the master

device to velocity in the telemanipulator’s tool. Commonly used when the movement of

the master is intended to be done within a small workspace. This type of mapping is

adequate when the workspace of the master is reduced. Namely it is the commonly used

mapping in elastic-isometric interfaces. This mode of control is recommended for slow

tasks in a large workspace at the robotic tool’s side. Also, it is a good solution when the

human gesture’s range of motion is limited, or minimum motion is desired to mitigate

fatigue (c.f. Kim and Kaber (2009); Abdi et al. (2018); Huang et al. (2019)). Nevertheless,

in situations of high speed and high accuracy, rate mapping is not recommended as it

performs worse than position mapping (c.f. Kim et al. (1987)). The two shortcomings of

this form of mapping are: the lack of position proprioception, and the use of dead-zones,

the latter being the most problematic.

The lack of position proprioception refers to the fact that, if there is no visual feedback,

the brain has a difficult time estimating where the tele-commanded tool is in space.

However this might be partially mitigated by training (Melendez-Calderon et al. (2017)),

or with the use of haptic feedback. Furthermore, in case kinesthetic interaction from

the environment wants to be fed-back, there is the issue of translating the motion-force

relationship from position:position-force to position:velocity-force. Some solutions

exist to deal with this, for example, the use of pseudo-haptic feedback (passive stiffness

coupled with varying visual feedback c.f. Lécuyer et al. (2000)) or the use of vibrotactile

stimuli directly modulated with the kinesthetic information (Maereg et al. (2017)).

On the other hand, rate mapping brings along the issue of dead-zones. Dead-zones are

areas of no mapping, outlined by threshold-limits around the resting position of the

foot. This is done to avoid unintentional motion of the teleoperated tool (drift). Drift is a
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very likely outcome without dead-zones, as the foot would need to be perfectly centered

to produce zero speed. These dead-zones jeopardize the capacity to simultaneously

and continuously modulate the motion in multiple degrees of freedom, specially when

the needed foot motions are small. Finally, if the force from the environment were to be

fed-back to the user using this type of modality (provided the interfaces are active and

haptic), there might be a distortion of the real impedance of the environment. This is

because, this form of mapping provokes a distortion of the motion:force relationship.

Such a distortion can be non-intuitive.

• Position Mapping (Position:Position): This mapping converts the position from the

master device to position in the telemanipulator’s tool. Namely, it gives a direct kine-

matic control to perform spatially accurate tasks. The most relevant benefits of position

mapping are high accuracy and that the operator can have proprioception of the po-

sition of the controlled tool in space. Indeed, position mapping is good for tasks that

require high accuracy and speed (c.f. Kim et al. (1987)). However the superiority in

terms of accuracy of this modality, disappears when the tasks should be done slowly

and with a high workspace in the environment. In visually mediated tasks, while vision

is mainly used to define the trajectory and the kinematics of reaching movements, po-

sition proprioception is important in translating such a plan into motor commands

sent to the muscles (Sarlegna and Sainburg (2009)). The motion:force relationship (task-

level-impedance) can be preserved thanks to position mapping (provided the interfaces

are haptic and can render good kinesthetic feedback). Motion scaling may affect this

perception, yet this can be counterbalanced by also performing force-scaling. However

position mapping has a few cons. For instance, it is not suitable in situations where

the range of motion of the human is not large enough. Since too big of a scaling can

amplify the errors in position and affect the accuracy. Finally, position mapping can be

jeopardized when using a heavy human effector (e.g. leg) to teleoperate. As performing

vertical motions or keeping the limb in a high pose for a long period, can result in fatigue

(Kim and Kaber (2009); Abdi et al. (2018); Huang et al. (2019)). In spite of that, this can

be mitigated by compensating the leg (Kato et al. (2021)).

In light of this state-of-the-art, in this thesis, we enable sustainable position:position mapping

to reach the highest accuracy and efficiency possible with the foot and to enable bilateral

teleoperation via kinesthetic haptic feedback. We ensure a highly transparent interaction

(overcoming undesired dynamics of the platforms) thanks to our transparency controller. We

propose a solution to the limitations imposed by the load of the leg in this mapping, thanks to

our haptic leg compensation controller which helps to alleviate the physical load and enables

a useful position mapping.

Furthermore, since we incorporate robotic assistance in the form of haptic-shared control, we

coin a new term to refer to a special type of mapping: Intent-Translate Trigger-Mapping.

• Intent-Translate Trigger-Mapping: this modality is specially relevant for cases when a
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robot is sharing the task with the human.

The semi-autonomous system monitors the position of the foot, and may interpret and

understand the intention of the human, for it to perform an autonomous action. The

reliability of this mapping depends on the human-detection scheme adopted. To this

end, non-linear functions of intention-detection may be used to trigger/stopping the

desired action in a robust manner.

In this type of mapping, like in rate mapping, the situation awareness of the human

might become limited when the autonomy has taken over an action and the human

has been relieved. For this reason, we propose using vibrotactile cues. These can be

used as event-based cues (c.f., Kuchenbecker et al. (2006)) or information-based cues

that are proportional in amplitude and frequency to the real kinesthetic feedback of the

task (c.f., Maereg et al. (2017)). Indeed, one limitation of this mapping when handling

multi-state systems, is that it is easy to forget the current state, after the haptic feedback

announcing transitions disappears to avoid startling of the operator. For this reason, we

also propose the use of visual feedback to accompany this mapping to acknowledge the

current state.

In Chapters 3, 4, 5 we develop and apply this type of mapping.

1.4.3 Multi-Handed Manipulation with the Foot

While some works have demonstrated the use of signals from foot to control an extra thumb

(Tong and Liu (2021); Shafti et al. (2021); Kieliba et al. (2021)), others have focused in validating

it as a potential extra hand, to be used at the same time with the biological hands (see Figure

1.10).

Tasks that require simultaneous control of the three limbs are commonly referred as three-

handed tasks. These appear in various forms in the literature, but Eden et al. (2021) propose a

classification based on two key factors: limb dependency (i.e., whether the limbs have to work

together on the same task) and coupling (i.e., through a physical or virtual linkage).

Realistic implementations of a third hand for surgical applications, have been for endoscope

control Abdi et al. (2017b); Huang et al. (2021); Zhong et al. (2020) and forceps control Kawai

et al. (2014). These types of applications are normally two-limb coupled (both hands) and

all-limb-dependent (all limbs share the same task), meaning that both hands tend to have

more coupling among each other than with the foot, as the camera or forceps task may not

necessarily move spatially in coordination to achieve the task.

More in-depth behavioural studies, pushing for coordinated motion, have been conducted in

simulation in a computer screen. For example, Velloso et al. (2015) demonstrated the feasibility

of using both hands and a foot to resize an object in a computer screen (all-limb-dependent,

all-limb-uncoupled). On the other hand, Abdi et al. (2016a,b) studied the use of the foot as
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Figure 1.10: Examples of foot control of assistive manipulators. Scenarios include wearable
and world-grounded manipulators. Some applications include control of tool holders of
flexible and rigid cameras, as well as manipulative tasks of holding and supporting an object
or control of an additional robotic finger. 19
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a third hand in all-limb-independent and all-limb-uncoupled tasks, such as catching falling

objects. And contrasted it against completing the task with only two hands. They highlighted

preference to use the foot when the task becomes demanding.

Huang et al. (2020b) tested the use of the foot in tasks where the hands were mechanically

coupled (tied to an elastic). They found that when the hands are free of any mechanical

constraint, the addition of a third hand into the task has little negative impact in performance.

On the flip side, when the hands are constrained to move in coordination, the performance is

significantly degraded by the addition of the foot.

Noccaro et al. (2021) compared such an experiment to the case where all the three limbs

were mechanically constrained with a virtual elastic to achieve a task. Also they compared

performance with respect to a cooperating dyad. They found that in general two people

outperform a single person using the foot as third hand. Nevertheless, when the task becomes

more challenging (e.g., more targets, or mechanical constraints), the relative advantage in

performance between a dyad and a participant performing tri-manual activities decreases.

Thereby suggesting the potential usefulness for using the feet in these conditions —perhaps

with more training or assistance—. This agrees with the findings of Huang et al. (2020c) using

same task than Noccaro et al. (2021) (all limbs constrained with an elastic) but using a foot

interface. They found that the use of the foot yielded a similar performance in success and

efficiency than two people cooperating, however the motion was two times slower.

Moving towards four-handed manipulation, namely including both feet, Yamen Saraiji et al.

(2018), have presented a first demonstration with their wearable project Meta-Arms. These

have been portrayed in applications such as holding tools for electronic assemblies, holding a

board while drawing on it with the hands, etc. They also offer, haptic feedback in one degree

of freedom. The limitations in those demonstrations have been the encountered daunting

physical load, as they operate the feet in-the-air. As a consequence, their usability results might

have been masking the true capabilities of the feet when properly conditioned. Furthermore,

the haptic feedback they offer is applied as a poking gesture in the dorsal part of the foot,

while the grasping is done using resistive sensors on the toes. Meaning, that the force was non

collocated with the motion that generated it, which might have distorted the perception of

impedance in the user.

In summary, most of these studies have suggested the potential of using the foot as a third

hand to assist the hands, in tasks where only two hands were needed or in situations where

extra hands were needed. Also, they have identified potential benefits of using the feet when

tasks constraints are present. However, most of them either they have been limited in degrees

of freedom, or do not involve realistic interaction and manipulation forces (not real physi-

cal coupling), or have only study in-depth a single foot. Finally, thus far the feet have not

been alleviated effectively from their gravity load which might have been masking the true

capabilities of the foot.

In light of this state-of-the-art, in this thesis we investigate four-handed haptic manipu-
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lations in multiple degrees of freedom. Also, we enable the use of both feet to perform

simultaneous manipulations to assist hands (thanks to our compensation controllers).

Also, we evaluate complex scenarios requiring to exercise various levels of coordination in

motion and forces among all the limbs in different moments of the task.

Specifically, in Chapter 3, we study an assembly task that transitions from four-limb-independent

to four-limb-dependent, and from four-limb-uncoupled to two-feet-coupled + two-hands

uncoupled tasks. In this task, the feet work together to give extra redundancy to a dexterous

bi-manual task of screwing.

Furthermore, in Chapter 5, we address a surgery task that evaluates four-limb-dependent and

four-limb coupled situations. In this task a camera and a gripper have to perform coordinated

maneuvers to assist the task of the hands.

Finally, we reveal the human factors involved in manipulative tasks with four-hands.

1.4.4 Robotic Assistance applied to Foot teleoperation

To translate any potential dexterity of the foot into an additional robotic arm, teleoperation

is required. teleoperation is commonly used to enable interaction with environments that

require the transformations or scaling of the inputs of the human to the telemanipulator, or

simply because they are difficult to access (Sheridan (1993); Guthart and Salisbury (2000);

Hirche et al. (2003)).

When the human-control via teleoperation becomes difficult, the use of robotic assistance

may be desirable. Commonly referred as shared-control, a partial autonomy of the robot

gets involved in the execution of the task to alleviate or collaborate with the human. In the

literature, two main forms of shared-control can be distinguished (c.f. Abbink and Mulder

(2010)): input-mixing strategies, and haptic strategies. In haptic shared-control, the human is

assisted or warned by applying forces at the master device, while the operator and the robotic

system are sharing the task. Henceforth, we will use the term robotic assistance or haptic

assistance, to refer to haptic shared control.

Haptic assistance can be facilitated through a kinesthetic or vibrotactile interaction. Thereby,

the operator can be fully aware of the robot’s intentions or decisions and express their authority

by choosing to allow or not the task of the robot.

Haptic-Shared control has proved to bring many benefits (Boessenkool et al. (2012); Abi-Farraj

et al. (2016); Selvaggio et al. (2016); Abi-Farraj et al. (2018)), in terms of task performance (e.g.,

accuracy, time completion, contact force) and subject’s workload (e.g., effort, physical and

mental workload, especially in free-motion phases).

Moreover, haptic feedback could be particularly useful for shared multi-arm manipulation.

As in normal teleoperation, not only does haptic feedback increases tele-presence (i.e., the
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Figure 1.11: Example of dual-arm synergistic hand teleoperation. A single hand is controlling
two robots that are grasping a box. Thereby, it is as if the human is controlling directly the
pose of the object. Source: Laghi et al. (2018)

feeling as if being there) but also the perception of interaction force in conjunction with the

visual feedback of the robot’s displacement during task execution has proved to contribute to

engage the user and to increase their feeling of embodiment (Segura Meraz et al. (2018)).

Multi-limb Assistance

In cases where multiple limbs are involved, the design approaches for robotic assistance have

been steered towards making the task more intuitive for the operator. Shared teleoperation of

a multi-arm system has been gaining interest in the last few years such as in Ferraguti et al.

(2015); Selvaggio et al. (2018), where haptic shared-control strategies are used to control a

dual-arm system. When two tele-manipulators are meant to be used in a coupled fashion, and

exert prehensile forces, two main variables are at play: coordination of motion and reliable

application of force:

• Synergistic coordination of the robotic-arms. This type of assistance entails the use

of a single limb to control two-robots. This is relevant when both limbs need to move

in coordination and in many degrees of freedom, which is particularly suitable for

symmetric tasks such as supporting and moving/orienting a load. In this case, the

robot’s autonomy helps with the coordination part, and the operator can directly control

the pose of the object being manipulated. Namely, the operator switches from the
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uncoordinated behaviour of two robots controlled with two hands, to the behaviour of

two robots controlled with one hand. Rakita et al. (2019) highlight the usefulness of such

a synergistic control to achieve a mental simplification (gestalt) that could be potentially

elicited in the operator. Indeed, when both arms are coordinated, the operator might

feel as if they are controlling directly the pose of the object itself and not the individual

motions of the arms.

• Prehensile Force Assistance: This shared-control modality is used when the task of

the tele-manipulator is grasping objects. It can take various forms, such as regulation

of prehensile forces (Griffin et al. (2003)), or optimization of grasping poses (Kim et al.

(2020)).

In light of this state-of-the-art, in Chapter 3 we evaluate robotic assistance for four-handed

manipulation in a task that require the coordination of both feet. The robotic assistance in-

volves both synergistic coordination and force assistance modalities, and were implemented

collaboratively with Walid Amanhoud. In this thesis, we present a thorough behavioural study

about these strategies and their specific applicability to feet control.

Moreover in Chapter 5, we developed a prehensile force assistance strategy to aid the task of

grasping with a single foot. We evaluated this strategy in scenarios ranging from uni-pedal up

to four-handed, laparoscopic training tasks.

Positioning Assistance

One of the most common forms of haptic shared-control are virtual fixtures (c.f.,Rosenberg

(1993)). These are software-generated force and position signals acting as virtual elements

such as walls, velocity fields, or tubes that provide passive or active guidance to the human

during the task execution (e.g., to follow a path, no-go zones, constraint of certain DoF’s).

A simplistic example could be the use of ruler-like virtual wall to draw an straight line in

teleoperation.

Virtual fixtures have been used in surgery (c.f., Xiong et al. (2017); Bowyer et al. (2013); Meli

et al. (2017)) and are known to improve the safety, accuracy, and speed of robot-assisted

manipulation tasks (c.f., Abbott et al. (2007)). Virtual fixtures are effective and intuitive because

they take advantage on both the accuracy of robotic systems and the intelligence of human

operators. Nevertheless, virtual fixtures are prone to stability limitations when the gains used

are too high (Abbott et al. (2007)).

In light of this state of the art, in this thesis we also exploit haptic shared control in the form

of virtual fixtures. In Chapters 4 and 5, we seek the individuation of degrees of freedom of

the foot, during a grasping task with a single foot. This is because the rotations of the foot

present a high degree of coupling, which jeopardizes the simultaneous independent control

of degrees of freedom.
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Moreover, in order to overcome stability limitations imposed by high gains, we present a novel

type of virtual fixture. We coin the term: virtual fixture of selective transparency, which

capitalizes on the transparency controller of the master foot platform to selectively ease the

motion in the axis in charge of the grasping task. In other words, the virtual fixture is not

only a spring-damper lumped system but also has the real and un-compensated dynamics

(e.g., friction, inertia and coriolis) of the axes of the platform in the axes that enter in conflict

with the task.

1.4.5 Robotic Assisted Laparoscopic Surgery

Minimally invasive surgery, or laparoscopic surgery, is a type of surgery that started spreading

in the first decades of the 20th century (c.f., Antoniou et al. (2015)). The idea is to make small

incisions to enter the body and navigate inside using a camera, also known as endoscope. The

technique of endoscopy, started as a diagnostic tool and it was performed by the main diag-

nostician. In 1901, Georg Kelling, a german surgeon, was the first to perform an endoscopic

diagnosis in dogs making a small incision in the abdomen, and invented the concept of sterile

pneumoperitoneum (inflate the inside with gas to expand the visibility when the camera is in-

serted). In parallel, Hans Christian Jacobaeus, an internist from Sweden, performed diagnosis

in humans using a cystoscope for a thoracoscopy (looking inside of the chest).

It was Kurt Semm, a german gynecologist, who made the transition from diagnostic to ther-

apeutic surgery. Thereafter, the role of the camera has been tasked to an assistant. In many

university hospitals, assistants of routine surgeries are medical residents. They are not yet fully

trained surgeons and their assistance is also seen as a pedagogical exercise to learn more about

a procedure, reinforcing also their anatomical knowledge and also gain experience (Heinrich

et al. (1980)). As previously illustrated in Figure 1.5, conventional laparoscopy developed into

a procedure assisted by one or two people. The assistant(s) control the endoscope and other

tools such as a retractor, which is used to grasp and keep the organs and soft tissues out of the

way of the surgeon’s instruments as well as to clear the field of view.

As previously explained in section 1.1.1, there are difficulties encountered in conventional

laparoscopic surgery. For example, excessive fatigue of the assistant for holding the camera

and needing to keep an stable image during several hours. Moreover, dyad challenges arise

such as mis-communications, lack of familiarity and lack of anticipation (Nurok et al. (2011);

Elprama et al. (2013)).

To deal with these limitations, Robotic-Assisted Laparoscopic-Surgery or RALS (c.f. Hockstein

et al. (2007)) is a promising solution to let the surgeon control more than two instruments

and also improve their flexibility, dexterity, and precision, especially in the face of fatigue

and hand tremors arising during long operations. The dexterity of the surgeon is enhanced

thanks to the use of wrist-like laparoscopic instruments, and the fact that they can afford

micro-scaling. This extra dexterity is specially appreciated in fields like gynecology or urology

(Alkatout (2018)) The da-Vinci robot (Intuitive (2021)) was the first assisting surgical robot to
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get FDA approval in 1997, and nowadays is one of the most wide-spread in hospitals of the

world (Bodner et al. (2004)).

However, most commercial systems for Robotic Assisted Laparoscopic surgery have certain

limitations (see Figure 1.12).

• Firstly, the reduced situational awareness of the surgeon, as the surgeon is far from

the patient and outside of the sterilized area. In other words, they are only aware of

the inside of the patient, while being immersed in 3D vision googles. As in the case of

laparoscopic surgery, they still heavily rely on an assistant standing next to the patient,

with whom they need to talk via a micro-phone. Because of this, mis-communications

are still an issue (Elprama et al. (2013)). For this reason, some companies (c.f. Distal

Motion (2021)) have been adopting a hybrid approach. A combination between conven-

tional and robotic laparoscopy, so that the surgeon can remain close to the patient, and

easily switch between conventional and robotic surgery. Robotic surgery provides the

higher dexterity, while conventional surgery provides situation awareness and flexibility

in case of emergency. Also, the extra system complexity required to tele-operate a robot

across the globe, is reduced to be teleoperated locally (on spot).

• Secondly, they don’t provide any haptic feedback, so they rely mainly on vision. In

some cases, this lack of kinesthetic feedback can increase the overall applied forces

and tissue trauma (Wagner et al. (2002)). To cope with this limitations, recent systems

have tried to reflect the measured interactions forces through haptic feedback such

as the Miro-Surge system (Tobergte et al. (2011)). However, challenges are still latent,

especially, due to the price, size, geometry and sterilization constraints imposed by MIS

(Okamura (2009)).

• Thirdly, they allow for solo-control of four-tools but these cannot be operated simul-

taneously. In these systems, the surgeon control the robotic tools in a sitting position

through hand-interfaces and can switch instruments via foot pedals.

To allow the surgeon to control more than two surgical instruments simultaneously, there is a

need to provide as much support as possible to the surgeon.

• A first approach is to focus in fully autonomous robotic assistants, capable to infer the

state of the surgery and proceed accordingly by performing the intended tasks in a close-

loop manner without human intervention (c.f., Saras Project (2021)) Full autonomy

is still challenging as it mainly depends on how complex is the task, how dynamic is

the environment and how reliant it should be on the main surgeon (c.f., Moustris et al.

(2011)).

• As motivated in this work, a second approach would be to locally operate robotic as-

sistants manipulators, by using a bodily gestures such as with the foot. This has been
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Two arms for right hand

Toggle to 
4th arm 

tool using
left foot

One arm for left hand

Two hands at the 
same time move 
one camera arm

Cutting, cautery 
and coagulation
via mono- and 

bi- polar current, 
using right foot

Change to camera 
control

Clutch

Figure 1.12: Four-Arm Switching Solo Robotic Laparoscopic Surgery with da Vinci ®system. If
the surgeon is right-handed, then two manipulative arms can be toggled and controlled with
the right hand, while one manipulative arm, can be used with the left hand. Foot switches
can be used to change to the 4th-arm and, also to clutch —namely to disconnect the arm and
re-compute an offset in the hand:robot-arm mapping—. Enable/disable of the second arm
for the right hand (e.g. retractor) is useful to fix its position, and then toggle back to focus
on the task of both hands. Thereby, the surgeon doesn’t need to worry about unintentionally
affecting the motion or grip of the retractor in place, while using the other arms. On the other
hand, clutching is useful to always adopt an ergonomic posture and move the human arms
and hands around a comfort zone, to be able to sustain a long surgery. To operate the camera,
a foot switch can be triggered to allow the use of both hands to control a single arm holding
the endoscope. Indeed, the combined movement of two hands is needed to position the
image, while a differential motion of both hands is used for rotating the image. For more
more details refer to https://youtu.be/teRQr2qquJA. On the other hand, as can appreciated in
the image, the surgeon is sitting and immersed in a console. Thus, inside a "little bubble" with
reduced situation awareness . This console is placed outside of the sterile area and relatively
far from the patient. For this reason, an assistant needs to remain close to the patient, and
can have access to one trocar to handle complementary tools, suction tubes or other materials
such a needles, etc. To communicate with the assistant and operating team, the surgeon needs
to use a microphone. As in conventional laparoscopy, in this scenario, dyad difficulties also
arise (e.g., mis-comunications, lack of anticipation, etc c.f Elprama et al. (2013)). Pictures of
surgical system licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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explored for instrument-holders for endoscopes (Abdi et al. (2017b,a); Huang et al.

(2021); Zhong et al. (2020)) or forceps (c.f. Kawai et al. (2014)), as explained in section

1.4.1. This can be combined with semi-autonomous control (c.f., Prasad et al. (2004);

Yuen et al. (2009); MacLachlan et al. (2011); Bowyer et al. (2013); Xiong et al. (2017); Meli

et al. (2017) ), to delegate (or share) part of the tasks to the autonomous system (see

section 1.4.4). Thereby, the surgeon could eventually have an easier time coordinating

with the four limbs.

In light of this state of the art, in this thesis we focus in enabling hybrid four-handed solo

laparoscopic surgery. Through the use of haptic kinesthetic foot interfaces in high DoF

(Chapter 2) and the use of teleoperated haptic-shared-control (Chapters 4 and 5) to ease the

dexterous manipulation with the foot, the operator can operate four tools simultaneously.

1.5 Publications, Multimedia and Source Code

Chapter(s) Publication Multimedia link
2, 3 Hernandez Sanchez, J., Amanhoud, W., Haget, A., Bleuler, H.,

Billard, A., & Bouri, M. (2019). Four-Arm Manipulation via Feet
Interfaces. American Association for Advancement for Artificial
Intelligence (AAAI-FSS). https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.04993

https://bit.ly/3B7E5N3

3 Amanhoud*, W., Hernandez Sanchez*, J., Bouri, M., & Billard,
A. (2021). Contact-initiated Shared Control Strategies for Four-
Arm Supernumerary Manipulation with Foot Interfaces. The
International Journal of Robotics Research, 40(8–9), 986–1014.
https://doi.org/10.1177/02783649211017642. *first co-author

https://bit.ly/3pCMsho

2, 4 Hernandez Sanchez, J., Amanhoud, W., Billard, A., & Bouri,
M. (2021). Foot Control of a Surgical Laparoscopic Gripper via
5DoF Haptic Robotic Platform: Design, Dynamics and Haptic
Shared Control. 2021 IEEE International Conference on Robotics
and Automation (ICRA), 12559–12566. https://doi.org/10.1109/
ICRA48506.2021.9561887

https://bit.ly/3EeoPQl

5 Hernandez Sanchez*, J., Amanhoud, W.*, Billard, A. & Bouri.M
(2021). Enabling Hybrid Robotic-Assisted Solo-Surgery with Four
Arms via Haptic Foot Interfaces. Submitted to The International
Journal of Robotics Research. *first co-author

https://bit.ly/2XJwfeT

Table 1.1: List of Publications and Multimedia Links

The contents of the different chapters of this thesis have been presented in different venues

as detailed in Table 1.1. Furthermore, all the source code can be found in the following

repositories:

• https://github.com/epfl-lasa/hasler_project

• https://github.com/epfl-lasa/surgical_gripper

• https://github.com/epfl-lasa/5_axis_platform
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2 Design for a Multi-DoF Foot Haptic
Platform

Note: The material presented in this chapter was published among:

• Hernandez Sanchez, J., Amanhoud, W., Haget, A., Bleuler, H., Billard, A., & Bouri, M.

(2019).Four-Arm Manipulation via Feet Interfaces. American Association for Advancement

for Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-FSS). In Proceedings of the AI-HRI Arlington Virginia, 2019.

• Hernandez Sanchez, J., Amanhoud, W., Billard, A., & Bouri, M. (2021). Foot Control of a

Surgical Laparoscopic Gripper via 5DoF Haptic Robotic Platform: Design, Dynamics and

Haptic Shared Control. 2021 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation

(ICRA), Xi’an China, 2021, 12559–12566.

2.1 Introduction

We seek to augment human manipulation by enabling humans to control two robotic arms

in addition to their natural arms using their feet. Thereby, the hands may be free to perform

tasks of high dexterity, while the feet-controlled arms perform assistive tasks. To this end,

we aim at having a robotic platform to continuously track the motion of the foot in high

number of degrees of freedom. However, unlike its hand counterpart a foot interface has the

additional challenge that the leg represents a considerable payload. Indeed, the intention of a

foot teleoperation platform is not to provide torques for full exogenous mobilization of the leg;

however, partial assistance torques might be instrumental to tackle the problem of fatigue, if

the foot is to be used in direct kinematic control for a sustained period of time. This is specially

relevant when using both feet (c.f. Velloso et al. (2015)). The support forces of weight may vary

depending on the body posture (sitting or standing) can vary from 18% to 100% of body mass

in healthy adults (Plagenhoef et al. (1983)). This means that the leg of a healthy 80 kg adult

may represent a payload of ⩾ 15 kg if held in the air with no chair support.

Since such a high payload challenges the mechatronic design, it is not a surprise that even

though there are multiple existing foot actuated platforms reported in literature (for reha-

bilitation, locomotion, etc), their specifications don’t fit the use for teleoperation and as
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impedance-based haptic devices (c.f., Haus et al. (2014)). Many of them are cumbersome like

the ones presented in Otis et al. (2008); Iwata et al. (2001); Yoon and Ryu (2006), because of the

big electromagnetic actuators to reflect high forces while compensating the weight of the leg

when moving up and down. Some machines are limited in degrees of freedom (from one to

three) like the ones presented in Farjadian et al. (2014); Saglia et al. (2013); Wang et al. (2013),

because they were designed for the ankle and not for motion of the leg. Moreover, many of

them are devoid of active force feedback like Paradiso et al. (2004); Rovers and van Essen

(2006); Abdi et al. (2018). Finally, most of the surveyed interfaces have a lower linear workspace

to foot-print ratio (e.g., Girone et al. (2001); Saglia et al. (2013); Wang et al. (2013)) because of

the parallel kinematics. On the other hand, foot teleoperation interfaces are limited in DoF

(from one to four) (Farjadian et al. (2014); Wang et al. (2013); Saglia et al. (2013), and were

designed without regard to the need for controllable force rendering —i.e., no active haptic

feedback —(Paradiso et al. (2004); Rovers and van Essen (2004); Abdi et al. (2018); Huang et al.

(2020a)), which limits the complexity of the human-robot interaction, as well as neglects the

dynamic compensation of the leg.

In this chapter, we present a mechanical and control solution to enable continuous foot

position control in five degrees of freedom, while targeting the special case of bipedal control.

This work has been disseminated in Hernandez Sanchez et al. (2019, 2021).

The related work for this chapter is reviewed in sections 1.4.1, 1.4.2. In section 2.3, we present

the design of the foot platform in terms of transition from requirements to specifications, as

well as the realization of the design in hardware implementations. In section 2.4 we describe

the journey of control architectures used for the foot platform. Also, we explain in detail our

final approach to enable position-position mapping. Then, we present validations in tasks of

various degrees of freedom (3, 4 and 5 DoF), in scenarios involving single and dual foot control

(section 2.5) Finally, we conclude with a discussion and conclusion in section 2.6.

2.1.1 Contribution

The main contribution of this chapter is design and control of the 5DoF Foot Haptic Platforms

that allow for sustainable position mapping thanks to the leg human-in-the-loop control.

2.2 Requirements

We start the design approach by listing the functional and non-functional requirements for

the foot platforms. These are informed on the target application (i.e., teleoperation, surgery),

also the use of two feet, as well as considerations of human factors regarding the use of the

lower limb (e.g., leg’s weight). The list is detailed as follows:

1. The platform should be able to track a high number of degrees of freedom of the foot,

ideally 6 DoF, in both motion and force variables.
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2. The platform should be backdrivable, thus employing a low transmission ratio (tr < 100,

ideally 1−20) should be favoured. This is encouraged for impedance-based devices

(Haus et al. (2014)).

3. The interface should adapt to the biomechanics of the foot, including natural axis of

rotations and range of motion. Details are given in subsection 2.2.1. .

4. To facilitate control with the foot, the actuation should account for enough compensa-

tion torques to alleviate the leg’s gravity (c.f. Yamen Saraiji et al. (2018); Komori et al.

(2020); Kato et al. (2021)). The compensation of an operator of 90 kg body mass may

be considered (10kg more than the average of USA, c.f., Walpole et al. (2012)). This

requirement is investigated in subsection 2.2.2. .

5. The platform should be dual, as the intended application involves both feet. To this end,

the footprint of the platform should be non-obstructive and also allow the feet moving

medially close to each other w.r.t the sagital plane, meaning that two foot platforms will

be used the same time.

6. The interface should preferably be active to render haptic feedback cues and perceivable

forces. There are few data in literature regarding foot and leg psychophysics. One of the

first studies dates back from 1985 (Southall (1985)) and studied perception of resistive

forces in a vehicle pedal (felt in the tip of the pedal around a lever arm). Results indicate

that in ranges of background forces from 89 to 445 N, a Weber fraction of 7% should

be applied for a difference to be detected by 50% of the population. In a similar study

determined that footwear and frequency of duration affect the perception of active

force variations Abbink et al. (2004) in a vehicle pedal, with background torque of 5

Nm, results indicate that the just noticeable difference (JND) of a signal at 1 Hz, when

wearing socks, is 1.4 Nm. This agrees with Ichinose et al. (2013) that report a JND of

1.48 N in a study of driving assistance through pedal reaction force control. A more

recent study by (Geitner et al. (2018)) for determination of influence of footwear, pulse

duration and amplitude, suggested that a good force reflection should span from 9 N to

18 N to be comfortably detected. This agrees with Abbink et al. (2004) and also findings

of Edworthy and Stanton (1995) that described that higher intensities than 18 N startle

the operator. On a different scenario, de Rosario et al. (2010) studied vibrotactile stimuli

for event The best performance was achieved at frequencies between 5−10 Hz and

amplitude of 1.6 Nm.

7. Hence, the platform should enable bilateral teleoperation and it should be impedance-

based (good for rendering free-motion like low resistance) rather than admittance-based

(good for rendering high stiffness walls), c.f., Haus et al. (2014) .

8. As the target application is laparoscopic surgery, the platform should be able to render

forces common to conventional laparoscopic surgery. Namely it should feedback at

least 15 N in retraction of the instrument, and 2.5 Nm around the trocar or entry point

(c.f., Baumann et al. (1997)). .
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9. The platform should enable position:position continuous mapping. Indeed, Velloso

et al. (2015) motivate the need of proprioception when the feet are not visible. Also,

Dougherty and Winck (2018); Hatscher et al. (2018) recommend for position control

against rate control for efficiency and performance. On the other hand, leg’s motion

should be possible with large enough workspace without harming the leg when reaching

its joint limits.

10. In order to maintain body balance when moving the four-limbs, the foot platform may

be used in a sitting position as opposed to standing.

11. Furthermore, the platform may be able to adapt to different shoe sizes of adults, be

easily attached-detached to the foot.

The transitioning from requirements to specifications starts by understanding: 1. biome-

chanics of the foot, for which we review below some anatomical details and 2. the torque

requirements related to the partial/total compensation of the gravity efforts that moving the

leg around would entail. For this, we developed a dynamic model and simulation of the leg.

2.2.1 Foot Bio-mechanics

The foot is a complicated weight bearing structure in the body. There have been different

propositions on how to approximate the motion of the foot: as a hinge joint, as a socket-ball

and as the ankle-joint-complex (Tsoi and Xie (2009)). The main names of identifiable motions

in open and closed chain are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Talocrural 
Joint

Figure 2.1: Names of Bones and Joints of Interest in the Foot. Source: Tsoi and Xie (2009)

The human ankle joint complex (AJC) has found to be a better fit of a model to explain the

relative motions of the tibia, fibula and the bones of the rear foot, as a combination of two

synovial hinge joints: talocrural and subtalar joints.
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Dul and Johnson (1985)

Figure 2.2: Estimation of the joint axes of the foot. Two synovial joints describe the motion of
the foot: the subtalar (or talocalcaneonavicular, t.c.n.) joint and the talocrular (tc., a.k.a. true
ankle) joint. Here, static estimations of such axes are illustrated, from reported starting with
Manter (1941) up to Dul and Johnson (1985). Source: Dettwyler et al. (2004).

These joints have axes that are oblique to each other, and constantly changing during motions

Dettwyler et al. (2004). Moreover, these changes in tilt are different from person to person

Lundberg et al. (1989). An illustration of the approximative average location of these axis in a

neutral position are given in Figure 2.2, and more details may be consulted in Table A.1.

Type of motion Maximum allowable motion
Dorsiflexion (DF) 20.3◦−29.8◦

Plantarflexion (PF) 37.6◦−45.8◦

Inversion (IV) 14.5◦−22.0◦

Eversion (EV) 10.0◦−17.0◦

Abduction (AB) 15.4◦−25.9◦

Adduction (AD) 22.0◦−36.0◦

Table 2.1: Ranges of motion of the orthogonal rotations describing the motion of the foot.
Source: Siegler et al. (1988)
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DF: Dorsiflexion

PF: Plantarflexion

EV: Eversion

INV: Inversion

AB: Abduction

ADD: Adduction

PR: Pronation

SUP: Supination

Figure 2.3: Orthogonal rotation axes to describe the motion of the foot referenced to the body
planes. Indeed, these are not the independent degrees of freedom in the foot. These rotations
are meant to describe the combined motion of the talocrural and subtalar joints. For this
reason, these orthogonal gestures normally display a fair amount of coupling (c.f., Siegler et al.
(1988).)

The combination of angular displacements of both joints can be described around orthogonal

anatomical planes (names described in Appendix A.1.1). These movements are Plantarflexion

(PF)/Dorsiflexion (DF), Eversion (EV) / Inversion (IV) and Abduction or external rotation

(AB) / Adduction of internal rotation (ADD). According to Siegler and colleagues Siegler et al.

(1988),PF/DF depend more in the subtalar joint, whereas EV/IV on the talocrular joint, and for

AB/ADD there is an equal contribution of both joints.

In turn, a simplified representation can be done as a combination of the three orthogonal

rotations (see Figure 2.3). For example Supination SUP - combining PF + ADD + IV- as well as

Pronation PR – as a combination of DF+AB+EV.

2.2.2 Leg Dynamic Model

It is important to understand how much torque and forces are required, for the haptic foot

platform, to partially compensate the dynamics of the lower limb. To this end, we developed

a leg dynamic model. Using this model, one could estimate the needed wrench, at the level

of the foot, for alleviating the efforts that are felt in the joint-space of the leg due gravity and

other exogenous forces.

We approximate the biomechanics of the leg, in a simplified way, as a 7 DoF serial-kinematics

chain: 3 DoF ball-socket joints for the hip and ankle, and a 1 DoF hinge joint for the knee, as

illustrated in Figure 2.4. The inverse dynamic model of such a chain is the following:

B m
L (q m

L )q̈ m
L +++C m

L (q m
L , q̇ m

L )q̇ m
L +++g m

L (q m
L ) =τm

L,nd −−−τm
L,ex t (2.1)
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z+

𝑞2
𝑞3

𝑞1

𝑞4

𝑞5

𝑞7
𝑞6

Σ𝑓𝑏𝑙3

𝑙2

𝑙1

Σ0

Figure 2.4: Model of the leg as a 7 DoF kinematic chain. Kinematic chain with joints and
links, as well as the positions of the centers of mass of the links and the net center of mass
(big white-black icon). The positions of the centers of mass as well as the mass of each link
are found based on anthropomorphic data as a function of the body weight (l1 thigh 10.5%,
l2 shin 4.75%, l3 foot 1.43% of body mass, c.f., Contini et al. (1963); Erdmann (2019)). The
gray-colored part of the leg’s base represent the section of the thigh that is resting on the chair.

where q m
L = [hm

a ,hm
e ,hm

r ,km
e , am

p , am
r , am

y w ]T ∈ R7 denotes the m (left , right) leg’s state with

hm
a ,hm

e ,hm
r represent respectively the hip’s adduction/abduction, flexion/extension, and

internal/external rotation. km
e represents knee flexion/extension, and finally am

p , am
r , am

y w

represent the foot’s plantar/dorsiflexion, eversion/inversion and internal/external rotation

see Figure 2.14. B m
L (q m

L ) ∈R7×7 is the mass matrix, C m
L (q m

L , q̇ m
L )q̇ m

L ∈R7 the centrifugal and

coriolis forces, and g m
L (q m

L ) ∈R7 represents the gravity torques. Furthermore, τm
L,nd ∈R7 and

τm
L,ex t ∈R7 represent respectively the active endogenous torques exerted by the muscles of the

leg and the measured external torques, mainly provoked by the interaction with an eventual

foot platform.

For simplicity, the superscript m referring to the laterality of the leg is going to be skipped in

the next equations, assuming that they apply equally to both left and right.

Given a known state of the leg qL , q̇L and q̈L , the components of the inverse dynamics in the
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joint space of the leg can be calculated as follows:

BL(qL) =
n∑

l=1
bl

(L JL,x l
T )(L JL,x l

)+
(L JL,ωl

T )(LRL,l
)

Il

(
LRL,l

T
)(L JL,ωl

)
gL(qL) = g

n∑
l=1

bl
(L JL,x l

T )
RL,L

T ẑ

CL(qL , q̇L) =
n∑

l=1
bl

(L JL,x l
T )(L ˙JL,x l

)+
(L JL,ωl

T )(LRl
)

Il

(
LRl

T
)

J̇L,ωl +(L JL,ωl
T )(LṘl

)
Il

(
LRl

T
)(L JL,ωl

)

(2.2)

where bl corresponds to the mass of each link of the leg (i.e., thigh, shank, foot) l ∈ [1,n = 3].
L JL,x l ∈R3×7 and L JL,ωl ∈R3×7 are the translation and the rotation jacobian sub-matrices of

the geometric jacobian matrix of the center of mass of each link of the leg respectively, w.r.t.

the reference frame of the base of the leg (L). On the other hand, Il ∈R3×3 is the inertia matrix

of each link measured in the center of mass and aligned with the frame of the joint preceding

the link. Finally LRl ∈R3×3 are the links rotations matrices with respect to the base of the leg.

The gravity vector can be computed by projecting the weight of each link in the joint space.

g is the gravity acceleration and ẑ = [0,0,1]T is a unit vector aligned with the gravity axis in

the world frame. Finally a coriolis and centrifugal forces matrix factorization like in ( Bjerkeng

and Pettersen (2012) ) can be used for keeping skew-symmetry of ḂL −2CL Also, the time

derivatives of the jacobian and rotation matrices can be computed like so: J̇ = ∂J
∂q (I7×7 ⊗ q̇)

and Ṙ = ∂R
∂q (I3×3 ⊗ q̇) respectively. ⊗ is the Kronecker product.

Under the only external influence of the acceleration of gravity, the inverse dynamic torques

can be calculated with (2.2) as τL,B ∈ R7, τL,C ∈ R7, τL,g ∈ R7. Once these torques are com-

puted, these can be projected as a task-space wrench, e.g., in the foot-base frame (frame Σ f b

in Figure 2.4) like so:
LWL,I D =

(
L JL, f b

T †
)(
τL,B +++τL,C +++τL,g

)
(2.3)

where L JL, f b ∈ R6x7 is the geometrical jacobian of foot-base frame ( f b) with respect to the

leg-base frame (L), and † denotes the damped pseudo-inverse, found via singular value

decomposition.

Characterization of Leg’s Gravity Efforts

Aiming the design at compensating the full dynamics of the leg, moving at very high speeds,

could be challenging. For this reason, one could focus on at least making sure that low-

motion bandwidths (e.g. ≤ 15 Hz, c.f. Siciliano and Khatib (2016)) are considered. In such
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t=11s t=21s

t=99s

t=172s

t=30s

t=189s

Figure 2.5: Simulation of motion of the leg in 7DoF covering the limits of the leg’s workspace.
We monitored the needed wrench in the base of the foot to compensate only the gravity
torques. Also, we assumed that 60% of the weight of the thigh rests upon the chair most of
the time. The exploration was repeated 3 times. We focused in the configurations at the joint
limits of the leg (rather than the entire distribution of poses), as these display the peak values
to be considered as nominal force/torque requirements.

a condition, the most salient effort to compensate would be gravity, rather than inertia or

centrifugal/coriolis efforts.

To address the requirement 4, we used the model of the leg to investigate the nominal com-

pensatory wrench needed to alleviate leg’s gravity. To this end, we performed a simulation

using (2.3) and considering solely the gravity efforts of the leg τL,g . Results are illustrated

in Figure 2.5. In this experiment, average adult bio-metric characteristics were considered

(c.f., Contini et al. (1963); Erdmann (2019)) and a body weight of 90 kg. The leg was placed in

different random poses, sweeping the 7DoF’s configuration space and avoiding singularities.

Indeed, the compensation force needed in z was the highest, with a rms value of 65.0±2.0 N,

while the x and y values reached a peak of 33.0±1.5 N. On the other hand, the torque required

for the rotations reached up to 5.5±0.5 Nm.
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Robotic Platform Payload [kg ] Weight [kg ]
Kuka - LBR IIWA 14 14 29.9
MABI - Speedy 10 10 28
Staubli - TX2-90L 7 117
Kuka - LBR IIWA 7 7 22.3

Franka Emika - Panda 3 18.5

Table 2.2: Comparison of Torque-Controlled Manipulators in Weight vs Nominal Payload.
Source: SAI-Industrial (2021)

t=13s t=18s t=26s

t=60s t=65s t=95s

Figure 2.6: Needed wrench in the base of the foot to compensate the gravity torques if the
motion of the leg is limited to a horizontal plane of an area of 30×30 cm2 . The exploration of
the limits was done three times.

This model revealed that using the z direction in impedance mode, would require the robot to

always continuously support a payload of ∼ 7kg, provided the operator is in a sitting position

and 60% of the thigh rests upon the chair. To contextualize this requirement, and to understand

the implications of its implementation, a comparison of payload of other robotic platforms

may be considered. A comparison is illustrated in table 2.2.

As can be appreciated, such a payload cannot even be matched by the Franka Emika’s Panda.

In turn, a Kuka LBR IIWA 7 or a heavier robot would be needed, which would translate to a

robot’s inertia of more than 22 kg.

Indeed, the main bottleneck of this application is the required active force in z. For this reason,

if we are to build our own robotic interface to hold the leg and track the foot’s motion: three

possible approaches are foreseeable:

1. Employ passive gravity compensators using parallel kinematics and counter-weights
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and springs to increase the payload and reduce the inertia (c.f. Merlet and Gosselin

(2008); Woo et al. (2019)).

2. Develop a hybrid platform (i.e., not entirely impedance-based). In other words, to use a

high-geared transmission and another interaction modality such as admittance control

for the z motion. Indeed, admittance control would require to use a force sensor and

high transmission to tolerate a higher payload. The downside of this approach would be

the loss of passive back-drivability (c.f., Keemink et al. (2018)).

3. Another option would be to still implement a full impedance-based device but omit-

ting the actuation in z. This option would involve the foot moving on a plane, while

leveraging the reaction force of the pedal to passively compensate the load in z. This

option is illustrated in Figure 2.6. If the planar workspace is constrained to e.g. 30 cm2 ,

the required forces for x and y would not exceed the 15.0±0.5N and 3.5±0.5 Nm for

the rotations.

2.3 Design of the Foot Interfaces

Following the requirements described above, in this section we explain the design decisions

and the hardware implementations.

2.3.1 Design Concepts

Different solutions had to be investigated to comply as much as possible with the previous

requirements. Figure 2.7, presents our exploratory design journey. The determinant factors

that drove our different iterations was the compensation of the leg.

We start with a Stewart platform, Stewart-FI. In this case, we proposed a configuration in

inverted position to reduce the height from the ground. This interface has as precedent the

Rutgers Ankle Girone et al. (2000) which used pneumatic actuation that limited its versatility.

We proposed an alternative with electrical linear motors (e.g., LINMOT 37×120-HP), to avoid

the need of an additional air-source. Such a system would be able to hold loads as high as

20 kg, nevertheless, the required ratio of footprint (e.g., 100×100 cm2) vs linear workspace

(20×20 cm2 ) would be limited. Hence, it would be difficult to operate two feet close to each

other. Also, even though the kinematics would be parallel, the compound inertia of the rotors

of the envisioned linear actuators would represent at least ∼ 11 kg.

For this reason, to achieve a lower inertia with a parallel structure, we also proposed a cable-

driven mechanism, Cable-FI, (based on the precedent from Pott et al. (2009, 2013)), which

would feature very high dynamics while managing a distributed payload by 6 electrical world-

grounded motors in the base. The main downside of such a mechanism would be the known

non-linearities in the rope-driven transmission which challenge the control Jiang et al. (2017).

Most importantly, it would not be possible to use both feet at the same time in a concurrent

workspace.
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Finally, finding the middle-ground of all the pros and cons presented, we decided to reduce

the mobility to 5DoF, which would allow us to implement a full impedance-based interface

and achieve a suitable footprint to use two feet. The 5DoF-FI consists in a serial kinematic

chain featuring a two rails for x and y translations, and a gimbal-like structure to elicit three

rotations.

2.3.2 Hardware Implementation

Two versions of the serial 5DoF-FI have been implemented, henceforth known as FI.v1 and

FI.v2. For each implementation we show details about hardware and specifications.

Implementation of FI.v1.

FI.v1. Kinematics

The first implementation of the foot platform (see Figure 2.8.a.) had only three active axis (x

and y translations, and θ plantarflexion/dorsiflexion, in red), and two passive axis (φ and ψ,

--
Inertia

6 DoF

No
Footprint
For 2 Feet

Stewart-FI

Footprint
For 2 Feet

Active

Cable-FI

Active

5DoF-FI

5 DoF

+
Inertia

(    )

6 DoF

No
Footprint
For 2 Feet

Active

+
Inertia

(    )

Figure 2.7: Design concepts for a high-DoF haptic foot interface (FI) to achieve the same planar
workspace. The main limitation of achieving 6 DoF in impedance-mode while compensating
the load of the leg and achieving bipedal control is the trade-off between actuation power,
workspace and inertia. The critical factor is the constant payload in Z that can vary from 70 to
150 N whether used in standing or sitting position. We decided to choose the serial platform
with 5 DoF. It represented a good trade-off between degrees of freedom, active feedback,
inertia and footprint suitable for two feet close to each other.
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in blue). The goal of such a version was to rapidly test proof-of-concept in teleoperation in

cartesian mode, and investigate the open-loop performance of the mechanical design. To this

end, each foot could control and receive feedback in 3 DoF.

FI.v1. Mechatronic Integration

The design of the mechanical structure consisted in aluminium frames with v-groove (V-Slot

40x20x500 mm3 ) that enable self-centering smooth linear motions via wheeled supported

gantry plates moved by timing belt-pulley transmission (pulley radius of 9.15 mm). For the

rotary motion of the joint θ (See Figure 2.8.a.), a bigger pulley was manufactured to amplify

the torque 4.47 times. Belt-driven mechanism were favoured w.r.t capstan cable transmissions

for the easiness of implementation and maintenance, and the backlash was overcome via

pre-tensioning. Indeed, gears were not used to bypass issues with backlash, wear, friction and

extra-inertia.

As illustrated in Figure 2.8.b. the mechatronic design is comprised by three DC 160 W motors

(Faulhaber 38H024CRxx), which are driven by servo-controllers (MAXON-ESCON 50/5) and

measured with incremental differential encoders (IE3-1024L). Moreover, LS7366-based 32

bit encoder-counters communicate with the micro-controller via Serial Peripheral Interface

(SPI). The quadrature encoders are responsible for angle measurement of the actuated joints,

whereas the passive joints are measured by using membrane potentiometers (Spectra Symbol

SP-L-0100-103-3%-RH). Then limit switches are implemented for calibration of the values

measured by the incremental encoders. On the other hand, the membrane potentiometers

provide absolute angle estimation of the passive joints. A six-axis force/torque (F/T) sensor

(ATI Mini 40) is used to measure the interaction forces between the platform and the foot.

The low-level control is done using an ARM Cortex M4-based micro-controller (STM32f303xx).

On the other hand, the platform communicates to a computer using the inter-process com-

munication middle-ware known as ROS (Robot Operating System) via an standard ros-serial

Metric Design Specification Value

Size
Height 0.365 m

Footprint 0.590 m x 0.590 m

Range of Motion
x × y 0.350×0.293 m2

Pitch (θ) ±60◦

Transmission Reduction ratio 4.47 : 1

Nominal Wrench
Force X and Y 22 N
Torque Pitch 2.0 Nm

Motion Sensing Linear (d1&d2) 56 um
Resolution Angular (θ) 0.08◦

F/T Sensing Force (d1& d2) 1/50 N
ResolutionATI (2018) Torques (θ) 1/2000 Nm

Table 2.3: Specifications of the FI.v1 Foot Platform
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Figure 2.8: Left: Kinematics of foot platform FI.v1 with 3 active (in red) and two pas-
sive axis (in cyan). The range of motion parameters are x ∈ [−175 mm, 175 mm], y ∈
[−146.5 mm, 146.5 mm], θ ∈ [−80◦,80◦], φ ∈ [−25◦,45◦] and ψ ∈ [−45◦,45◦], and geometri-
cal parameters are: d2∗ ,d3 = 170 mm, r3 = 243 mm, r4 = 46 mm, d6 = 40 mm and r7 = 200
mm. These values were verified to go accordingly with the lower limbs effective workspace
of average adult (c.f., Pheasant (1996)). The height (r3 +d6) was defined under technical
constraints of the gimbal chosen for the prototype. Right: Realization of FI.v1. It has 3D force
feedback (X (d2), Y (d1), θ), highlighted with three different colors. DC motors provide force
and the motion is measured with optical encoders. Two passive joints (φ, γ) are fixed to a
desired position measured with soft potentiometers. Each encoder is initialized using limit
switches. All the axes are belt driven. The linear motions are achieved with v-slot aluminium
profiles and adjustable rollers. The pulley for the pitch motion was custom made through 3D
printing. A 6 axis ATI-Mini 40 Force/Torque Sensor was used to monitor the foot interaction
forces.

client for STM32 using UART-Interrupt (Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter). The

foot platform communicates at a rate of 180 Hz in teleoperation. The low level torque control

runs at 1 kHz, and the PI current control in the amplifiers runs at 53.6 Khz.

FI.v1. Specifications

The specifications of FI.v1. are listed in table 2.3. The nominal characteristics of this version

were informed by the minimum requirements explained in the previous section.

Regarding safety, this platform doesn’t enforce the joint limits of the ankle because of the free

mobility of the shin, knee, thigh and hip. Furthermore, the nominal forces and torques are just

a fraction of the maximum efforts that the ankle can exert in iso-metric conditions (e.g. ∼≥ 95

Nm. c.f. Danneskiold-Samsøe et al. (2009)). Finally, the machine also has is an emergency
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stop button, easily accessible by the operator. This button sends the platform to an emergency

state that completely de-energizes the motors and leaving the system passively brackdrivable.

Finally, the validations of this first device implementation regarding its passive backdrivability,

force rendering capabilities and usability for feet position control are presented in section 2.5.

Implementation of FI.v2.

The second implementation of 5DoF-FI, namely FI.v2. consisted in an upgraded version of

FI.v1. in which two new rotations were included for the ankle motions of eversion/inversion

and abduction/adduction ( φ-roll and ψ-yaw, respectively).

FI.v2. Addition of Roll and Yaw Through a Differential Mechanism

The last two rotations were devised as a parallel differential mechanism. The main advantage

45°

𝜙

𝜓

𝒖𝟏

𝒖𝟐

~42°

𝑞𝑚2
𝑞𝑚1

~42°

Manter, J.T. Movement of the subtalar 
and transverse tarsal joints. Anat. 

Rec. 1941, 80, 397–410

Figure 2.9: The axis of maximum manipulability of the differential mechanism (see 2.6) is
approximately parallel to the subtalar axis projected in the sagital plane. This means that when
the foot platform (FI.v2) is un-powered (totally passive), the mechanism is highly compliant
to the open-chain natural motion of the foot.
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of this approach is the convenient placement of the motors to keep a small form-factor as

well as the doubling of the torque for isolated motions. Namely if only one rotation is needed,

the torque that can be rendered is the sum contribution of both motors. Indeed, when both

motors rotate in the same direction, the roll-φ rotation is enabled whereas when rotating in

opposite directions, the yaw-ψ rotation is enabled.

A differential mechanism can be mathematically described as follows:
φ= qm1 +qm2

2
, τφ = qm1 +qm2

2

ψ= qm1 −qm2

2
, τψ = qm1 −qm2

2

(2.4)

From (2.4), the analytical jacobian is derived as:[
φ̇

ψ̇

]
=

[
1
2

1
2

1
2 −1

2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

JDM

[
˙qm1

˙qm2

]
(2.5)

where JDM ∈R2×2 is the jacobian matrix of the differential mechanism. After a singular value

decomposition, the axes of maximum manipulatibility are found like so:
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2
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V T

(2.6)

where U = [ u1u2 ] is the matrix of left singular vectors (illustrated in Figure 2.9) and u1 ∈R2

and u2 ∈R2.

Another advantage of the differential mechanism, relevant to the use of the foot, is illustrated

in Figure 2.9. Indeed, one of the axes of maximum manipulability, namely the left singular

vector u1, is almost parallel to the subtalar axis projected in the sagital plane. This means that

the passive motion of the mechanism (when back-driving it) tends to approximately follow

the natural motion of the foot in open-chain.

FI.v2. Mechatronic Integration

The hardware implementation of FI.v2 is illustrated in its different components in Figure 2.10.

Moreover, the upgraded system architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.11. From the actuation

side, the motors of the rotations (pitch-θ and the diff. mechanism with roll-φ and yaw-ψ)

were upgraded to Maxon EC-90 BLDC motors with a 400 W power to be able to render higher

torques than FI.v1.

Also, FI.v2 features another micro-controller (STM32L476RGxx) given the extra demand of

resources for the new version. Like in the case of FI.v1. the platform communicates to a
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computer via ROS. Also, the 6 axis force-torque sensor (Sense One botasys (2020)) transmits

information directly to the ROS network. This force sensor is to be used in closed-loop for the

impedance controller. Indeed, for this version, we designed our own ros-serial client for the

STM32L476RG using UART-DMA ( Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter with Direct

Memory Access). Thanks to the change of protocol, the foot platform could communicate at a

higher rate of 500 Hz. Moreover, similarly to FI.v1. the low level internal controllers run at 1

kHz, and the PI current control in the Maxon ESCON 50/5 servo-drives runs at 53.6 kHz.

FI.v2. Kinematics

The kinematic model, and composition of links of the foot platform is illustrated in Figure

2.12. The solution chosen has hybrid parallel-serial kinematic chain, with the first three joints

in series (prismatic, prismatic, revolute) and the last two joints (revolute, revolute) part of a

(parallel) differential mechanism (see Figure 2.10 down). As explained before, the differential

mechanism is useful to double of the nominal torque when isolated rotations are performed.

On the other hand, the maximum workspace of the platform, as well as the net foot workspace

can be appreciated in Figure 2.13.

FI.v2. Specifications

The list of specifications can be found in table 2.4. The resolution of the force-torque sensing

is given by the manufacturer of the 6 axis sensor (SenseOne, botasys (2020)). The safety

considerations are the same detailed for FI.v1.

Feature y x θ φ ψ

Nominal F, T [N, Nm] 22 22 11.5 11.5 11.5
Range of Motion [m deg] 0.195 0.180 55 100 240

Resolution F, T [mN, mNm] 150 150 5 5 2
Res. Motion [um, deg] 28.5 14.03 0.0018 0.0018 0.0017

Shoe Size 36-44 European
Total Weight 13.80 kg (+6.2 kg of the base)

Table 2.4: Specifications of FI.v2
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Figure 2.10: Mechanical design and mechatronic integration of FI.v2 . Up: The prismatic joints
(i.e. x and y) consist in v-slot linear guides, wheels and gantry plates (similar to FI.v1). The y
and x motors are the same as FI.v1. Nonetheless, the mechanism for θ consists in a bldc 400 W
motor, and a single stage belt transmission of 12 : 1. Down: For φ,ψ the motions are actuated
via a differential mechanism of two brushless dc 400 W motors, with three stage reduction
3.96 : 3.96 : 1 in either side. When the motors rotate in the same direction the φ motion is
enabled, whereas the motors rotate in opposite directions, ψ is actuated. The orthogonal
transmission is possible thanks to the use of idler axis in theφ hinge and idler pulleys to deflect
the belts 90◦. In the base of the pedal, the platform has a 6 axis force-torque sensorbotasys
(2020) Finally, the foot-fender can be adjusted to the different size of shoes
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Figure 2.11: System Architecture of FI.V2. The state machine of FI.v2 includes a (0) Calibration
state, (1) Go to center position, (2) Teleoperation state, i.e, to receive and send data in the ROS
network. (3). Emergency State, (4). Standby (5). Reset (6) Position Control. The controller
interface and explanation of the states can be found in appendix A.2

𝜃𝜃

z

𝜓𝜓

Belt
Pas. Hinge

F/T Sens.

Act. Hinge
Prismatic

Σ𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

Σ0
𝜙𝜙

Figure 2.12: Left. Kinematic Model of the Foot Platform. The five degrees of freedom are
colored in purple. Σ0 represents the reference frame of the platform,Σ f b is the frame of the foot
base of the pedal. The last two rotations (φ,ψ) are possible thanks to a belt driven differential
mechanism. This mechanism is illustrated with two active hinges and one passive hinge joint
connected via two belts deviated 90◦ (n.b.: to understand the working principle refer to Figures
2.9, 2.10). Right. Illustration of the 6 kinematic links with different colors. The centers of mass
have a white-black icon.
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2.3 Design of the Foot Interfaces

(a) Workspace of the foot platforms. Indeed the footprint is suitable to be used with too foot
platforms 40 cm apart without collision, but can be put even closer when the human is using
them (i.e., considering the net workspace of (b)).

(b) Left: Human leg’s workspace calculated based on the leg model (section 2.2.2) and using
average adult anthropomorphic data (Contini et al. (1963); Erdmann (2019)). Middle: The
workspace of the platform considering joint limits. Right: Net workspace (intersection be-
tween leg and platform) of motion of the foot on the robotic platform.

Figure 2.13: FI.V2. Net Workspace
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2.4 Dynamics and Controls

2.4 Dynamics and Controls

In this section, we explain the evolution of the control strategy for the actuated degrees of

freedom of the foot platform, from the first (FI.v1) to the latest version (FI.v2).

We start by defining the dynamics of the foot platform in its joint space:

BM (q m
M )q̈ m

M +++C m
M (q m

M , q̇ m
M )q̇ m

M +++g m
M (q m

M ) =τm
M ,c −−−τm

M ,ex t (2.7)

where m ∈ {L,R} is used to define the left and right laterality, q m
M = [ym , xm ,θm ,φm ,ψm]T ∈RP

denotes the platform’s state of length P (number of actuated joints of foot platform, e.g.,

P = 3 for FI.v1 and P = 5 for FI.v2), with ym , xm ,θm ,φm ,ψm representing, respectively, the y, x,

pitch, roll and yaw coordinates along their corresponding linear (ym ,xm) and rotation axes

(θm ,φm ,ψm), see Figure 2.14. B m
M (q m

M ) ∈ RP×P is the mass matrix, C m
M (q m

M , q̇ m
M )q̇ m

M ∈ RP the

centrifugal and coriolis forces, and g m
M (q m

M ) ∈RP represents the gravity torques. Furthermore,

𝑃𝑚
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Figure 2.14: Representation of the foot and leg models and main task variables. For clarity of the
solution, the world frame W is collocated with the frame of the base of the platform P m . The leg is
approximated as a 7 DoF kinematic chain (see Subsection 2.2.2), with a known position of the chair
from the beginning.
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2.4 Dynamics and Controls

τm
M ,c ∈RP and τm

M ,ex t ∈RP represent respectively the control and measured external torques,

mainly provoked by the interaction with the operator’s leg.

The superscript m will be omitted in the following equations, assuming that they apply to

both left and right foot platforms.

The net torques sent to the foot platform is a combination of the following components:

{
τM ,c ===τM ,d +++τM ,T C

τM ,d ===τM ,H f B +++τM ,L-I D +++τM ,comf-Z
(2.8)

where:

• τM ,d ∈RP represents the desired torques to be rendered in the foot platform (assuming

a transparent interaction).

• τM ,H f B ∈ RP are the haptic torques from the virtual or teleoperation environment

(application specific).

• τM ,T C ∈RP are the transparency control torques (subsection 2.4.1).

• τM ,L-I D ∈RP are the leg-in-the-loop control-torques (subsection 2.4.2).

• τM ,comf−Z ∈RP is the vector of torques of a virtual impedance (spring-damper) torques

to increase the comfort of the user, or to simulate a joystick control in the foot.

2.4.1 Transparency Control

The overall transparency control is calculated as follows:

{
τM ,T C =τM ,F F +++τM ,I D

τM ,I D ===τM ,B +++τM ,C +++τM ,g
(2.9)

where τM ,B ∈RP , τM ,C ∈RP and τM ,g ∈RP are the inertia , coriolis and gravity compensation

torques of the foot platform that sum up to the model-based dynamics torques τM ,I D ∈RP .

The inverse dynamic model from (2.7), was used to achieve such a dynamics compensation.

The joint space inertia matrix, gravity torques, and coriolis and centrifugal matrices were

computed similarly as for the model of the leg (see 2.2). Furthermore, the inertial information

was extracted from the computer aided design (CAD) of the platform.

Firmware Implementation of the Dynamic Model

The dynamic equations were solved in symbolic variables in matlab and the explicit expres-

sions of the torques were implemented in the firmware of the STM32L476RG in order to

achieve a 1 kHz control bandwidth.
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2.4 Dynamics and Controls

Closed-Loop Force Feedback

The inverse dynamic model of the foot-platform is considered for a feed-forward compen-

sation of its inertia, gravity and coriolis torques. On top of that, the transparency of the foot

platform is improved via closed-loop force-feedback compensation in its joint space (Carignan

and Cleary (2000)). A proportional control is used to track the force error like so:

τM ,F F === KM ,F F εF F (2.10)

where K m
M ,F F ∈RP×P is a positive semi-definite matrix in which the diagonal entries represent

the proportional control gains, and εF F ∈RP is the force tracking error. The tracking error is

expressed as εF F ===τM ,d −−−τM ,ex t . On the other hand, measured torques in the joint space of

the foot platform are estimated via the 6-axis force-torque sensor as:

τM ,ex t ===
(

JM , f s
T )(

I2×2 ⊗⊗⊗RM , f s
)( f sWM ,ex t

)
(2.11)

where f sWM ,ex t ∈∈∈ R6 is the wrench measured in the 6-axis force-torque sensor frame, after

subtracting the wrench provoked by link 6 inertia (see Figure 2.14), RM , f s ∈R3×3 is the rotation

matrix of the force sensor (w.r.t. the base of the foot platform) and ⊗ is the Kronecker product.

Furthermore, JM , f s ∈∈∈R6×P is the geometrical jacobian matrix of the force sensor calculated

from the Jacobian of the base of the foot as:

JM , f s = JM ,x f b −−− [x f s −−−x f b ]×JM ,ω f b (2.12)

where JM ,x f b ∈R3×P and JM ,ω f b ∈R3×P correspond to the linear and rotational sub-matrices of

the geometric jacobian in the foot base of the pedal, x f s ∈∈∈R3 and x f b ∈∈∈R3 are the position of

the force sensor’s frame-of-measurement and the position of the foot-base frame (see Figure

2.14). On the other hand, [x]× represents the skew-symmetric matrix of the vector x ∈R3, as a

means of a matrix-form of a cross-product operation.

2.4.2 Leg Human-In-The-Loop Control

Subject-Specific Estimation of Inertial Parameters

Figure 2.15 illustrates the metrics of interest to adapt the leg model to the subjects using

the foot interfaces. Indeed, to estimate the inertial parameters, measurements of height,

width and depth of the thigh (t hh,w,d ∈R3), shin (shh,w,d ∈∈∈R3) as well as the ankle to foot tip

distance ( f tw,d ∈R2) are done at the beginning of the experiment. These distances are used

to approximate the inertia tensor of the leg segments of the user, by scaling a baseline inertia

tensor with respect to the center of mass of the segment.

For example, the moment of inertia of the shank around the principle axis x i.e., Ixx ∈R+) is
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scaled like so:

Ixx,shU = Ixx,shB

mshU

mshB

shU y

shB y

shU z

shB z
(2.13)

and the product of inertia around x, y (i.e., Ix y ∈R+) like so:

Ix y,shU = Ix y,shB

mshU

mshB

shU x

shB x

shU y

shB y
(2.14)

where mshU and mshB correspond to the mass of the shank segment of the new user and the

baseline respectively, also shU {.} ∈R+ shB {.} ∈R+ represents a measurement of the new user

and the baseline respectively.

The same applies to the rest of the elements of the inertia tensors of the segments of the leg.

The baseline parameters are considered from a realistic CAD (the positions of the centers of

mass as well as the mass of each link are based on anthropomorphic data as a function of

the body weight (Contini et al. (1963); Erdmann (2019)). By changing these parameters, and

varying the position of the chair, the leg model is adapted for every user.

𝑑3_1 𝑑3_2

𝑡ℎ𝑙,𝑤,𝑑

𝑠ℎ𝑙,𝑤,𝑑

𝑓𝑡𝑙,𝑑

Figure 2.15: Subject-Specific Inertial Parameters. The thigh resting on the chair (color gray, length
d3_1) is assumed constant during the movement. Thereby, only the part of the leg outside of the chair
(d3_2) is considered in the gravity compensation. The length, width, depth of the thigh (t hl ,w,d ∈R3),
shin (shl ,w,d ∈∈∈R3) as well as the ankle to foot tip distance ( f tl ,d ∈R2) of the user are all considered. The
ratio of these distances with respect to the baseline of the original CAD, are used to scale the volume of
each link w.r.t the center of mass to have a realistic visualization. By changing these parameters, as well
as varying the position of the chair as a planar joint in Rviz, the leg model is adapted for every user, and
a quick kinematic validation is done at the beginning of the experiment. This procedure has to be done
only once during a subject-specific calibration phase.

.
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Inverse Kinematics of the Leg

In order to estimate the inverse dynamics of the leg, it is first needed to estimate its state. The

inverse kinematics (IK) of the leg are solved by considering that the foot is attached to the

platform and there is a common frame ( f b in Figure 2.14) in both kinematic-chains, given a

known position of the base of the hip (L) by setting and fixing the position of the chair at the

beginning.

The leg IK is solved as follows:

q̇L ===
(

L JL, f b
†
)(

I2×2 ⊗⊗⊗RL,L
T )( ẋ f b

ω f b

)
(2.15)

where RL,L ∈ R3x3 is the rotation matrix of the leg-base frame (L) with respect to the world

frame (W ) – see Figure 2.14 –. Also, ẋ f b ∈ R3 and ω f b ∈ R3 represent the linear and angular

velocity in the task space of the foot platform in the frame of the foot-base ( f b). Finally ⊗
represents the Kronecker product.

The estimated joint positions of the leg are integrated forward as follows:

q L,d === q L,0 +++d t q̇L (2.16)

where q L,0 is the latest estimated leg’s joint state position and d t > 0, is the time step. Also,

q L,d is limited to satisfy q L,− ≤ q L,d ≤ q L,+, where q L,− ∈∈∈R7 and q L,+ ∈∈∈R7 are the minimum

and maximum joint limits respectively.

Thereby, after estimating the state of the leg (qL , q̇L , q̈L), the inverse dynamic torques are

calculated from (2.2) when evaluated in the leg state drawn from (2.15) and (2.16).

Furthermore, the estimated wrench in the foot base is calculated with (2.3) and rotated to the

world frame as follows:

WL,I D = (
I2×2 ⊗⊗⊗RL,L

) LWL,I D (2.17)

Considering the wrench in the task-space of the foot base frame, the projected torques needed

at the level of the foot platform to alleviate the dynamics of the leg are calculated as follows:

τM ,L-I D = JM , f b
T WL,I D (2.18)

where J m
M , f b

T ∈ R6×P is the geometric jacobian of the foot platform in the foot-base frame

with respect to the base of the platform.
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2.4.3 Evolution of the Control Architecture Across Implementations

The control of the foot platform evolved in parallel with the mechanical design, as each

iteration and task demanded an increment in complexity for the low-level and high-level

controllers. Three main implementations can be distinguished:

1. Passive control (see subsection 2.4.3).

2. Open-loop haptic control (see subsection 2.4.3).

3. Closed-loop haptic control with transparency and leg compensations (see subsection

2.4.3)

4. Haptic shared-control (method section of Chapters 4 and 5).

The three first control strategies are explained below. The variations of haptic-shared control

can be found in the method sections of the following chapters.

CA-0. Passive Control (Input-Only device)

The Control Architecture 0 (CA-0), see Figure 2.16, refers to a form of control in which the

platform is used passively. This strategy is used to validate the intrinsic backdrivability of the

mechanical structure, and to document the foot control capabilities in teleoperation without

haptic controllers.

A tele-functioning matrixΥM→t ∈∈∈RT×P is used to convert the P positions from the joint-space

of the foot platform to the positions/speeds in the T task/joint space of the tele-manipulated

tool in a real or virtual environment. This tele-functioning matrix includes scaling factors,

changes of axes and mapping strategies (e.g. position-position, position-velocity, position-

trigger).

Foot 
Platform

Robotic Arm
(moving in
environment)𝜰𝑴→𝒕(𝒒𝑴)

𝒒𝑴
𝒙𝒕

ROSFoot

𝑾𝑴,𝒆𝒙𝒕

Control Architecture CA.0. Use of the foot platform as an input-only deviceFigure 2.16: Control Architecture 0 (CA-0). Passive Mode (Input-only Device). The inter-process
communication framework ROS (Robot Operative System) is used for the teleoperation
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Foot 
Platform

Robotic Arm
(interacting with 

environment)𝜰𝑴→𝒕(𝒒𝑴)

Low Level Control

ROS

+
+
𝝉𝑴,𝑯𝒇𝒃
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Comfort Virtual 
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𝜰𝒕→𝑴(𝑾𝒕)
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𝑾𝒕

Control Architecture C.A.1. Open Loop Torque Rendering and Comfort Virtual Impedance 

𝝉𝑴,𝒄

𝒙𝒕

𝒒𝑴

High Level Control

Figure 2.17: Control Architecture 1 (CA-1). Open Loop Torque Rendering and Comfort Virtual
Impedance

CA-1. Open Loop Force Rendering + Virtual Impedance

The Control Architecture 1 (CA-1), see Figure 2.17, is used when the foot platform is serves as a

haptic display (input-output device for bilateral teloperation). The haptic feedback is rendered

in open-loop and involves a virtual impedance (spring-damper) to facilitate, comfort-wise,

the motion with the foot τM ,comf−Z ∈RP .

τM ,comf−Z = KM qM +++DM q̇M (2.19)

where KM ∈RP×P and DM ∈RP×P are positive semi-definite matrices representing the spring

and damper gains in their diagonal entries respectively. These gains may be tuned based on

user preferences.

For the force-feedback from the environment, a tele-functioning matrixΥt→M ∈∈∈RP×T maps

the efforts (e.g. Wrench Wt ∈ R6) from the task/joint space of the virtual/real tool to the

joint-space of the foot platform as τM ,H f B ∈RP .

This form of control was used for the first version of the foot platform (FI.v1) and before the

inverse dynamic model of the latest version (FI.v2) was obtained.

CA-2. Closed-Loop Transparency Control with Leg Compensation

This strategy corresponds to the controller used in the final version of the foot platform (FI.v2),

and it is based on the method explained in subsections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.

When the construction of prototype of FI.v2 was finalized, its inverse dynamic model was
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Figure 2.18: Control Architecture 2 (CA-2). Closed-Loop Haptic Control with Platform and Leg
Compensations

obtained from CAD information of the kinematic chain (see Subsection 2.3.2), and modelled

in Matlab.

The transparency control (τM ,T C ∈RP ) was implemented as in (2.9), including the compensa-

tion of the dynamics of the foot platform (τM ,I D ∈RP ) and a closed-loop proportional control

of the interaction torques in the joint space of the foot platform (τM ,F F ∈RP ).

Moreover, an approximative leg-compensation is performed as in (2.18) and leg compensation

torques (τM ,L−I D ∈RP ) are part of the desired control torques.

2.4.4 Control Framework Validation

The control framework explained in section 2.4 is validated here. Namely the closed-loop

transparency control and the leg-in-the-loop control.

E3-V2. Transparency Control

Figure 2.19 (https://youtu.be/5EYpWxAWyoM?t=23) illustrates the transparency test which

consisted in back-driving the foot platform, roaming around with the hand, to highlight further

its easiness to be driven and to showcase its dynamic capabilities. This was done with and

without closed-loop compensation, to observe the effect in the needed power of interaction

(relation of interaction forces and speeds).
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2.4 Dynamics and Controls

Results

Figure 2.19) shows how the norm of the interaction torques decreased while the transparency

controller was enabled. Moreover, the user was able to afford faster translational and rotational

movements with a lower effort. This is evidenced in the decrease of power spent in moving

the platform during this state (control ON). Specifically, the root-mean-squared (RMS) value

of the power dropped from 1.9 W to 0.81 W.

E4-V2. Closed-Loop Torque Feedback

A characterization of the closed-loop torque feedback strategy was used to validate the pro-

posed solution and to understand whether there were non-collocation issues (Figure 2.20).

Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 2.14, the force sensor frame
(

f s
)

is distal with respect to the

joints of the foot platform. As a consequence, a rigid enough mechanical structure is needed,

in order to be able to project the measured wrench (from force sensor) to the joint-space of the

foot platform and used them stably in a closed-loop manner. This is done via the transpose of

the jacobian
(
i.e, J T

M , f s

)
, following the principle of virtual work.

t=110s t=133s

Transparency Control On

t=147s t=160s t=185s

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.19: Dynamic transparency test. The operator moves randomly the platform with the hand
to push the dynamic capabilities. From the series of random movements, relevant snapshots are
illustrated to compare the two conditions. (a). Represents the norm of the interaction efforts in the
joint space in the foot platform (∥τM∥). (b) Represents the norm of the speed (∥q̇M∥). (c) Represents
the absolute value of power of the interaction (∥PM∥) . In the condition with transparency control, the
amount of root-mean-squared (rms) power decreases more than half.
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𝜏

𝜏

𝜏 𝜏 𝜏

𝜏

𝜏M,ext
𝜏M,comf-Z

Figure 2.20: Torque-tracking performance with a random motion of the foot with constant gains of
virtual impedance (spring-damper). Please note that the force sensing is non-collocated with the joints
of the platform, as the measurement of a wrench is done at the base of the foot pedal, albeit the force
tracking is fairly good thanks to the high stiffness of the foot platform.

For this reason, we characterized the effort-fracking and measured the root mean squared

error of the torques when the foot was moving randomly around the center of the workspace

under the influence of a spring-damper rendered as a virtual stiffness τM ,comf-Z . while moving

the foot randomly around a a reference point and simulating a foot-joystick, namely the force

tracking

Results

The comparison between the measured torques and reaction torques to the virtual impedance(
τM ,ex t vs τM ,comf-Z

)
, resulted in maximum root mean squared error of 3.33 and 0.44 mN in x

and y , and 190 mNm, 75 mNm and 14 mNm in θ,φ and ψ respectively.

The low force-tracking error validates the good rigidity of the foot platform for most of the

degrees of freedom. The least rigid degree of freedom appears to be θ, as the error is the

biggest among rotations (i.e, 190 mNm).

E5-V2. Torque-Bandwidth

An additional characterization was done, to quantify the torque bandwidth while the operator

back-drived the joints of the platform. Torque bandwidth refers in this context to the function

motion frequency vs resistance torque. This task was done specifically on the joints of higher
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2.4 Dynamics and Controls

Figure 2.21: Torque bandwidth in the foot rotationφ (the results inψ are similar toφ, but are omitted in
the text for saving space) Top: interaction force projected in the roll joint when performing a sinusoidal
motion of −π

2 rad amplitude (by hand) at different frequencies. Bottom: position, speed and torque
during the tests.

transmission ratio, as these would be the most difficult to back-drive (i.e., φ, and ψ, which

both have a transmission ratio of tr = 12.96).

The approach adopted in this work, was similar to that of Zimmermann et al. (2019). In this

case, the user had to perform quasi-sinusoidal motions of the same amplitude (∼ 90◦) but

different frequencies (aided with a metronome) and the interaction forces were monitored.

Results

Figure 2.21 shows that before 0.5 Hz, the resistance torque remained at around 400 mN, advo-

cating for good the transparency at low frequencies. On the other hand, when approaching 1

Hz, a velocity of 4 rad/s provoked an resistance torque of ca. 2 Nm.

To further illustrate the relevance of these results, the metrics of table 2.5 of foot motor control

with FI.v1. (i.e., E3−V 1) may be considered. Indeed, in such an evaluation, the average

angular speed across all subjects was 36.20±11.03◦/s or 0.63±0.19 rad/s. This means that,

if the same positioning task previously done with FI.v1, were done with FI.v2, the platform

would offer a resistance torque from platform as little as 400 mN, thanks to the transparency

control.
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Partial 
Leg CoG

Figure 2.22: Setup of Leg Model. Before the interaction with the foot platform, the measurements of
body weight, length of the leg segments and chair height, are taken. Thereby, a baseline model can be
turned into subject-specific, as explained in Section 2.4. Furthermore, when the control application is
launched in ROS Visualization (RVIZ), the sliders controlling the position of the virtual chair can be
adjusted to visually match the current configuration of the participant. Furthermore, the partial center
of gravity of the portion of the leg outside of the chair, can be visualized online as a purple marker

In conclusion, these results seem to indicate that during teleoperation within an average leg

motion-bandwidth, forces rendered via haptic feedback would display a good accuracy thanks

to the transparency control.

E6-V2. Leg’s Gravity Compensation

As a final validation, the leg-in-the-loop control was tested.

Protocol

As previously explained in section 2.4, to compensate the leg’s dynamics, a subject-specific

model has to be generated from a realistic baseline. This is done via scaling of the moments

and products of inertia. As illustrated in Figure 2.22, this requires to take measurements

of body weight, leg-segment’s length and chair height. Once the model is created and the

application launched in ROS Visualization (RVIZ), the position of the virtual chair is adjusted

to match the initial configuration of the leg. The parameters need to be taken before the

interaction of the platform only once, and can be stored in a YAML file.

For this validation, a participant (28 years old, 85kg body mass and 89cm of leg’s total length)

used the foot platform and roamed around with their foot trying to mimic holding the leg in

the air. Thereby, a visual comparison could be drawn between the real and the modelled leg

when the compensation was enabled.

Results
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t=5s

t=10s

t=30s

Figure 2.23: Compensation torques in the foot platform for compensating the leg and the platform’s
dynamics. Left: snapshots of three configurations on time. Right: Time evolution of the validation
experiment

The results can be appreciated in Figure 2.23 and in the video https://youtu.be/5EYpWxAWyoM?

t=54. By visual comparison, it is evident that the inverse kinematics accurately tracked the

position of the leg in space, by only knowing the position of the foot and the initial position of

the chair, as expected.

Furthermore, the participant displayed (visually) relaxed motions of the lower limb as if they

were moving on a plane on the air. The measured forces validate that the compensation was

done without saturating the limits of the joints of the foot platform.

2.5 Feasibility Demonstrations and Qualitative Assessments

In this section, we present a series of rapid feasibility validations of the foot platform (both in

FI.v1 and FI.v2) and its specifications. The goal in this section is to highlight the feasibility of

completing position-controlled tasks with the feet. The more in-depth systematic studies and

complete scenarios will be presented the following chapters. To this end, most of the demon-

strations of this section, were performed as a proof-of-concept by single volunteers. Finally,

the teleoperation of robotic arms was implemented collaboratively with Walid Amanhoud.

Indeed, while in this chapter we validate the use of the feet in several applications, in the

following chapters we perform thorough user studies derived from such validations. In this

section, we perform feasibility assessments for tasks in 3 and 4 DoF. Scenarios featuring 5 DoF
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Figure 2.24: Validation of the foot platform in foot position control in 1D of each active DoF (2
translations and plantar/dorsi flexion). Left: Metrics in foot position control in 1DoF for reaching a
fixed target. In this illustration, when a target appears, the operator has a delay in reaction after which
they modify the position (from the previous aim) quickly and in consequence it generates an overshoot.
Then, the operator carefully tries to correct the error before timeout, ending up on a static error. The
relevant features extracted for analysis are reaction time, relative overshoot and final accuracy. Right:
Experimental set-up with the stool, the two platforms FI.v1 and the computer screen for visual feedback.
The heights of the chair and of the screen, the distances between the chair and the platform(s) or/and
the screen are tuned to maximize user comfort. Image Credits: Anais Haget

will be covered in detail in the next chapters of the thesis.

2.5.1 Assessment in 3DoF (FI.v1)

We also assessed the use of FI.v1 with in a series of tasks that leverage the use of both feet in

three degrees of freedom to achieve tasks for the feet alone or assisting the task of the hands.

Two proof-of-concept evaluations were done: 1. grasping boxes with both feet and making a

pile, 2. grasping, holding and transporting a box with the feet to assist the task of the hands.

For these qualitative experiments, the FI.v1 used the active joints, while the passive joints were

fixed at a neutral position.

A1-V1. Human Position Control with the Foot Platform

A first qualitative validation for FI.v1 was done through a pilot test conducted collaboratively

with Anais Haget. Anais created a matlab graphical interface to control a virtual cursor with

the foot and reach targets in a computer screen (see Figure 2.24.Right). Originally, such study

was about revealing factors of foot motor-control, as part of Anais’ main research. Albeit, here

we exclusively present the experimental results extracted and analysed by the author of this

thesis to characterize the foot position control with FI.v1.
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Protocol

Five participants, between 25 and 63 years old, were involved in this study. Each operator, was

requested to sit on a stool with both feet placed on the pedals in front of a computer screen

(see experimental set-up Figure 2.24.Left ). They were tasked to control cursors displayed

on the computer screen, and randomly appearing targets in 6 locations equally distributed

through the workspace, accounting for 60 targets in total. Each new target would appear

immediately after the previous target had been reached. The ordering in which the 6 targets

were presented is randomized across trials, and repeated 10 times. In each repetition, the

feet movements were performed in one degree of freedom at a time, one foot at a time. And

the cursors moved across a single dimension in which the targets would appear (see Figure

2.24.b.). The scaling was normalized across users based on the limits of the foot platform FI.v1

(see Table 2.3) and the length of the workspace of the task in the graphical interface (0 to 60 px,

or 0 to 150 mm, given a pixel density of 96 dpi).

The users were instructed to approach the target with the foot as if they were using a hand-held

mouse to approach an icon and stop. They were not given a time limit or indication of the

speed of reach. Also, they were not informed about the metrics to avoid expectation errors.

Control

For this experiment, the platform was used passively (only as an input-device, namely, with

no compensation control nor haptic feedback). The control scheme corresponds to C A−0

(Figure 2.16) .

Results

The average responses of foot position control at the level of the platform, are summarized in

table 2.5. As can be appreciated the average accuracy was 13.40±6.39 mm in translations and

5.71±2.72◦ in the tilt. Indeed, despite having almost 50% variability, such a variability was

smaller than for studies of direct position control via optical-markers (e.g., accuracy ≥ 13±42

mm c.f. Yamen Saraiji et al. (2018); Komori et al. (2020); Kato et al. (2021)). This means that

intrinsically the mechanical design of foot platform enables a better position control than only

tracking the motion of the leg-in-the-air.

Linear Accuracy (x,y) [mm] 13.40±6.39
Angular Accuracy (θ) [◦] 5.71±2.72

Linear Overshoot (x,y) [mm] 28.60±10.44
Angular Overshoot (θ) [◦] 12.19±4.45

Linear Speed (x,y) [mm/s] 84.93±25.87
Angular Speed (θ) [◦/s] 36.20±11.03

Reaction Time [ms] 450±70

Table 2.5: Grand-average responses across all participants (n = 5)
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Furthermore, the average reaction time (450±70 ms) was higher than previous studies reported

(c.f. Pfister et al. (2014); Montés-Micó et al. (2000)) e.g., 318.24±51.13 ms and for both feet

328.69±48.70 ms. This is probably because our task was not designed to evaluate the limits of

reaction time (i.e., there were no task contraints or goal to move fast), but rather to understand

the natural tendency of the participants.

A1-V2. Bi-pedal Grasping and Piling of Boxes

A second qualitative validation was done through a dynamic simulation to assess the feasibility

of bilateral control with both feet in 3 DoF (linear cartesian translations of virtual feet).

Two virtual feet were directly controlled by the user through the foot platforms. The task was

to grasp boxes from the ground using both feet and build a pile of three.

Control

A position:force teleoperation scheme was use with PD controller to track the pose of the feet.

The foot platform was used as a haptic display to render forces from the virtual environment in

open-loop and damping to increase user comfort. Tuned at the beginning of the experiment.

The interaction forces were simulated in Gazebo, considering the boxes as a spring-damper

t = 0s t = 7s t = 20s

t = 27s t = 40s t = 44s

Figure 2.25: Bipedal grasping and piling with haptic feedback. The task was done in a dynamic
simulation scenario (Gazebo Robotics Simulator). The operator had to build a pile of three boxes by
grasping them with both feet. This task requires coordination of motion and forces to avoid uncon-
trolled rotation of the box and ultimately dropping it. In this repetition, it took 44 s to complete the
task.
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system. The control-scheme corresponds to C A−1 (Figure 2.17).

The mapping used was xm −→ taskxi , xm −→ task y i , θm −→ task zi , where i ∈ {L,R} repre-

sents the laterality of the virtual feet.

Protocol

This validation was performed by a volunteer that previously trained for 15min with the

platform.

Results

The building of a pile of boxed by using the coordination of both feet was successful after 44s.

Such a result also motivated the use of θ gesture to control the z axis of the task.

A2-V3. Bi-manual Assembly Assisted by the Feet

A third and final validation for 3DoF was about controlling two robotic manipulators with the

feet, to assist the task of the hands. Therefore, as an extension of the previous validation, this

experiment focused in a proof-of-concept of a bipedal grasp to pick and hold an object to

assist the task of the hands (i.e., a four-handed manipulation). Each foot was controlling the

robotic arm on the same side (ipsilateral) with respect to the satigal plane.

Control

The control of the foot platform FI.v1 consisted in an open-loop torque rendering with virtual

comfort impedance. Thus, no closed-loop force control or dynamics compensation was

used. This is because the goal was to test whether the mechanical design was intrinsically

backdrivable and the interaction forces were tracked with high accuracy.

The control-scheme corresponds to C A −1 (Figure 2.17). The teleoperated tools were 3D-

printed palms mounted was end-effectors in two Kuka LWR IV+. The robotic arms were

tracking a foot-commanded cartesian 3D position in the task-space of the telemanipulator.

The position was tracked using a PD control in the task-space and kP = kD .

For this task, the same mapping as the previous validation was used. Also, the reflected force

in z (axis of gravity) was scaled down five times for the master. This was because of limitations

of torque of the platform when converting the linear force of the environment to the torque in

θ. While the components for x and y remained unchanged. Similarly, the platform’s position (

in all axes ) was amplified five times from the master device to the robot’s workspace, as this

was found comfortable for the user.

Protocol
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a) No action b) Retrieve the container

d) Working on container e) Placing lid & Hammering f) Retreating
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Figure 2.26: Validation of the bipedal grasping and holding in bilateral teleoperation, to assist the work
of the hands. Phases: a. No action is performed with the feet, while bi-manual tasks are being done, b.
One robotic arm is used to retrieve a pieces container to assist the user in his task, c. To facilitate the
task, the user grasps and lifts the container using the two foot-controlled robotic arms. d. The user adds
the completed bundles in the container (working on container). e. The user performs a supernumerary
task where, after placing a lid on the container, he is holding it with his feet while hammering. f. The
user places the robotic arms far away from the working area since the tasks are completed (retreating).

A volunteer got familiarized with the device for 20 minutes before completing out the task,

roaming with their feet and observing the behaviour of the robot arms. Then, the user was

tasked to control both robotic arms with coordinated and uncoordinated maneuvers as

detailed in Figure 2.26.

Results

The main results are shown in Figure. 2.27. this figure, shows the temporal evolution of the

position of the ipsilateral right robotic arm and foot, as well as the interaction force in the
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Right Robot

Right Platform

Right Robot

Right Platform

Right Robot

Right Platform

Right Robot

Right Platform

Free Motion In Contact
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II.
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Figure 2.27: Results for the Right Foot/Right Arm in the frame of the right arm. I. Interaction force in
the direction of grasping (X in the frame of the foot platform, Y in the frame of the robotic arm). II., III.
and VI. error in X , Y and Z of the robotic arm position. The blue cue illustrates how the gains of the
robotic arm impedance smooth down its motion, which reduces the jerkiness and doesn’t affect in this
task of grasping and holding a box. The green cue illustrates how the force error remains low during
the four-handed task and the human is applying abrupt disturbances. The violet cue illustrates the
position error in the direction of grasping when the object is being squeezed

environment and in the foot interface (n.b., the left side information was not included since at

the moment of the experiment the left platform didn’t have a force sensor).

Plot III. indicates that the tracking error of the position in the direction of grasping was lower

in phases a.,b. and f. (i.e. free motion), with an average error in y of ey = 6.5±5.6 cm, than in

phases c.-e. (i.e contact) with ey = 9.3±6.2 cm. Indeed, when squeezing the object (phase e.),

the error between the foot-commanded desired position and the real position of the robot’s

tool in the direction of grasping increased (violet cue). This is because the object being held

is rigid, and resists the penetration from both arms after contact. Therefore, this provokes a

reaction holding force that is proportional to such an error in position.

In contrast, in the orthogonal directions (c.f. plot II. and IV.), the tracking error was greater

in free motion (ex = 9.6±9.0 cm, ez = 4.8±5.5 cm) than in contact (ex = 4.3±2.5 cm, ez =
5.3±2.1 cm). Mainly because the motion in these directions was not affected by the collision

with the object.

Moreover, the impedance of the robot arm smoothed down its motion, acting as a low pass

filter during position tracking. This translated in less jerky movements (see plot II. phase
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b.). Indeed, the task-aligned gain of would have to be tuned depending on the required task

to find a trade-off between compliance and accuracy. On the other hand, for the directions

orthogonal to the task, the damping seemed to contribute to the stability of the grasp. This

also provoked low startling of the subject (evidenced in low reactivity in x and z for the human

motion during phases c.-e.) and specially during the abrupt disturbances (i.e. hammering).

Results also showed a low error (eF y = 1.5±1.2 N) in force reflection during contact (i.e. phases

c.-e.). This means that, without closed loop, FI.v1. had a good force-tracking. Such a result

can be attributed to the high backdrivability (due to low gear ratio employed) and the smooth

motion of the joints chosen for the mechanical construction.

In summary, the task of grasping, lifting, working on an object, and overcoming abrupt

perturbations with the feet was found feasible and could be successfully achieved. The

torque in θ was not sufficient to convey forces in z without having to low-scale (e.g, 5 times

smaller feedback). This was an important addendum to the requirements that informed the

development of FI.v2. to increase specifications of torque.

Furthermore, these results motivated the implementation of a transparency controller, to

mask the dynamics of the foot platform. Thereby, easing further the use and performance of

foot-position control. Additionally, these results motivated to move forward with integrating

the last two degrees of freedom.

2.5.2 Assessment in 4DoF (FI.v2)

After the second version of the platform was finalized, the extra degrees of freedom were put

to test in a series of proof-of-concept validations featuring four-degrees of freedom: bipedal

elastic control and bi-manual stitching assisted by both feet. In these tasks, 4DoF were tested

and are presented below.

A1-V2. Bi-pedal Elastic Control

The first validation of FI.v2. was done in a scenario where two robotic arms were holding long

rod instruments —similar in shape to those used in laparoscopy—with a L-shaped hook on

their tip. The task was to use both foot-controlled hooks to elastically deform a rubber band

so as to form a shape as quickly as possible, by re-position it within holding pillars (see Figure

2.28). This is a complex task that requires coordination of motion and force from both feet

to not loose the tension of the elastic while deforming it. Otherwise, the rubber band would

simply pop-out.

Control

The foot platforms were controlled using open-loop force rendering with virtual impedance

(spring-dampers) tuned to the comfort of the user. Namely, the strategy is C A−1 (Figure 2.17).
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t=0s

t=9s t=45s t=1m21s t=1m32s t=1m38s

Figure 2.28: Proof-of-concept of a bi-pedal task forming shapes with an elastic band, tasking four DoF
each foot: three translations and self-rotation. A participant trained for 10min (5min each foot) prior to
the execution of the task

The human controls the 3D position of the tip and the self-rotation of the tool mounted in the

ipsilateral robotic arm, as illustrated with the color coded mapping of Figure 2.28. The robotic

arms were controlled as in the previous validation (A2-V3, subsection 2.5.1).

The mapping used was xm −→ taskxi , xm −→ task y i , θm −→ task zi , φm −→ task φ̇i . Namely,

the three translations were controlled with position mapping while the self-rotation was

controlled in rate-mapping.

Protocol

A single participant performed the task. The participant trained moving the tool and deforming

the elastic first with one foot and then the other for a total duration of 10min.

Results

The task was successfully completed in 1min 40s. This motivated the next validation of bipedal

control for assisting the task of the hands.

A2-V2. Bi-manual Stitching Assisted by the Feet

A second validation of FI.v2 stemmed from the previous experiment. In this case the feet were

controlling a different tool each that were are assisting the roles of the hands. Indeed, this was
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Figure 2.29: Proof of concept of a suturing task assisted by the feet. The goal was to make a single
stitch and a knot. The right foot controls a hook (4DoF) that holds, stretches and re-positions an elastic
tissue (rubber band), the left foot controls a camera (also 4DoF) while the two hands perform stitching
maneuvers with the needle. a. Needle passing with the right hand, b. Needle grasping with the left hand.
c. Initiating the knot by revolving the thread, d. Picking the thread to finish the knot. e. Tightening the
knot.
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a first iteration proof-of-concept of a four-handed laparoscopic surgery scenario —paving the

road for our final scenario —. The set up and experiment are illustrated in Figure 2.29.

In this task, they had to make a single stitch in a rubber band (simulating a visco-elastic tissue)

placed inside a training phantom. For this, they used both hands and are assisted by two

robotic arms. One arm holds an endoscope to provide visual feedback of the task, while the

other one holds a hook that does simple manipulations such as pulling (like in the previous

task). In particular, the hook allows the user to stretch the rubber band to re-position it in a

way to ease the the suturing task.

Control

The foot platforms were controlled using open-loop force rendering with a virtual impedance

tuned for user comfort (see C A−1 in Figure 2.17).

Each robot was controlled with one foot interface in teleoperation using different modalities:

• The robot holding the camera was controlled in position:velocity mapping (like a joy-

stick) as the camera moves in a relative frame. The y and x coordinates of the foot

interface were respectively converted into a velocity in the top-bottom and left-right

direction of the camera image. The pitch-θ coordinate is mapped to a velocity in the

insertion direction, while the ψ angle is used for self rotating the camera.

• The robot holding the hook was controlled in position:position mode in a fixed frame

where the x, y , and pitch-θ of the FI.v2 were mapped to a translational cartesian position

of the tip of the tool, while the y aw coordinate allows the hook to self-rotate.

Protocol

The task is illustrated in Figure 2.29. A non-surgeon volunteer performed the task. The

participant had previously taken one hour of training in hand-held laparoscopic stitching in

the Swiss Foundation for Innovation and Training in Surgery (SFITS), Geneva, Switzerland .

Results

The results can be appreciated in https://youtu.be/Izv8vvh3dLo, and in the snapshots of

Figure 2.29. As illustrated, the operator was able to perform a single stitch and knot in 2m

40s, which is in the normal range of time performance for people with little experience in

laparoscopic suturing c.f., Bermas et al. (2004) (e.g., ≥ 2m 14s). This qualitative validation

motivated the construction of an actuated laparoscopic gripper to address dexterous foot

manipulation (Chapters 4 and 5).
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2.6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter we presented the development journey of foot interfaces to control robotic

arms as part of our final goal to achieve four-handed manipulation. We justified and validated

the transition from requirements to specifications. The main contribution highlighted in this

chapter is that we enable sustainable direct kinematic control with the foot in position:position

mapping. Such an interaction modality had been discouraged in literature because it elicited

excruciating fatigue (Yamen Saraiji et al. (2018); Komori et al. (2020); Abdi et al. (2018); Huang

et al. (2019))). Indeed, we overcame this limitation by proposing a mechanical and control

solution to effective leg compensation. Furthermore, our impedance-based device enables

the use of two feet working very close to each other within a concurrent workspace.

We developed a first iteration of the foot interface with three actuated degrees of freedom

(FI.v1.). The operability of the 3 DoF foot platform in open loop was validated in multiple

applications. From bipedal tasks to four-handed tasks. Moreover, a characterization of foot

control with the platform was done through a user study, that revealed that even without

transparency control, good levels of precision, accuracy, overshoot and speed of reach can be

achieved and are suitable for teleoperation tasks (c.f. Hu et al. (2004)).

The experimental validations confirmed the feasibility of continuous foot control in position

in three degrees of freedom and proved to be accurate for visually controlled tasks with

accuracy around 1.3 cm at the foot level, which is more accurate than existing devices for

position:position control (c.f. Yamen Saraiji et al. (2018); Komori et al. (2020)).

Moreover, the results of FI.v1. highlighted the high intrinsic backdrivability and good force

tracking achieved in open-loop during teleoperation. From the positive validation of FI.v1., we

decided to build a new version of the foot platform (FI.v2.) featuring two new active rotations.

Summing a total of five active degrees of freedom (5 DoF). The inclusion of roll and the yaw was

addressed through a differential mechanism that achieved high torque for isolated motions.

Furthermore, this +2 DoF mechanism has its axis of maximum manipulability approximately

parallel with the tilted axis of the talocrular joint of the foot-ankle complex, encouraging

thereby a natural motion of the foot.

To increase the transparency of the haptic device we implemented and validated a dynamic

compensation controller. Such a control involved model-based feed-forward and closed-loop

feedback from a 6 axis force-torque sensor. We characterized of our transparency controller in

terms of dissipated power and torque bandwidth during a human-robot interaction. Indeed,

our controller achieves very little dynamic resistance torques (∼ 400 mN) when back-driving

the joints of the platform at a typical speed of foot position control (w.r.t. our previous foot-

control characterization), and up to 2 Nm when moving at a high speed of 4 rad/s.

On the other hand, to address the requirement in terms of compensation of the gravity

of the leg (aiming at reducing fatigue), a leg human-in-the-loop control was devised and

implemented. Part of this control entailed a simplified dynamic model of the leg, formulated
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as a 7 DoF kinematic chain. The model is parameterized and adapted to every operator by

easily taking body measures only once before the use of the platform. The inverse kinematic

solution only requires to quickly set the position of the virtual chair so that the real and virtual

leg have the same initial configuration. Finally, we experimentally validated our HiL control

and visually confirm the accuracy of the inverse kinematics and the positive effect of the

compensation torques on the natural motion of the leg.

In summary, the final version of our platforms offer a continuous tracking of the natural motion

of the leg and foot. Additionally, they possess a form-factor that allows to involve two feet

moving next to each other (required for four-handed operations). Also these robotic devices

are endowed with a low-level controller that increases the transparency and backdrivability to

ease the motion with the foot.

While in this chapter we present brief qualitative validations that informed our design deci-

sions, in the next chapters we use the 5 DoF platform (FI.v2.) for thorough user studies and

investigations of four-handed manipulations. Giving emphasis in the evaluation of control

strategies for foot-assistance to ease the foot control in tasks of multiple DoF’s simultaneously.
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3 Four-Arm Manipulation with Task
Augmentation for Redundancy via
Foot Interfaces

Note: The material presented in this chapter was published in: Amanhoud*, W., Hernandez

Sanchez*, J., Bouri, M., & Billard, A. (2021). Contact-initiated Shared Control Strategies for Four-

Arm Supernumerary Manipulation with Foot Interfaces. The International Journal of Robotics

Research, 40(8–9), 986–1014. *first co-author

3.1 Introduction

Previously, we confirmed the feasibility to perform bipedal grasping using foot platforms

(see subsection 2.5.1). In this chapter, we assess four-handed manipulations in which each

foot controls a robotic arm through a haptic interface in 5DoF. These extra arms can modify

the position and orientation of an object to facilitate the access of the hands for bi-manual

screwing on it (see Figure 3.1). We call this scenario task-augmentation of degrees of freedom.

Multi-arm teleoperation for prehensile tasks (i.e., bi-arm grasping) requires coordination of

motion of both end-effectors, and a steady balance of the grasping forces to avoid loosing

the object. For this reason, it is not a trivial task. We propose to simplify the control with the

feet via robotic assistance (human-robot shared control). Simplification in terms of reducing

fatigue, cognitive workload, and overall easing of the execution of task,

Robotic assistance has been used in the past for facilitating hands’ multi-arm teleoperation

(Laghi et al. (2018); Rakita et al. (2019)), with overall positive results in human performance

and reduction of workload. These approaches have focused in two main aspects of the

interaction: synergistic control (coordination assistance) of the arms and prehensile force

control. The former relates to controlling both arms with a single hand, once the object is

grasped. The latter refers to delegate the grasping forces to the robot while having feedback of

the force-error.

Our goal in this work is to evaluate if the same positive results of robotic assistance, reported

for the upper limbs, apply for the use of both feet when tele-operating a multi-arm system.
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Uncoordinated 

Control
Coordinated 

ControlLeft

Platform

Right

Platform

w. Force 
assistance

w.o. Force 
assistance

Figure 3.1: Four-arm task augmentation thanks to the use of two haptic foot platforms
and robotic assistance. A human operator works on an object with their two hands. Two
robotic arms assist the operator in supporting and moving the object. These two robotic
arms are controlled with one or two feet (depending on the shared control strategy) by using
haptic robotic interfaces with five active degrees of freedom (DoF). We designed four control
strategies. In this example, the user controls the left robot with the left foot and the right robot
with the right foot. Once the grasp is complete, the robots generate autonomous forces to
reinforce the grasp of the person (see control strategy U +F in section 3.2.1).
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Robotic assistance is mainly intended to prevent the object from falling and to compensate

for the lack of coordination of the robot’s motion when driven by the user’s feet. This work has

been developed in collaboration with Walid Amanhoud as co-first author. Walid implemented

the strategies in the telemanipulators. Also, the user study was conducted in collaboration

with Walid.

This chapter presents the work done by the author of this thesis. This pertains the control of the

foot platforms, hypothesis formulation, statistical evaluation, and analysis and interpretations

of the results in context of the literature. This work has been disseminated in Amanhoud

et al. (2021). The related work of this chapter can be found in section 1.4.4. The materials

and methods are explained in section 3.2, the experimental protocol in section 3.3, results in

section 3.4, and conclusions in section 3.6.

3.1.1 Contribution

The main contribution in this chapter, is a systematic behavioural study to evaluate four-

handed manipulation under the influence of robotic assistance strategies, commonly used

for upper limb multi-arm teleoperation, applied in this case to feet control.

The two assistance modalities are:

1. Coordination assistance: one foot controls the unified motion (position and orienta-

tion) of two robotic arms that are auto-coordinated.

2. Force assistance: the prehensile forces to hold the object are delegated to the robotic

arms, and the human operator takes care of the motion of the object.

We studied the individual effects and interactions of these modalities, by combining them

in four shared-control strategies. An effect refers to a causality relationship between the

assistance modality and a change in metrics such as objective performance (e.g., efficiency,

number of failures , success rate, etc.), or subjective metrics such as perception of human-

robot fluency and task load.

All strategies included haptic feedback (i.e., the measured interaction forces or the measured

force errors when the strategy includes force assistance). We posit that haptic feedback is

crucial for telemanipulation (Boessenkool et al. (2012); Khurshid et al. (2016)) and that it aids

bi-pedal coordination (Roelofsen et al. (2016)).

Finally, in this work we highlight the particular consequences, and consequences of using feet,

as opposed to hands, in shared tele-operation for bi-pedal tasks.
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3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2 Materials and Methods

In this section, we give an overall description of the four control strategies for evaluating the

effect of two types of assistance provided once an object is grasped: bipedal grasping force

assistance and synergistic control of both robotic arms. The details of control for the robotic

arms (implemented by Walid Amanhoud) are described in Amanhoud et al. (2021).

The foot platforms were controlled using open-loop force rendering with a virtual impedance

depending on the control mapping of the degrees of freedom (e.g. C A−1 from Figure 2.17).

3.2.1 Overview of Assistance Strategies

The four assistance strategies result from the combinations (presence/absence) of the two

assistance modalities: force and coordination assistance, and they are illustrated in Figure

3.2. The assistance modalities are activated once the contact of the object is made (based on a

window of interaction forces).

Prior to contact, all control strategies behave the same, with each foot controlling separately

the ipsilateral robotic arm (i.e., individual control phase, Figure 3.2.a.). The operator is re-

sponsible for positioning and orienting the robotic arms to perform the grasp (Figure 3.2.b.).

As soon as the interaction forces have surpassed a threshold (i.e., after contact) four control

strategies can be distinguished:

Uncoordinated Control without Force Assistance (U )

Illustrated in Figure 3.2.c.1. This is the baseline where the operator uses their two feet to

control the robotic arms. The operator must maintain the grasp, while moving and orienting

the object to facilitate the task of the hands. The grasping forces are rendered in the feet.

Uncoordinated Control with Force Assistance (U +F )

Illustrated in Figure 3.2.c.2. The operator still controls the two robotic arms with their two feet

but a force assistance is provided to keep a robust grasp. Consequently, the operator should

focus only on orienting and positioning the object. The force rendered in the feet is now much

less, as it is the error between the assisting contact forces and the measured end-effector

forces.

Coordinated (Synergistic) Control without Force Assistance (C )

Illustrated in Figure 3.2.c.3. The control of both robots switch from two feet to a single foot (the

dominant one) after the contact is done, and the two robots’ movements are coordinated. The

operator controls the position of the geometric center considering both end effectors, as well
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c. Proposed Strategies (After Initiating The Grasp) : 

Uncoordinated Control
No Force Assistance (U)

a. Individual Control

b. Dual Grasp (Before Contact)

Uncoordinated Control
With Force Assistance (U+F)

Coordinated Control
No Force Assistance (C)

Coordinated Control
With Force Assistance (C+F)

d. Breaking the grasp: d.1. Breaking the grasp: 

d.2. Fetching the robots’ pose

e. (After Finishing The Grasp)

Figure 3.2: Overview of the proposed foot-shared-control strategies enabled once the grasp is
made. Uncoordinated (or individual) control of the robotic arms by each foot is represented by
orange and blue glows. After contact, the force assistance-modality is represented by a yellow
glow (control strategies U +F and C +F ), and a green glow is associated with coordination
assistance (control strategies C and C +F ).
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as the opening distance between them. The dual-arm grasp is controlled in the fifth degree of

freedom of the platform (foot’s self-rotation) and the net grasping force is also rendered in this

axis. The purpose of coordination is to make a mental simplification so that the user feels as if

they are controlling directly the pose of the object with their foot.

Coordinated Control with Force Assistance (C +F ,)

Illustrated in Figure 3.2.c.4. The operator also controls both robotic arms by using a single foot

but, in this case, the force for keeping the grasp and holding the object while moving it is done

autonomously. This is done in order to simplify the task, both mentally and physically.

In the uncoordinated control strategies (i.e., U and U +F ), to break the grasp, the operator has

to move his feet away from each other along the left-right direction (Figure 3.2.d.). For strategy

U +F in particular, this means going against the haptic feedback (i.e., the rendered force error).

In this case, once the measured contact forces are lower than a given threshold, force assistance

is stopped and the autonomous grasp is released. Regarding the coordinated control strategies

(i.e., C or C +F ), the grasp can be released with the fifth DOF of the foot platform (i.e, the one

responsible for opening/closing, Figure 3.2.d.1.). The robotic arms remain coordinated until

the distance between the two end-effectors exceeds a certain threshold. At that moment, to

assure a stable transition, the feet have to fetch the robotic arms in the workspace of the foot

platforms. This fetching phase is accompanied with haptic cues that push the feet to the

required pose (Figure 3.2.d.2.). When a distance threshold is met, then the individual control

of the robotic arms is regained (Figure 3.2.a.).

3.3 Experimental Protocol

In this section, we evaluate the four control-strategies described above in a four-arm manipu-

lation (4A) task.

Our objective was to evaluate the benefits of the two types of assistance considered in this work:

autonomous-contact force generation and synergistic control, as coordination assistance for

the robotic-arms. To this end, a user study was conducted.

3.3.1 Experimental Setup and Task

In the 4A task, the human used their two biological arms to work on an object, while being

assisted by two robotic arms for supporting and moving the object. The robotic telemanip-

ulator were two KUKA LWR IV+ robots (each robot is equipped with joint torque sensors at

the actuators and are torque-controlled). A 6-axis ATI-force torque sensor was mounted on

each end-effector on which a 3D printed flat palm tool was attached for grasping. Two foot

interfaces were used as master interfaces to share the control of the robotic arms with the

human. The object to manipulate is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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(a) Individual (Uncoordinated) Control and Mapping

(b) Synergistic (Coordinated) Control and Mapping. The operator
controls a virtual center between both arms (3D cartesian), their
aperture and self-rotation with a single foot

.

Figure 3.3: Color-code mapping of degrees of freedom between the 5-DoF foot platforms and
the robotic arms. (a) represents the uncoordinated strategies (U and U +F ) where each foot
controls their ipsilateral robotic arm (Figure 3.1). (b) shows the mapping of the coordinated
strategies (C , C +F ) where, once the object is grasped, one foot has the synergistic control of
two robotic arms with respect to their center position. In both cases, the linear axes in the
horizontal plane (red and green) are also mapped as linear axes, and the pi tch

(
θ

)
tilt is

transformed in the linear vertical (z) motion (blue). Whereas, the r ol l
(
φ

)
motion (purple)

is mapped in the self-rotation of the end-effector of the robotic arm. Note that the control
strategies with coordination (a) include the y aw

(
ψ

)
rotation (yellow) for controlling the

opening/closing of the coordinated grasp (linear motion). In general, a position-velocity
mapping is used for r ol l

(
φ

)
and y aw

(
ψ

)
, as this mapping is better when the required

range of motion of the robot is large with respect to the human input (Kim et al. (1987)). Finally,
the directions of the r ol l

(
φ

)
rotations in the uncoordinated control-strategies are made

consistent with the coordinated strategies, by adopting a sagital plane of symmetry between
both feet. Hence, when both feet do a r ol l

(
φ

)
in opposite directions (bio-mechanically the

same muscle groups), the end-effectors rotate in the same direction.
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Figure 3.4: The object was a 3D printed piece with an arbitrary shape and with a mass of 0.525
kg . Four thread inserts are present at different angles in which assembled M5 hex-head screws
had to be checked and tightened/loosened where needed. The relevant dimensions of the
object are present in the figure (units are in mm).

The 4A task consisted in reaching, grasping, and moving the object between different locations,

in order to inspect and tighten/loosen the screws, and to weigh the object. The object was

initially placed at a fixed position on a wooden board that served as a table (see Figure 3.5.a.).

On one side of the table, the user sat on a chair with both feet positioned on the foot interfaces.

The initial distance between the feet was approximately 0.5 m. Each foot was placed in the

center of each platform’s workspace. We decided to not constrain the type of footwear, so users

were free to use their own shoes. Moreover, the footrest of the platform was adjusted in length

to fit the participant’s shoes. Then their feet were strapped and secured to the platforms. Both

platforms were horizontally aligned.

The distance between the robot’s bases was approximately 0.9 m. The initial resting position of

the robots’ end-effectors was approximately at the center of the working table and at a height

matching the level of the user’s chest. The chair position was adjusted for the user to be able

to always begin in a neutral position of 90◦ angles in hip-knee-ankle (w.r.t. horizontal axis).

However, the chair’s height and the distance between the foot interfaces were kept fixed for all

participants. If a participant did not meet approximately 90◦ angle in the knee due to being

tall, to help them meet this initial condition, extra cushions were used on the chair, . The two

robotic arms were placed in front of the human on the other side of the table. From there, the

user was asked to complete the 4A task as illustrated in Figure 3.5 and demonstrated in the

video https://youtu.be/DxB6dH1AIu0.

The task is described in detail below:

1. Starting from their initial position (Figure 3.5.a.), the operator moves the robots to reach

and grasp the object located at the initial position on their left (Figure 3.5.b.). The grasp

is encouraged by coordinating the position of the end-effectors as diametrically opposed.

As a result, the holding force is enabled by the normal forces of each robotic arm on the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g) (h) (i)

(j)

Figure 3.5: Snapshots of subtasks of the four-arm manipulation task performed by a human
using the U +F control strategy. The letters are explained in the text.
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object, as well as the friction they provoke by the interaction with gravity.

2. The operator lifts the object and brings it in front of them (Figure 3.5.c.).

3. They use their hands to tighten/loosen the screws while the object is supported by the

robot (Figure 3.5.d.). If possible, the operator should use the robots to rotate the object for

better access to the screws.

4. They may bring and position the object on a weight scale (Figure 3.5.e.).

5. Once this is done, the operator can break the grasp (Figure 3.5.f.) and weigh the object by

using the scale (Figure 3.5.g.).

6. The object should be grasped again.

7. The object should be moved to the final position on the right (Figure 3.5.h.) and then

release the grasp (Figure 3.5.i.).

8. Finally, the operator bring the robots to their initial pose (Figure 3.5.j.).

Twelve subjects performed the 4A task four times, to test the four control strategies. All

subjects were male, 28.00±2.93 years old and initially naive in the use of foot interfaces to

control robotic arms. They were however familiar with robotic systems and/or work with

robot technologies. The demonstrations of one participant performing the task with each

control strategy can be found in the videos https://youtu.be/DxB6dH1AIu0, https://youtu.

be/Tb_LW-4a_2k, https://youtu.be/PWMiPh8b_QI, and https://youtu.be/3-Xfy550kxQ. For

each subject, the order of the control strategies was randomized. For each control strategy,

each participant had a preliminary training session lasting 5 min to become familiar with the

control mode, including the mapping, scaling, and haptic feedback from the foot interfaces.

The mapping according to the control strategy is explained in Figure 3.3 (https://youtu.be/

eoSc-DI4cvQ).

Regarding haptic control, the virtual impedance (τcomf-Z ) for the axes using a position-velocity

mapping (i.e., y aw and r ol l ), was tuned to simulate a joystick, via a spring-damper system.

Although axes were used for position-position mapping (i.e., x, y , pi tch), damping was used

to smooth down the motion of the feet. All these gains were experimentally tuned for the

comfort of the user, based on an exploratory study of two people (both males, aged 26.5±0.5),

to be uniform across control strategies.

After training, the participant was asked to perform the real task within 5 mi n.

The experimental protocol was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of EPFL,

and the methods were carried out in accordance with the approved protocol. The procedure

adhered to basic ethical practice from the Nuremberg Code.
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Ease of Use (𝐂𝐫𝐨𝐧𝐛𝐚𝐜𝐡 𝛂 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟒𝟖𝟏)
1. “Overall, it was easier to execute the 4Armed task

(w.r.t the other modes).”
2. “Overall, it was more tiresome to execute the 4Armed

task (w.r.t the other modes)” R
3. “It was easier to move the robotic arms.”
4. “It was easier to manipulate the object.”
5. “It was easier to move the object.”
6. “It was easier to rotate the object.”
7. “Overall, I felt I was improving the performance as the

trials progressed.”
8. “This system was easy to use.”
9. “This system was simple to use.”
10. “This system was user friendly (easy to understand).”
11. “This system was flexible.”
12. “This system was effortless.”
13. “I could use this system without written instructions.”
14. “I did not notice any inconsistencies as I used it.”
15. “Both occasional and regular users would like it.”
16. “I could recover from mistakes quickly and easily.”
17. “I could use it successfully every time.”
Usefulness

1. “Overall, this strategy was useful.”
Predictability

1. “The robots responded to my motion inputs in a
predictable way.”

Fluency (𝐂𝐫𝐨𝐧𝐛𝐚𝐜𝐡 𝛂 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟗)
1. “The robots and I worked fluently together as a

team.”
2. “The robots contributed to the fluency of the

interaction.”
Trust (𝐂𝐫𝐨𝐧𝐛𝐚𝐜𝐡 𝛂 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟒𝟔𝟐)
1. “I trusted the robot to do the right thing at the right

time.”
2. “The robots were trustworthy.”
Goal Perception

1. “The robots perceived accurately what my goals
were.”

Robot Intelligence (𝐂𝐫𝐨𝐧𝐛𝐚𝐜𝐡 𝛂 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟎𝟎𝟑)
1. “The robots were intelligent.”
2. “The robots were able to independently make

decisions throughout the task.”
3. “The robots had an understanding of the task.”
4. “The robots had an understanding of my goal during

the task.”
Satisfaction (𝐂𝐫𝐨𝐧𝐛𝐚𝐜𝐡 𝛂 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟎𝟗𝟒)
1. “Overall, I preferred this strategy.”
2. “I am satisfied with the 4A system.”
3. “This system was fun to use.”
4. “This system worked the way I wanted it to work.”

Figure 3.6: Subjective questionnaire to Evaluate Fluency of the Shared Control (Hoffman
(2019)). R indicates reverse scale. Internal consistency in the categories featuring multiple
questions is tested using Cronbach’s Alpha. Note that there is high internal consistency as
α> 0.84.
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3.3.2 Evaluation Metrics

To study the differences between the four control strategies, we defined the subjective and

objective metrics. They include two questionnaires that were filled out for each control

strategy:

• The first questionnaire measures perception of fluency of the interaction through eight

categories: ease of use, usefulness, predictability, fluency, trust, goal perception, robot

intelligence and satisfaction (Hoffman (2019)). Figure 3.6 shows the list of questions/items

for each category with the associated Cronbach’s alpha value as a measure of internal

consistency.

• The second questionnaire is the NASA Task-Load Index (NASA-TLX) that measures the

participant’s performance demand (i.e., how satisfied is the user with their performance

-in reversed scale-), effort (i.e., how hard -physically and mentally- the user has to work to

accomplish their level of performance), frustration (i.e., how frustrated the user felt), mental

demand (i.e., how much mental activity was required), physical demand (i.e., how much

physical activity was required), and temporal demand (i.e., pace of the execution of the task)

of the task (Hart and Staveland (1988)).

The answers to these questionnaires were assessed using a 5 Point Likert Scale from 1 = strong

disagreement to 5 = strong agreement.

The objective metrics are composed by:

• The individual sub-tasks’ efficiency σk defined as:

σk = tmax − tk

tmax
(3.1)

where σk ∈ [0,1] is the relative efficiency metric for the sub-task k, with k ∈ [1, smax ], where

smax = 8 is the maximum number of sub-tasks. This metric considers timeliness because tk

is the time needed to perform sub-task k, and tmax = 5 mi n is the maximum time allowed

for the overall task. Consequently, when a sub-task was not accomplished, tk is considered

to be equal to tmax , hence the efficiency (σk ) is zero.

• The number of object falls N f that counts the number of times the object falls during the

task (e.g., while being grasped or after collision with one of the robotic arms).

• The number of sub-tasks achieved s ∈ [0, smax ] measuring completeness of the whole 4A

task.

• The overall success metric βT encompassing the sub-tasks’ efficiency, the total number of
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sub-tasks to achieve and the number of object falls, which we define as

βT =
s∑
k
σk

/
smax e

N f
smax (3.2)

with βT ∈ [0,1]. Note that replacing (3.1) in (3.2) yields

βT =
(

s − ttot al

tmax

)/
smax e

N f
smax (3.3)

where, ttot al is the total time used to complete the whole task. This formula considers

efficiency and completeness, and it penalizes object falls.

Finally, an observation of the average forces and standard deviations in either robot arm is

also made, as an intuition of which control strategy achieves the more robust and stable grasp.

3.3.3 Hypotheses

• By controlling both robots with one foot and focusing only on the motion of the object,

we first hypothesize that coordination assistance will reduce the task load. However, we

do not expect temporal demand to be reduced, as the pace of the task is mainly decided

by the user.

• We expect an increase in the perceived fluency and the downstream outcomes when

coordination assistance is used.

• For the objective metrics, we hypothesize that coordination assistance will positively

affect the sub-tasks’ efficiency, particularly for those involving object motion and when

self-rotating the object is needed during the four-arm screwing task . Coordination

assistance should improve completeness and overall success.

• However, we do not expect coordination assistance to reduce the number of falls that is

maybe more related to grasping forces.

• By delegating the grasp responsibility to the robots, we hypothesize that force assistance

will also significantly reduce the task load, except for the temporal demand.

• Therefore, we expect force assistance to positively affect the categories related to fluency.

• We also hypothesize force assistance to increase the efficiency of sub-tasks where the

object is grasped.

• We expect force assistance to significantly reduce the number of falls and accordingly,

positively affect completeness and overall success.

• Finally, we hypothesize that the interaction of force assistance, when combined with co-

ordination assistance, will improve the results from all subjective and objective metrics.
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3.3.4 Statistical studies

Description

Two statistical studies are conducted in this work. In Study I, we analyze the effect of the four

different control strategies (U , U +F , C +F , and C ). In Study II, we analyze the individual effect

of the assistance modalities: force assistance (F.A) and auto-coordination assistance (C .A), as

well as their interaction. The responses measured correspond to the answers to the questions

and objective metrics presented above in the protocol (Section 3.3.2).

Analysis Procedure

Data sets were analyzed for normality by using Jarque-Bera test. For normally distributed

data in Study I, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was used

for differences among the four control strategies in the responses of objective and subjective

metrics explained in Section 3.3. To avoid type I error, the Tukey Honestly Significant Differ-

ence (HSD) was used, as a post-hoc analysis for multiple pairwise comparisons. Similarly, for

non-normally distributed data, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used as a non-parametric analysis,

as well as the Dunn-Sidak test for post-hoc multi-comparison. For Study II, a n-Way ANOVA

was used to test statistical significance among assistance modalities (F.A, C .A) and to consider

their interactions (F.A ∗C .A). These main effects and interaction effects are showcased as

a constant coefficients model for the normally distributed data. The effect of each factor

and their interactions is presented as a dot plot per each response. Whereas, a Friedman

non-parametric test was used to analyze the differences between assistance modalities. As

this test computes the effect of only one treatment at a time (column effects adjusted for

the row effects), it was performed twice, once per each mode of assistance (F.A or C .A), and

participants’ trials were considered as repetitions. Note that the Friedman test does not test for

probabilities of interaction effects. All these tests were performed with a significance tolerance

of < 5%.

The constant coefficients model of the n-way Analysis of variance is described as

ymno = κ+γC .A
m +γF.A

n +γC .A∗F.A
mn +ϵmno (3.4)

Where ymno represents the response variable, specifically our subjective or objective metrics

of the task, of observation number o. γC .A
m represents the mth coefficient of the two levels or

groups of the coordination assistance factor (m = 1: uncoordinated, U , m = 2: coordinated,

C ), and γF.A
n is the nth coefficient of the two levels or groups of the force assistance factor

(n = 1: without force assistance, wo.F . n = 2: with force assistance, w.F ). Similarly, γC .A∗F.A
mn

represents the interaction coefficient for the mth group of coordination assistance with the

nth group of force assistance. Finally κ represents the constant or overall mean, whereas

ϵ represents the residuals of the model, assumed to be normally distributed, independent

and with constant variance (homoscedasticity). The coefficients represent deviations of the
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factor’s group from the overall mean κ, so that
ΣM

m=1γ
C A
m = 0

ΣN
n=1γ

F A
n = 0

ΣM
m=1Σ

N
n=1γ

C A∗F A
mn = 0

(3.5)

where M = 2 and N = 2 are the maximum number of levels per grouping factor.

For this reason, given only two levels or groups per qualitative main effect (assistance modal-

ity), the coefficients among each group have the same magnitude with opposite signs. Likewise

for the interaction effects, two coefficients have the same magnitude as the other two, but

with opposite signs.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Study I: Response Differences among Control Strategies (U , U +F , C +F , C )

Results of the subjective and objective metrics of Study I can be observed in Figures 3.7 and

3.8, respectively.

Subjective Metrics (Task-load Index and Subjective Fluency of the Shared Control)

For these questionnaires, all answers were normally distributed, hence parametric tests were

used for analysis. Figure 3.7 shows the results of these subjective metrics.

S-1. Task Load

Results in task-load index reveal a significant difference in physical demand among the four

control strategies (F = 7.0722, p = 5.57× 10-4). The post-hoc HSD analysis shows that the

control strategies with the lowest physical demand are those that include force assistance

U +F : 2.58±1.24 and C +F : 2.66±1.23 versus U : 4.08±1.16 , C : 4.16±0.83. Furthermore, there

are no statistical differences regarding the other elements of task load such as mental demand,

performance, effort to improve, and frustration among the control strategies under trial.

S-1. Fluency and Outcome Perception

Similarly, there are significant differences of perception of ease of use (F = 12.6324, p = 4.35×
10-6) and usefulness (F = 10.5389, p = 2.40×10-5). In these responses, control strategies with

force assistance ranked higher than control strategy C . Specifically, for ease of use, the results

of the post-hoc multi-comparison are {U +F : 3.37±0.78, C +F : 3.61±0.83} versus C : 1.97±0.69,

and for usefulness: {U +F : 3.75±1.06 , C +F : 4.08±1.16} versus C : 1.75±1.14.

Having both layers of shared control (force and coordination) is perceived as easier to use
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Figure 3.7: NASA Task Load Index (the lower the better) and human-robot fluency (the
higher the better) and outcomes of the shared control for a four-arm manipulation. Twelve
people participated in this study. The Tukey plots are overlaid on the data points for clarity.
According to the normality of the data, the type of statistical test (one-Way ANOVA with
repeated measures or Kruskal-Wallis) is indicated in each subplot, along with their p-value.
Additionally, the pair-wise significant differences under 1% and 5% are indicated among the
four sample means where applicable, with the symbols explained in the legend of the figure.

and more useful than non-aided telemanipulation (p(C +F vs U ) = 0.018 for ease of use and

p(C +F vs U ) = 0.028 for usefulness). Nonetheless, when adding force assistance, there is no

significant improvement in user perception of ease of use and usefulness for uncoordinated

control (ease of use p(U +F vs U ) = 0.120 and usefulness p(U +F vs U ) = 0.1454).

There is a clear difference in terms of predictability (F = 8.5664, p = 1.363×10-4) for control

strategy C versus all the other strategies. The former having the lowest predictability (2.42±1.00

out of five).
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Figure 3.8: Objective performance metrics. Relative efficiency of each sub-task (the higher
the better), number of object falls (the lower the better), completeness and overall Success of
the shared four-arm manipulation (the higher the better). Twelve people participated in this
study. The Tukey plots are overlaid on the data points for clarity. According to the normality of
the data, the type of statistical test (one-Way ANOVA with repeated measures or Kruskal-Wallis)
is indicated in each subplot along with their p-value. Additionally, the pair-wise significant
differences under 1% and 5% are indicated among the four sample means where applicable,
with the symbols explained in the legend of the figure.

Human-robot fluency also reports significant differences (F = 6.3591, p = 0.0011): Control

strategies with force assistance were found as achieving more fluent interactions, at least

against the control strategy C (p(U +F vs C ) = 0.0067 and p(C +F vs C ) = 0.0051). A similar tendency

is found in the subjective evaluation of goal perception (F = 5.9517, p = 0.0017), where the

lack of force assistance in control strategy C affects negatively how the human regards the

robot’s understanding of the task (C : 1.67± 0.78 out of five). Not surprisingly, significant
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differences were obtained in perception of robot intelligence (F = 4.7204, p = 0.0061), where

control strategy C +F was ranked higher and significantly different with respect to the control

strategies without force assistance (p(C +F vs U ) = 0.030 and p(C +F vs C ) = 0.040). Finally, users

found more overall satisfaction (F = 7.6983, p = 3.06×10-4) in control strategies with force

assistance versus those without.

Objective Metrics (Efficiency of Sub-tasks, Number of Object Falls, Completeness and Over-

all Success)

Results from objective metrics were non-normally distributed. Hence, non-parametric sta-

tistical tools were used. Figure 3.8 shows the results obtained. Regarding the efficiency of

sub-tasks, please note that when a sub-task was not completed due to difficulty or elapsed

maximum time, the efficiency was estimated as zero.

S-1. Efficiency of Sub-tasks

For most sub-tasks (Figure 3.5.a to d. and h.), all control strategies yield a (statistically)

equal efficiency of median 84.02%. However, this is not the case for releasing the grasp in

the balance, i.e., sub-task in 3.5.e. (χ
2

= 10.4779, p = 0.0150) and re-grasping, i.e, sub-task f.

(χ
2

= 14.1231, p = 0.0.0027), as well as going to rest position, i.e., sub-task h. (χ
2

= 14.7519,

p = 0.0.0020). When releasing the grasp in the balance (i.e., sub-task e.), there is significantly

lower efficiency for control strategy C coordinated with respect to control strategy U . It is

possible to observe an efficiency decrease from U : 97.83% median to C : 96.50%, with a

confidence value p = 0.0078. Similarly, when re-grasping (i.e., sub-task f.), there are significant

differences between the strategies without coordination assistance and control strategy C .

Specifically, the median efficiency for sub-task f. drops from U : 97.16% and U +F : 97.33% to

C : 92.50% with p-values of p(U vs C ) = 0.0142 and p(U +F vs C ) = 0.0037. In the same way, when

analysing sub-task h., there are efficiency differences between U , U +F , and C . In this case,

the p-values are p(U vs C ) = 0.0050 and p(U +F vs C ) = 0.0116, respectively.

S-1. Number of Object Falls

As expected, there are differences in object falls among the control strategies (χ
2

= 17.2258,

p = 6.35×10-4). In particular, control strategy C +F reports a number of falls significantly lower

than the control strategies without force assistance (i.e., U and C ). In this case, the median

number of falls decreases from U : 2.5 and C : 4 to C +F : 0, with p-values p(C +F vs U ) = 0.0123

and p(C +F vs C ) = 9.37×10-4.

S-1. Completeness

In general, people managed to fully complete the eight sub-tasks 42 out of the total 48 runs

of this experiment. Clearly, different control-strategies yield different levels of the complete-

ness of sub-tasks (χ
2

= 13.2875, p = 0.0041). Indeed, having only coordination assistance (C )
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Figure 3.9: Averages and standard deviations of the forces (left and right robot) among the
control strategies. Twelve people participated in this study. The Tukey plots are overlaid on
the data points for clarity. According to the normality of the data, the type of statistical test
(one-Way ANOVA with repeated measures or Kruskal-Wallis) is indicated in each subplot,
along with their p-value. Additionally, the pair-wise significant differences under 1% and 5%
are indicated among the four sample means where applicable, with the symbols explained in
the legend of the figure.

results in a lower number of sub-tasks completed with respect to control strategies with force

assistance with significance values of p(U +F vs C ) = 0.011 and p(C +F vs C ) = 0.011.

S-1. Overall Success

There are differences in overall success among control strategies (χ
2

= 16.2135, p = 0.001). As

expected, control strategy C +F outperforms control strategies without force assistance. In this

case, median success rates improve from U : 68.2% and C : 49.8% to C +F : 94.7%. This with

p-values of p(C +F vs U )=0.04 and p(C +F vs C ) = 9.00×10-4. Interestingly, there is no significant

lower success when only force assistance (i.e., C +F vs U +F ) is used.

S-1. Average Force and Standard Deviation

Figure 3.9 illustrates the results, in both robot arms, of statistical comparison in force average

and standard deviation for the overall task among control strategies .

Indeed, there were statistical differences in average force among the control modes, with

F = 52.3711, p = 1.45×10-14 for the left robot, and F = 53.6479, p = 9.57×10-15 for the right

robot. There were also differences among standard deviations withχ
2

= 29.2713, p = 1.96×10-6

for the left robot, and χ2
= 28.3274, p = 3.10×10-6 for the right robot. The grasp of control

strategy C +F achieves the second highest strongest grasp (right: 26.64±1.59 N , left: 26.57±1.54

N ) and maintains the second lowest median of standard deviations (left and right: 4.37 N ).

This could be the reason for the encouraging results of this control strategy with zero median

object falls hence greater overall success. In contrast, in control strategy C , the average contact

force applied by the participants is the lowest (right robot: 26.64±1.59 N , left robot: 10.70±2.08
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Figure 3.10: Dot-plots of the constant coefficient models for the subjective metrics of task load
index and shared control fluency and outcomes. This plot enables us to observe the relative
effect of the presence/absence of coordination (C .A) and force assistance (F.A), as well as of
their interaction. Statistically significant effects have a bold color and black edge. Residuals
are faded and shown in first line of the dot-plots for comparison.

N ), and probably not sufficient to maintain a robust grasp, as reflected in the high amount of
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Figure 3.11: 3D Bar-plot to illustrate the relevance of each assistance modality in objective
metrics of efficiency per sub-task, number of object falls, completeness and overall success.
The results are based on a Friedman non-parametric analysis made twice, using each time
as a column effect (factor) either coordination assistance or force assistance. The Friedman
test does not enable us to test for interactions. Please note that the height of the bar does
not represent the magnitude of the effect, as it is not modelled in the non-parametric analysis.
Indeed, the height of the bar represents the function η=λ(1−p), where p is the p-value of the
χ2

Test. Furthermore,λ ∈ [−1,1] is an integer that represents the effect of the factor. Specifically
λ= 1 when the presence of the factor causes a positive effect on the result. Conversely, λ=−1
when the effect is negative, and λ= 0 when neutral. This effect’s sign comes from comparing
the mean ranks (from the Friedman Test) associated with each factor’s group so that if the
mean rank of (presence of assistance) > (absence of assistance), then the effect is positive,
and conversely. Finally, the extreme of the color bars is highlighted where the p-value is less
or equal to 0.05. For more specific details about which categories have p-values that are
statistically significant, please refer to the subsection of results of objective metrics in Study II.

object falls. Moreover, only coordination assistance resulted in the lowest median standard

deviation along the task (C : 3.55 N for both arms) due to the difficulty that many participants

found when holding and maintaining a grasp with a single foot, without force assistance.

Therefore, we can deduce that when force assistance was added to coordination assistance,

participants mostly delegated applying the grasping force to the robots; consequently, C +F

had the second lowest standard deviation.
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3.4.2 Study II: Main Effects and Interactions of the Assistance Modalities (C .A,
F.A)

The results of Study II on subjective and objective metrics can be observed in Figures 3.10 and

3.11 respectively.

Subjective Metrics

S-2. Task load index

The implementation of a force-assistance modality clearly gave the users the perception

of alleviating their physical demand (F = 21.151, pF.A = 3.58 × 10-5), frustration (F = 4.991,

pF.A = 0.031) and performance demand (F = 4.816, pF.A = 0.034).

S-2. Fluency

Similarly, the presence of force assistance positively affected the ease of use (F = 30.949,

pF.A = 1.47×10-6), human-robot fluency (F = 18.153, pF.A = 1.06×10-4), predictability (F = 9.7345,

pF.A = 0.003), goal perception (F = 11.478, pF.A = 0.0015), usefulness (F = 26.347, pF.A = 6.21×
10-6) , robot intelligence (F = 14.023, pF.A = 5.21×10-6), and satisfaction (F = 19.486, pF.A = 6.49×
10-5).

Whereas, the presence of coordination assistance had a negative effect on the predictability

(F = 6.230, pC.A = 0.0168) and goal perception (F = 5.101, pC.A = 0.029). Nevertheless, when

considering the interaction, the effect was reversed to positive for predictability (F = 9.735,

pF.A*C.A = 0.003).

Also, the interaction among assistance modalities holds a positive effect on the ease of use

(F = 2.525, pF.A*C.A = 0.023) and usefulness (F = 4.216, pF.A*C.A = 0.046).

Objective Metrics

For objective metrics, only the relative main effects could be tested, as the Friedman non-

parametric test does not include interactions.

S-2. Efficiency of Sub-tasks

It is clear that coordination assistance affects negatively the efficiency of the sub-tasks. This

is statistically significant for sub-task f. (re-grasping, χ
2

= 8.6521, pC.A = 0.0033) and h. (go to

rest position, χ
2

= 12.0896, pC.A = 5.0703×10-4).

Regarding the presence of force assistance, there is a significant benefit for efficiency on

sub-task d. (four-arm screwing, χ
2

= 4.0227, pF.A = 0.0449). Similarly, there is benefit for sub-

task f. (χ
2

= 4.4867, pF.A = 0.0342), as well as g. (go to end and release the grasp, χ
2

= 4.8007,
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pF.A = 0.0284).

S-2. Number of Object Falls, Completeness, and Overall Success)

Coordination assistance has a significant negative effect on the completeness (χ
2

= 4.1067,

pF.A = 0.0427), but not in number of object falls and overall success. Whereas, force assistance

has a positive effect on the number of object falls, (χ
2

= 14.0890, pF.A = 1.7436×10-4), com-

pleteness (χ
2

= 7.0169, pF.A = 0.0081) and overall success (χ
2

= 12.9095, pF.A = 3.2692×10-4).

3.5 Discussion

In this section we contextualize our results with respect to the literature.

3.5.1 Effect of Coordination Assistance

Our task entails four arms (two biological arms and two foot-controlled surrogate robotic

arms). As such, this is a complex set-up that requires bi-pedal, bi-manual and inter-limb

(arm-foot) coordination. Although a person can use their natural bi-manual coordination, part

of the task required asynchronous control of the limbs, which can lead to neural interference

(Swinnen and Wenderoth (2004)).

Leg and arm coordination was however expected to be more complex to achieve. As shown

in Serrien and Swinnen (1997), synchronous control of non-homologous effectors (e.g., leg

and hand) result in coordination (stability and frequency) more limited than homologous

effectors. They also found that as legs have different biophysical characteristics than arms

(hence different natural frequencies); this disrupts symmetry (when moving non-homologous

effectors) and attenuates synchronization. In other words, it is easier to synchronize either

two feet or two hands, than it is to synchronize one foot and one hand. Also, moving a

foot and a hand at the same frequency (1 : 1) yields coordination less stable than multi-

frequency motions (e.g., 2 : 1, 3 : 2). (Kelso and Jeka (1992); Serrien and Swinnen (1997)).

Furthermore Serrien and Swinnen (1997) found that the arm normally leads the leg during

non-homologous coordination (because the characteristic frequency of the arm is higher

than that of the leg). Moreover, there is a tendency for preferred synchronization in the same

direction between ipsilateral limbs (Baldissera et al. (1982); Kelso and Jeka (1992)). Specifically,

during coordination the foot will prefer moving in the same direction of the hand that is on

the same (lateral) side of the body.

Acknowledging the challenges described above, we designed a task of reduced complexity for

a four-arm shared manipulation.

We designed bilaterally isomorphic sub-tasks for the feet (holding, moving and rotating an

object), and the hands have a sub-task of (finger-alternating) rotary motion (i.e., bi-manual

screwing with an Allen key). Subs-tasks for the feet and hands also require force-application.
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Furthermore, we did not impose synchronized movements between the hands and feet. Rather,

we wanted to see if people would naturally prefer to rotate the object (with the feet) and

simultaneously screw (with the hands) to gain time; and to see how the type of control strategy

would influence this tendency (see remark #1 in the video https://youtu.be/ifkZRWK8k40?t=

16).

Handling the object with the feet can be divided in a transport and a rotation phases. In

the transport phase, feet move iso-directionally in the horizontal, longitudinal, and antero-

posterior axes. In the rotation phase, the feet rotate symmetrically (w.r.t sagital plane) in

opposite directions (w.r.t antero-posterior axis) (see Figure 3.3).

Our coordination-assistance modality consisted in controlling two robots using a single

foot, the dominant one. Following the dynamic pattern approach to explain coordination,

we expected our strategy to alleviate the musculo-skeletal constraints (c.f., Swinnen and

Wenderoth (2004)) involved in the transport sub-tasks.

In our experiments we noticed a bias when users performed dual-foot coordination. As can

be observed in remark #2 in the video (https://youtu.be/ifkZRWK8k40), when using two feet,

there is an important lag between both legs’ motion during the left-right horizontal transport.

Our observations concur with those of Serrien and Swinnen (1997) of a preference to move first

the dominant leg during lower inter-limb coordination, due to a strong functional asymmetry

(stronger than in the upper-limbs).

This lag between legs was especially evident in the horizontal transport, but not as marked in

the rotation phase and vertical transport. This is most probably due to the simultaneous side-

by-side dual motion of the legs during the horizontal transport. This can be more destabilizing

as it recruits non-homologous muscle groups (e.g., abductors vs adductors). This is in line

with evidence that non-homologous muscle activation produces coordination patterns less

stable than homologous muscle activation (Swinnen et al. (1997)).

Consequently, we expected a single-foot modality to ease lateral object motion. Furthermore,

we expected the spatio-temporal binding of the robots’ motions to give a unifying experience

of direct control of the object with the foot (evoking a gestalt phenomenon, c.f., Sanes and

Truccolo (2003)). Such gestalt during grasping would decrease cognitive load and facilitate the

remaining multi-limb (i.e., two arms and one foot) coordination tasks.

Subjective Task Load

Perceived Mental Demand

Related works, such as Rakita et al. (2019) and Laghi et al. (2018), found that coordination

assistance has a positive effect on the perceived mental demand for bi-manual tasks. However,

our results did not confirm this hypothesis for our four-arm task. This could be due to the fact
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that our scenario uses the feet and that it is unusual to use a foot for manipulating objects.

Indeed, grasping with a single foot, using abduction/adduction of the foot or y aw is a fairly

unfamiliar gesture. In our task, the foot was used to control for both the grasping motion and

grasping force. Results showed that using only a control strategy C resulted in the weakest grip

(see Figure 3.9) that had approximately half of the forces of control strategy U .

People are used to grasping objects by using at least two end-effectors (e.g., two fingers, two

hands, fingers against the palm, etc). Hence, perhaps grasping with a single foot was so unfa-

miliar (and felt not as robust as doing so with two feet) that this might have counterbalanced

any benefit stemming from using a single foot in place of two.

Whereas, as can be observed in remark #3 in the video https://youtu.be/ifkZRWK8k40, subjects

displayed a consistent tendency to continue moving the non-dominant foot, even after the

auto-coordination is activated. And this behaviour recedes as the task evolves.

This means that disrupting the bi-pedal coordination requires an extra mental effort to con-

sciously stop the motion of the non-dominant foot. This pattern bifurcation from four to three

limbs, causes the user to struggle in the switching phase. This, however, seems less relevant in

the opposite sense (three-to-four switch).

Perceived Physical Demand and Improvement Effort

Our hypothesis was that coordination assistance would reduce perceived physical demand

and effort, because of the expected decrease in physical stress (weight-bearing) of moving a

single foot with respect to moving the two feet simultaneously. We expected similar results

as in Laghi et al. (2018), but with more accentuated scores due to the heavier effectors (legs

are heavier than arms). However, when using coordination assistance (Study II), we saw no

significant differences in perceived physical relief and effort.

As foot rotations are bio-mechanically coupled, they cannot be controlled completely inde-

pendently. This is particularly relevant for the foot motion required to close the robots’ grip

and rotate the object, as y aw and r ol l of the foot are coupled in the talocrular joint (Siegler

et al. (1988)).

Due to this coupling, the range of motion of one rotation is affected by the other. But, this also

affects the (postural) stiffness and damping of the ankle-joint, which are strongly dependent

on the angular position and muscle activation, with a non-linear increase near the limits of

motion (Hunter and Kearney (1982); Kearney et al. (1990)).

Therefore, this requires a heavy toll for the internal foot rotation (y aw) that has the smallest

range of motion (16.29±3.88◦ Siegler et al. (1988)). Consequently, this makes it more difficult

to simultaneously apply force, keep the foot position (to hold the grip) and move the object,

when controlling for multiple rotations. Indeed, this extra physical effort counterbalances any

potential physical relief when using one foot instead of two.
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Fluency

We expected to see an increase in subjects’ subjective perception of fluency with our coordina-

tion assistance modality, thereby concurring with related work (Rakita et al. (2019)).

For the scores of ease of use, usefulness, human-robot fluency, and trust, the coordination

assistance did not provoke a significant difference in the participants’ responses. However,

regarding predictability and goal perception, contrary to what was expected, there was a

significant negative effect when coordination assistance modality was used. For these reasons,

our hypothesis was not validated.

The reason for these unexpected results could be inline with these discussed previously for

mental and physical demands. Specifically, the added difficulty of using y aw to keep the grasp

with a single foot might have out-weighted the benefits brought by the fluency of the robots’

joint motion resulting from the coordination assistance.

Objective Metrics

Efficiency of Sub-tasks

We hypothesized that coordination assistance would increase sub-task efficiency. We expected

to see a positive effect on efficiency, particularly in sub-tasks involving moving the object

around when grasped ( i.e., sub-tasks b., d., and, g.).

Furthermore, in sub-task c. where the four arms worked in coordination to screw, the efficiency

could have increased, because controlling the position of the object directly with one foot

should have relieved the cognitive workload, making the rotation of the object simpler.

Nonetheless, these hypotheses are rejected. Results showed that most of the sub-tasks (b.,

c., d., and g.) were performed with no statistical differences in efficiency among the control

strategies.

For sub-tasks where the object is not grasped (i.e., sub-tasks f., a., and h.), we did not expect

statistical differences as the coordination assistance was only activated upon contact. This is

indeed what we observed for sub-task a..

Regarding the sub-tasks f. (i.e, re-grasping) and h. (i.e., returning to rest position), the low

time- efficiencies could be due to the extra time the user needs to move their feet to match

the robots’ positions when switching from coordinated to uncoordinated control (specifically,

after the grasp was released).

Note that having only coordination assistance represented a challenge for some participants

(five out of twelve). Starting from sub-task b., we observed a loss of stamina because main-

taining the grasp was difficult, explaining the low efficiencies for control strategy C in Figure

3.8.
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Number of Object Falls

Our null hypothesis was that coordination assistance does not affect the number of object

falls, as this is more related to the grasp robustness (force-related). Our results showed that

indeed there was no significant effect of coordination assistance.

Completeness and Overall Success

We hypothesized that coordination assistance would have a positive effect on the completeness

and overall success. Unfortunately, Study II showed that coordination negatively affects

completeness and has no significant influence on the success rate of the task, hence our

hypothesis is rejected.

3.5.2 Effect of Force Assistance in Foot Control

Force assistance for manipulating objects has been proven beneficial in several works such

as in Griffin et al. (2005). Here we explore the effect in our user study. A demonstration

highlighting the importance of force assistance can be appreciated in the video https://youtu.

be/0cLKhSubWoE.

Subjective Task Load

Perceived Mental Demand

We hypothesized an improvement (lower scores) on the subjects’ perception of mental load.

We thought that delegating the force application to the robot could alleviate the sensory-motor

constraints involved in neural processing during multi-limb coordination (Swinnen and

Wenderoth (2004)). In other words, we assumed that by autonomously generating grasping

forces to hold the object, the user could better focus on the execution of the task (e.g., working

on the object and moving it) and relieve their muscles.

Nevertheless, the evidence was not enough to prove our hypothesis and it is rejected. Despite

being positive, the effect of force assistance in TLX Mental Demand was not statistically

significant. Perhaps the task was not challenging enough to drastically increase the mental

demand when no force assistance was provided.

Perceived Physical Demand, Performance Demand and Frustration

Our hypothesis was that using force assistance would physically alleviate the task for the user.

We also assumed a lower demand in performance and less frustration. Our hypotheses are

correct.

This was partially observed in Study I where control strategies with force assistance contributed
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to lower physical demands, performance demands and frustration with the task.

The constant coefficient models from Study II further revealed that force assistance can

influence as much 22.22% score reduction (with respect to the bias in the likert scale) for

perceived physical demand, 12.68% reduction in performance demand and 12.98% reduction

in frustration.

These percentages were calculated using the constant coefficients of the force assistance

divided by the bias of the model.

Improvement Effort

Similarly to the other elements of task load, we assumed that force assistance would make the

user avoid working hard to achieve a good level of performance (namely TLX effort).

Nevertheless, our hypothesis is rejected. Study II revealed that, although force assistance

tended to decrease perceived TLX effort (6.58% reduction w.r.t. the bias in the likert scale), the

effect was not statistically significant.

Temporal Demand

We expected no change in temporal demand, as we assumed the force assistance would not

influence the pressure felt due to the pace of the task. As the user was always the main actor of

the task, they decided the speed of use of the control strategies. Results are in line with this

hypothesis.

Fluency

We expected our shared control strategies to lead to higher scores in the categories related to

perceived fluency and downstream outcomes.

Ease of Use, Usefulness, Predictability, Human-Robot Fluency, Goal Perception, Robot Intelli-

gence and Satisfaction

In these categories our hypothesis prevailed. Indeed, there was a general positive effect from

the force assistance (i.e., higher scores). Specifically, Study II revealed that force assistance

increases the user’s perception of ease of use by 19.80%, usefulness by 27.03%, predictability

by 11.63%, human-robot fluency by 22.58%, goal perception by 18.75%, robotic intelligence by

23.31%, and satisfaction by 21.98%.

Trust

Study II revealed that participants had a similar level of trust (not statistically different) in the

robotic system among all control strategies. And this was not an exception for those with force
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assistance. This could be due to the fact that the robots were tele-operated, concurring with

findings of trust in shared control such as in Rakita et al. (2019). As a result, and probably due

to the assistance modalities not masking the users’ perception of their own control, the trust

levels are not significantly affected.

Objective Metrics

Efficiency of Sub-tasks

We expected force assistance to improve efficiency in all sub-tasks that required maintaining

the grasp and holding the object, and in the sub-task simultaneously involving all four arms

(i.e., sub-task c.). As the grasp is more secured with force assistance, completing all sub-tasks

successively should be easier for the operator.

Study II confirmed that force assistance positively improves the efficiency during the four-arm

screwing task. Furthermore it has a positive impact on the sub-tasks f. and g..

All the other sub-tasks, however, had similar median efficiencies with no statistical differences

provoked by force assistance. This could be because these sub-tasks did not challenge the

user sufficiently so as to create significant delays in their execution without the force support

of the robots.

Number of Object Falls

As shown in Figure 3.9, the strategies with force assistance, namely U +F and C +F , provided

the highest holding forces on average with relatively low variances. By generating sufficient

and robust holding forces to maintain the grasp, we expected the force assistance modality to

reduce significantly the number of failures. We hypothesized that the number of falls would

always be lower when force assistance is used.

Results from Study II confirm our hypothesis. Indeed, force assistance substantially reduces

the number of times the object will fall during the task.

Completeness and Overall Success

Regarding the completeness and success of the overall task, we suspected force assistance

would always provoke a remarked increase in these metrics. Because we hypothesized in-

creased efficiencies, and a lower number of falls, we expected a higher number of tasks

completed hence all these numbers would be reflected in overall success.

Study II confirmed our hypotheses, as force assistance positively affects the task completeness

and overall success of the task.
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3.5.3 Interaction of Force Assistance and Coordination Assistance

Our general hypothesis was that adding force assistance to coordination assistance has a posi-

tive interaction effect. Specifically, we expected each assistance modality to compensate any

downside of the other one or, in turn, to amplify its positive effect. We tested this hypothesis,

based on the magnitudes and signs of the interaction coefficients of Study II. This was done

specifically for the subjective metrics and not for objective metrics, because the objective ones

were not normally distributed.

Task Load

The combination of force and coordination did not have a statistically significant interaction

effect on any of the task-load indexes. For this reason our hypothesis is rejected. This means

that for the case of TLX Physical Demand, force assistance is sufficient to enable a distin-

guishable lower physical demand, and does not considerably improve the interaction with

coordination assistance.

Fluency

Using the constant coefficients of the interactions from study II, we found that the combi-

nation of force and coordination assistance significantly improves the perceived ease of use

(+8.37%), usefulness (+10.81%), and predictability (+11.63%). Therefore, for these categories,

our hypotheses are correct.

The coefficients also showed that the interaction did not significantly changed the perceived

human-robot fluency, goal perception, robot intelligence and satisfaction. And for these

categories, our hypothesis of interaction are rejected. Indeed, it was force assistance that

created a positive effect in the subjective perception of the user for these categories, and the

result was not much improved when coordination assistance was added.

Finally, similarly to the main effects of force and coordination assistance, there was no statisti-

cal significance of the interaction of these assistance modalities on trust. For this reason our

hypothesis about interaction improving trust is rejected.

3.5.4 Is C +F the best control strategy when compared to U ?

We hypothesized that C +F would outperform U , U +F and C in all objective and subjective

metrics. Based on the findings discussed before, there was indeed an interaction among

assistance modalities in some subjective metrics. Nevertheless, we must still answer the

following question: Is C +F significantly better than U +F and C with respect to U ?

Using the post-hoc analyses in Study I, we were able to answer this question both for subjective

and objective metrics.
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Subjective Metrics

Task Load

As discussed previously, there were statistical differences among control strategies regarding

TLX Physical Demand. In this case, the responses for U +F and C +F (and not C ) were signifi-

cantly better than U . Nevertheless, there was no statistical difference between U +F and C +F .

For this reason, we conclude that either U +F and C +F could equally improve upon the U

control strategy. In other words, any strategy with force assistance has a statistically equal

positive effect in physical demand. Therefore our hypothesis for this category is rejected.

For the rest of task-load indexes, specifically mental demand, temporal demand, performance

demand, effort and frustration, there were no statistical differences with respect to U . There-

fore our hypotheses for these categories are rejected.

Fluency

For ease of use, usefulness, robot intelligence and satisfaction, the only control strategy that

was significantly better than U was C +F . For this reason our hypothesis is correct for these

categories.

This means that for predictability, perceived fluency and goal perception, using another strat-

egy than U does not improve these metrics. Nevertheless, in case the user must absolutely use

a single foot to control both robots, it is crucial to have force assistance to have responses sim-

ilar to a two-foot control. Finally, as discussed before, all control strategies evoked statistically

similar responses regarding trust. Hence, for this category, our hypothesis regarding C +F vs U

is not valid either.

Objective Metrics

Efficiency and Completeness

Regarding efficiency and completeness, our hypothesis is not valid. Namely, C +F does not

outperform the other control strategies with respect to U in these metrics. Indeed, as shown

in Study II, any control strategy with force assistance has a positive effect in the efficiency of

some sub-tasks (c, f, and g).

Number of Object Falls

Regarding the number of object falls, C +F was clearly better than the other control strategies

when compared to U . For this reason, our hypotheses is true for this metric.

Overall Success
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Finally, our hypothesis is confirmed for success as well. This means that when considering the

compound metric that optimizes for higher efficiency, higher completeness, and minimum

object falls, i.e., overall success, C +F is the control strategy that provides significantly better

results with respect to the baseline U .

Overview

In general, C +F is the best control strategy when considering U as the baseline.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have provided insight on the pertinence of shared-control strategies in

four-arm manipulation with the particularity of using feet as user inputs. Our goal was to

facilitate the task of the hands, by providing extra degrees of freedom that can place the robot

in a better pose to be accessed by the hands (i.e., leveraging redundancy).

Our main finding from the user study is that force assistance is, overall more influential than

coordination assistance in a bilaterally isomorphic task during bi-pedal telemanipulation

where grasping is involved. Also, force assistance translates into more robust manipulations

and it improves the efficiency of a four-arm task, where hands and feet are involved.

Finally, when combining a single-foot control with force assistance and, compared with two-

foot control without force assistance, there is higher success in the task. Furthermore, the user

expressed better ease of use, usefulness, impression of robot intelligence, and satisfaction

during the human-robot collaboration.
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4 Foot Dexterous Control of a Laparo-
scopic Gripper

Note: The material presented in this chapter was published in: Hernandez Sanchez, J.,

Amanhoud, W., Billard, A., & Bouri, M. (2021). Foot Control of a Surgical Laparoscopic Gripper

via 5DoF Haptic Robotic Platform: Design, Dynamics and Haptic Shared Control. 2021 IEEE

International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), Xi’an China, 2021, 12559–12566.

4.1 Introduction

Indeed, having a haptic platform that can track multiple degrees of freedom is only half the

way towards effective teleoperation. Because, the human has to be able to control those

degrees of freedom in a meaningful way.

In the previous chapter, we evaluated the use of both feet to grasp an object, hold it and modify

its pose to aid the task of the hands. We found that a single foot controlling the bipedal grasp via

synergistic control was problematic because of the bio-mechanical coupling in the rotations

of the foot (Siegler et al. (1988)). In this chapter, we task a single foot to grasp with a surgical

instrument. This would require five degrees of freedom: 4-DoF of positioning/self-rotation + 1

DoF for closing/opening of the gripper.

Given the previous encountered limitations when moving to high number of DoF, in this work,

we propose a haptic shared controller to elicit individuation of foot rotations. With the goal of

easing the simultaneous closing and positioning of the laparoscopic gripper, by detecting the

intention of the human to perform a grasp, and haptically helping the foot to keep its position.

We call this grasping assistance.

We propose a novel type of virtual fixture that we call virtual fixture of selective transparency.

An arbitration gain selectively eases the gesture used for closing the gripper, while software-

generated impedance is rendered in those DoFs which are not relevant to the task of grasping,

and that provoke unintentional motions of the gripper. The name selective transparency,
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refers to the fact that one could "de-compensate" the dynamics of the platform in certain

DoF’s, to combine the virtual impedance with the intrinsic physical impedance. As a result,

the needed gains for the virtual fixture are not as high, and stability issues can be avoided.

Furthermore, to avoid unintentional activation of the shared-controller. We use an adaptive

intent-detection triggering threshold that is dependent on the configuration of the leg in the

platform’s workspace.

Finally, a user study is conducted to evaluate the proposed strategy in a kinematic simula-

tion. In this study, the grasping interaction forces are not considered, so as to highlight the

effect of the controller, only in motion of the gripper, without delay or dynamics from the

telemanipulator or environment. Nevertheless, we posit that haptic feedback is instrumental

to increase the situation awareness (c.f. Segura Meraz et al. (2018)) and communicate with

the semi-autonomous robot via the foot platform. For this reason, capitalizing on the haptic

nature of our foot platform, we use an event based vibrotactile signal (c.f., Kuchenbecker et al.

(2006)) to convey a message (c.f., Rovers and van Essen (2006)) to the human when the virtual

fixture is enabled.

The related work for this chapter has been reviewed in section 1.4.4. The method is presented

in section 4.2. This method is evaluated through a user study in section 4.3. The results are

presented in section 4.4. Finally, we discuss these results and conclude in section 4.5

4.1.1 Contribution

In this chapter, we address the position mapping of a conventional laparoscopic gripper in all

its five degrees of freedom (5DoF). To ease its use, we designed and evaluated a haptic-shared-

control strategy to enhance the simultaneous positioning, aligning and closing of the gripper

in a kinematic simulation.

4.2 Method

The overall control scheme is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The control consists of a low level

(model based) dynamic compensation, as well as closed loop force feedback for transparency

control. Also, a leg human-in-the-loop controller partially compensates the dynamics of the

leg, —similar to control architecture C A−2 from Figure 2.18 —. Finally, the approach involves

a haptic shared control strategy for easing the use of a surgical tool.

4.2.1 Haptic Shared Control for Grasping

The torques rendered in the platform during the task of reaching and grasping are the follow-

ing:
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Figure 4.1: Foot position control of a surgical gripper assisted by a haptic shared control. When
(a) a target appears inside the simulated torso, the foot platform operator (b) moves the tool
to reach and align with the target both in position (three translations) and orientation (and
then a blue visual cue appears), before performing a task of (c) grasping (and then a yellow
visual cue appears). When there is a successful alignment and grasping, a new target appears
after three seconds. If the user looses the alignment, it should open the gripper again and
try again the task. We designed a shared control strategy for the onset of grasping. When the
grasping gestures starts, the autonomous control renders a haptic virtual fixture in the foot
that selectively eases the grasping, while increasing the resistance for foot gestures related to
the positioning of the tool. Furthermore, the surgical robot takes over the position control of
the tool while the operator performs the grasp.

τM ,H f b === ξST DM ,ng q̇M + (1−−−ξST )
(
KM ,g qM +++DM ,g q̇M +++τM ,Gr

)
(4.1)

where DM ,ng ∈RP×P is a damping matrix to smooth the motion of the user while moving freely

from target to target. KM ,g ∈ RP×P and DM ,g ∈ RP×P are stiffness and damping matrices to

push the foot to the position where the grasp was initiated. The latter is a virtual fixture so

that the user can freely focus in grasping while the robot controls the position of the tool and

haptically fix the position of the foot.
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The grasping assistance is enabled when a threshold, of the platform joint for grasping, is

surpassed (see Figure 4.3 right). The equation of the threshold is:

δ=

√√√√√ m∑
M=0

(δmax −bth)

athe|q̇M | −
 1

σ
p

2π
e
− 1

2

(
qM

σ(qM ,+−qM ,−)

)2
 (4.2)

where m is the number of positioning joints (i.e., P −1), δ is the angle threshold measured

within δ ∈ [δminδmax], where δmin ∈R+. σ ∈R is the standard deviation of the inverted Gaus-

sian. ath ∈R+ and bth ∈R are parameters tuned experimentally, and qM ,+ and qM ,− are the

limits of the foot platform joint qM .
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Figure 4.2: Control Architecture 3 (C A − 3). Haptic-Shared Control. A low level firmware
control that runs at 1 kHz takes care of the haptic controllers, inverse dynamic compensation,
closed loop force control and joint limits verification. A higher level controller in a PC takes
care of the leg inverse kinematics and the shared control that renders torques for the platform
and trajectories for the surgical tool. A part of the shared control is done in the firmware. A
diagonal matrix ξST (xt ) allows to have a smooth transition between free motion and assisted
grasp. Also, this matrix allows selective dynamics compensation and force control in directions
related to the task performed by the human (e.g. grasping), while the perceived impedance in
higher in the directions where robot is taking over (e.g., positioning) when the shared control
is enabled. The communication between the robot and the computer is done via a serial client
of Robot Operating System (ROS) at 450 Hz.
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ξST ∈RP×P is a diagonal positive semi-definite matrix that regulates the transition between

the grasping assistance and non-grasping assistance. The entry related to the grasping (i.e.,

ξST (φ)) is always 1, as the human is always in control, whereas the entries (i.e.,ξi
ST ∈ ξST (∼φ))

related to the positioning/alignment, of this matrix are defined as follows:

ξi
ST =

Λ+
t∗−t∗+∆t (t ) φ≥ δ

1−Λ−
t∗−t∗+∆t (t ) otherwise

(4.3)

where δ is the grasping threshold,Λ+
a,b(x) :R−→R provides a smooth transition from 0 to 1 as

x transits from a to b:

Λ+
a,b(x) =


0 x < a

1

2

(
1−cos

(
π

x −a

b −a

))
a ≤ x ≤ b

1 x > b

(4.4)

Henceforth, this function will be referred as smooth-rise function, and its complement

Λ−
a,b(x) = 1−Λ+

a,b(x) as smooth-fall function.

The state-dependent matrix ξST , also affects the transparency controller. The platform gravity

torques τM ,g ∈ RP remain the same, while inertia and Coriolis compensation as well as the

force control are affected by ξST , as follows:

τM ,T C = ξST
(
τM ,F F +++τM ,B +++τM ,C

)+++τM ,g (4.5)

where τM ,B ∈RP and τM ,C ∈RP , are the inertia and coriolis and centrifugal effects compensa-

tion torques respectively.

It is worth noticing that the diagonal entries of ξST , act as filtering gains for the closed-loop

force control. This has a byproduct, the reduction of influence of the the F/T sensor noise on

the closed-loop (c.f. Carignan and Cleary (2000)). As a consequence, one can also increase

even more the gains of the virtual fixture, and the foot can be assisted further, in alignment,

while trying to perform a grasp.

Finally, τM ,Gr ∈RP is a vector of zero torque in y, x,θ,ψ, and non-zero in φ]. The torque in φ],

represents an event-based vibrotactile cue, that notifies to the operator, about the transition

between absence / presence of shared-control (see Figure 4.3 left).

The vibrotactile cues are decaying-sinusoidal signals like so:

τM(φ),Gr = av e−dr v t si n(2π fv t ) (4.6)
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Grasp.Assist

No Grasp.Assist

Figure 4.3: Grasping assistance. Left: Open loop vibrotactile haptic cues to let the user know
when the shared control is enabled or disabled. The dashed lines represent the appearance of
a new target. A short vibration is rendered when the threshold for grasping intention detection
is surpassed and hence the shared control is enabled. Whereas a longer vibration means that
the shared control is disabled and the virtual fixtures will disappear. If one vibration is being
rendered, the control will wait until the previous one is finished to avoid overlapping. Right:
Dynamic threshold for grasping (inφ). This threshold changes depending on the other degrees
of freedom’s state to avoid unintentional detection of grasping onset. In the upper image is
the example in static condition of one platform’s positioning joint against another. The further
the positioning joint is from the center of its workspace, the higher is the threshold. In the
lower image, the threshold in the phase space of each joint, assuming the others are static. Far
from the center of the joint, as the speed increases, the higher the threshold, favouring having
grasping assistance when the foot is moving at low speed.

where τM(φ),Gr is the virtual torque applied in the φ joint, av is the amplitude, dr v is the

decay rate, fv is the frequency and t is the time.

4.3 Experimental Evaluation

4.3.1 Protocol

The foot platform and control was evaluated through a user study involving 6 participants of

(30±3) years, 2 females and 4 males; naive to the use of the foot platform.

The task (see Figure 4.1) was developed in a realistic visualization environment in Rviz. A

virtual torso (see Figure 4.4) hosted 30 targets appearing randomly in different parts of its

surface. This torso was open source and part of a realistic phantom (Kenngott et al. (2015)).
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trocar

target

trocar

Figure 4.4: Up: Set up of the task in the virtual environment, a static realistic torso from
Kenngott et al. (2015) hosted the targets in the area indicated with the dots, and trocar con-
strained robotic surgical tool of 4 dof + grasping was included. The cartesian control of the tool
(I Kt (xt )) is done via KDL inverse kinematics damped least squares. Down: Mapping of the
gestures from the foot platform to the motion of the surgical tool. i.e., xt === MP :t (qp ) :RP →R6

(see Figure 4.2). In this case, x (red line) and y (green line) are mapped in the cartesian x and
y motions of the tip of the tool respectively; θ (blue line) is mapped to the z of the tool, ψ
(purple line) is mapped in self rotation of the tool, and finally φ (yellow line) is mapped in the
opening/closing of the gripper. The extra degree of freedom required in the mapping consists
in aligning the tool tip z axis pointing towards the trocar point. The workspace of the tool is
(0.30×0.25×0.39m)3, meaning that the scaling is 1.54 in x, 1.39 in y and 1.12 in θ. On the
other hand, the scaling for φ is 2.09 and for ψ it is 4.5. Please note how the target’s frame is
aligned such that the blue axis is pointing towards the trocar point. Thereby, the tool is able to
exactly match the target orientation. When the shared control is enabled, the human controls
φ, while the autonomy keeps in place y ,x,θ and ψ.

The control of the tool was purely kinematic (no dynamics, no delay).

The target was a blue sphere of 14 mm diameter. The position of this target and the orientation

of the other axis were set to randomly change without repeating themselves. The requirements

of the task were to have a successful alignment with thresholds of less than 7 mm position and

7◦ orientation, as well as closing the gripper while keeping this alignment (thresholds of ≤ 17◦

from the closed position). When these requirements were met, a new target appeared after

three seconds.

The mapping and the control of the surgical tool are illustrated in Figure 4.4. The camera

of the simulation was set to follow the tip of the tool, and with a fixed zoom adjusted at the

beginning of the user study.
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a. b. c.

d. e. f.

h.g.

Figure 4.5: Metrics of precision ( a. positioning, b. rotational alignment and c. grasping w.r.t
to the sphere surface), d. completeness. e. The miss:hits ratio is calculated as the number of
times the subject went out of the threshold zone when trying to complete the task, divided by
the max. number of targets (i.e., 30). f. and g. correspond to physical and mental load (NASA
TLX). i. median efficiency in reaching target to target. Efficiency is defined as scalar function
νk = ( t∆k−tmax

tmax
), where k is the target number, t∆k is the target to target time.

Two conditions (with/without shared controlled) were tested twice with each subject. The

order of conditions was randomized across subjects. Subjects had 10 minutes to complete

each trial, followed by 5 min. rest, summing up to 1 hour experiment. At the end of the

session, subjects were asked to fill in the questionnaires. At the beginning of the session,

the experimenter measured the subject’s lower limb lengths to configure appropriately the

kinematic model of the simulated leg (see Chapter 2).

4.4 Results

Results are presented in Figure 4.5. The Jarque-Bera test was used for normality. For normal

distributions, a t-test was used to compare the two conditions (with and without assistance)

and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test was used for the non-normal distributions. Contrasting perfor-

mance when using shared control and not using it showed statistically significant differences.
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With Grasping Assistance

Without Grasping Assistance

Figure 4.6: Example of task performance with and without grasping assistance. Left: Precision
in time (the lower the better) of positioning (squares), rotational alignment (crosses) and
grasping (circles). The dashed lines represent the transition between targets. Right: trajec-
tories followed by the subject when performing the task illustrated in the pictures of the left.
The targets are represented with diamonds. Their number follows the same order as in the left
side. The color bar represents the opening and closing of the gripper during the trajectory. 30◦

represents a totally open while 0◦ represents a totally closed gripper.

The grasping assistance improves completeness of the task by 46.6% (e.g. see Figure 4.6),

median efficiency by 1.7% and decreases the amount of failed attempts to grasp by 46%. It

is interesting to see how the precision in positioning, alignment and grasping in this visually

controlled task was negatively affected by the shared control (3.91±0.92 mm, 3.62±0.18◦ and

3.42±1.33◦ at the tool level) vs not having shared control (3.44±0.56 mm, 2.83±0.40◦ and

1.04±0.53◦). Most probably because once the grasping assistance was enabled, the users were

satisfied with their performance and did not try stepping out of the assistance mode to correct

further the error in position/alignment.

Nonetheless, the difference is small with respect to the requirements of the task (< 7mm, < 7◦

misalignment). An excerpt of the trial in the two conditions is illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Closing the gripper while keeping the alignment without shared control resulted in more
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number of failed grasps (70 out of 10 successful grasps). The shared control decreased this

number to 40 out of 10. This is because it attenuates the coupling between the degrees of

freedom. This is evident in the attached video and in Figure 4.6.

For comparison, other foot pos.:pos. systems (c.f. Yamen Saraiji et al. (2018)) have reported

precision of minimum 13.00±46.40 mm.

On the other hand, the shared control helped to reduce physical and mental workload from

4.9±2.02 to 2.92±1.56, and 4.83±1.99 to 2.92±1.44 in a 7-point likert scale, hence reduction

of 40%. This means that users perceived the shared control to facilitate the grasping and lower

fatigue. For comparison, our system achieves similar mental and physical load as reported for

foot-joysticks (i.e., pos.:vel. mapping, c.f. Huang et al. (2020a): 2.97±1.06 and 3.76±0.92 when

converted to a 7 point likert scale), while achieving better precision (lower than in Huang et al.

(2020a): ∼ 5 mm during a 4DoF rate-controlled task).

In summary, our foot platform has been validated for operating a laparoscopic gripper —for

positioning and grasping goals —fully using pos.:pos. mapping. Indeed, the active haptic

feedback, higher number of DoF, transparency control and leg compensation, as well as no

dead-zones or position drift, makes our foot platform more versatile than existing interfaces

to execute simultaneous and complex multi-dof tasks.

4.5 Discussion and Conclusion

Results show that subjects, even though naive to controlling robots with their feet, were

capable of manipulating successfully the 5 DoF of the foot platform to reach, align and grasp

targets.

As expected the use of the shared control improved significantly performance. Even though

users were able to achieve the task with a good level of precision (3.91±0.92 mm), most subjects

had trouble completing all the targets when not supported by the shared control. This is mainly

due to the difficulty of closing the gripper without loosing the alignment. Grasping assistance

improved completeness and efficiency; it also reduced physical and mental workloads. These

results are promising and present evidence that robotic assistance can reduce fatigue in full

dexterous position:position foot control.

This evaluation was conducted using only kinematic information without considering contact.

This said, we believe that grasping involving dynamic contact information is also important

and will be subject of investigation in Chapter 5.
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5 Hybrid Solo-Surgery with Four Arms
via Foot Haptic Platforms

Note: The material presented in this chapter has been recently submitted and is currently

under review in: Hernandez Sanchez*, J., Amanhoud, W.*, Billard, A. & Bouri.M (2021). Enabling

Hybrid Robotic-Assisted Solo-Surgery with Four Arms via Haptic Foot Interfaces. Submitted to The

International Journal of Robotics Research. * first co-author

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we target our end-goal of hybrid simultaneous solo-robotic-surgery. The idea

is for the surgeon to have more autonomy, and can control more than two instruments at the

same time. This may decrease the number of operating team members needed all at once in a

surgical room. These people can then be re-allocated to other tasks, thereby increasing the

throughput of surgeries made and shortening waiting lists (Setti et al. (2019)). Furthermore,

communication issues and misunderstandings arising when working in a surgical team could

be reduced (Elprama et al. (2013)).

Robotic Assisted Laparoscopic surgery has been portrayed as a promising solution to increase

the dexterity of the surgeon, reduce fatigue and increase and offer the control of multiple arms

that can be intermittently used by hand interfaces. However, challenges still remain. For exam-

ple, in commercial systems, despite having four-arms, these cannot be used simultaneously.

The switching between arms is normally done via a foot-switch. Furthermore, the situation

awareness of the surgeon is reduced since they are far from the patient, and immersed in a

console. Joint to that, there is no haptic feedback of interaction forces, for which the surgeons

have to rely heavily on visual feedback and always keep the tools visible to avoid touching any

organ unintentionally.

In this work we propose a hybrid surgical system that combines direct hands control of

laparoscopic tools with foot local teleoperation of robotic tools held by manipulators. The

robotic arms are controlled via master haptic platforms, that can map the gestures of the
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gripper 

holder

camera 

holder

5 dof haptic 

interfaces

Uni-pedal

Four-Handed

Bi-pedal

Figure 5.1: Four-handed supernumerary surgical task. Two robotic assistants that hold an
endoscope and a retractor are controlled by the operator via foot robotic interfaces in five
degrees of freedom each. The right foot controls a gripper/retractor. The left foot controls
the endoscope to achieve an optimal field-of-view. Robotic assistance, in the form of shared
control, is present to ease the operation of the camera and gripper including meaningful
haptic feedback to communicate forces from the environment as well as guidance from the
robot. In this work we investigate the effect of shared control in uni-pedal, bi-pedal and
four-handed coordination tasks.

surgeon to the cartesian motion of each tool’s tip in 5 DoF.

Because of such a hybrid approach the surgeon can remain close to the patient, perform

the task alone, and control the four arms simultaneously (see Figure 5.1 and video https:

//youtu.be/6AVlw9N238U?t=19).

Furthermore, this system keeps the natural haptic feedback of the tools of the hands, while it

also renders haptic cues to the feet, to facilitate their use.

In the continuation of the work of Chapter 4, in this chapter, the foot platforms are used to help

the surgeon control an actuated gripper (forceps/retractor), as well as a camera (endoscope).

We designed and implemented foot haptic shared-control strategies with the goal of facilitating

the execution of the visual and manipulation tasks, and decrease workload. These strategies

are automatic tool-tracking for the camera, and adaptive grasping-assistance for the forceps.

The work in this chapter was developed collaboratively with Walid Amanhoud. Amanhoud

focused on developing an optimization-based controller for the robotic arms, to satisfy all

safety and task related constrains (e.g. keeping a remote center of motion [RCM], compliance
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for physical interaction, collision avoidance, etc. See video https://youtu.be/-jHQgLjG4UU?t=

19). He also implemented a camera assistance strategy for visual tool following.

Meanwhile, the author of this thesis focused on the foot platforms’ haptic control, as well as

in the design of a cable-driven actuated laparoscopic forceps. Also, he developed a strategy

for autonomous prehension with the robotic gripper. Together with a haptic individuation-

assistance on the foot, this strategy seeks to facilitate dexterous laparoscopic grasping with

the foot to complement the tasks of the hands.

In this thesis, we also present a systematic evaluation of the influence of 1. Number of limbs

involved in the task. 2, Human-robot shared control for the feet-controlled tools. We evaluated

human capabilities in tasks of increasing complexity: uni-pedal, bi-pedal and four-handed

tasks. Each task is tested with and without the use of robotic assistance for the corresponding

tools. In this chapter, we present in detail only the methods, analysis and results obtained by

the author of this thesis. The work has been disseminated in Hernandez Sanchez et al. (2022).

The related work of this chapter is presented in section 1.4.5. The materials and methods

are described in sections 5.2, 5.3. We describe the protocol and experimental evaluation in

section 5.4. The results are detailed in section 5.5, and finally a discussion and conclusion on

the results is provided in section 5.6.

5.1.1 Contributions

• We designed and evaluated a grasping assistance control to ease the task of real grasping

with the foot. This strategy involves a haptic individuation assistance for the foot

platform (Chapter 4), with an autonomous prehension with adaptive force, for an

actuated forceps.

• A systematic user study investigates the feasibility of the four-arm hybrid simultaneous

robotic surgery. Moreover, it sheds light on the influence of the assistance strategies for

the foot control of the camera and gripper. Finally, we investigate interaction effects

of number of limbs, and human-robot shared-control with the random selection of

participants (inter-subject differences).

5.2 Materials

5.2.1 Four-Handed Surgery System

The four-handed robotic-assisted surgery system, illustrated in Figure 5.1 consists in:

• Two 7 DoFs robotic arms (Franka Emika Panda), one holding a camera (640×480 px)

and the other one holding a gripper.

• A 1 DoF actuated gripper. This gripper is current-controlled and provides force-feedback
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Figure 5.2: Actuated gripper, using a conventional laparoscopic forceps, as part of the four-
handed surgical scenario. This gripper is held by the right robotic assistant arm. The mechani-
cal design consists in a cable-driven direct drive design, with idler pulleys, and controlled with
a 170W DC motor. Using a differential encoder I E3−1024L, driven by a Maxon ESCON 50/5
servo drive and a STM32L476RG as a micro-controller.

with the use of a 6axis force-torque sensor. More details in Figure 5.2.

• Two 5 DoFs foot haptic platforms (FI.v2).

• A seat for the operator. Differing from conventional laparoscopic surgery, the operator

is envisioned to be in a sitting position, to be able to use comfortably their four limbs.

• A phantom with holes mimicking a body where the surgical tasks for training are per-

formed.

• A screen providing visual feedback to the participant. The visual feedback includes a

text-overlay regarding:

– Feedback on the tracking of the tool (a yellow cross is displayed upon the color-

markers). The crosses become gray when the image is no longer visible.

– The status of the camera assistance (ON/OFF) Furthermore, when the camera

assistance is enabled, the currently-tracked visual cue (yellow cross) becomes pink.

– The status of the gripper assistance (ON/OFF).

In this system, the surgeon utilizes conventional laparoscopic tools with their hands and uses

the feet to control two robotic assistant manipulators holding surgical tools.
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5.3 Method

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the task and control mappings for the feet teleoperation of the robotic
tools. The left foot controls the camera in position:velocity (rate) mapping for all degrees
of freedom (y → up/down, x → left/right, θ→ zoom in/out, φ→ enable/disable of camera
assistance, ψ→ rotation of the image). The (moving) reference frame is located in the center
of the image (tip of the tool). On the other hand, the right foot controls the actuated gripper
in position:position mapping w.r.t a fixed (trocar) frame, for y → cartesian y w.r.t. trocar,
x → cartesian y w.r.t. trocar,θ → cartesian z w.r.t. trocar, φ→ enable/disable of grasping
assistance. The right foot uses position:velocity mapping forψ→ rate of self-rotation of the
tool, because of the limited range of motion of this gesture.

5.3.1 Overview of Assistance Modalities

In this chapter, we test the use of haptic-shared control strategies to ease the tasks of the

feet, namely a visual task with the camera and manipulation tasks with the gripper. In our

experimental evaluations, we contrast this shared-control against direct control with the feet.

The description of the mappings between the master foot platforms and the robotic tools is

illustrated in Figure 5.3 and can be observed in the video https://youtu.be/mbQdFyFDkuw?t=

17.
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(a) Camera tool-tracking

(b) Adaptation of tool to follow (switching)

Figure 5.4: (a) Camera Assistance strategy to follow hand-held and foot-held tools. The assistance
is enabled by surpassing a fixed threshold in φL . In this example, the camera holder (ref. orange
glow) follows the center of the tip of the hand-held tool (ref. blue dot), by correcting the position of
the center of the image (ref. orange cross) to match the tip of the tool. The tip of the tool estimation
is possible thanks to two color markers (e.g. green and orange attached to the tool) that serve to
derive a vector (with position and orientation) towards the tip of the tool. The orange cross, arrows,
and blue dots are placed in the image for illustrative purposes. Only the pink and yellow crosses
are an image-overlay. (b) Adaptive Tool Following. The tool to follow can be changed by using
foot gestures indicating the direction of the desired tool’s marker in the 2D frame of the image.
For instance, here the operator is moving persistently (in time) to the left until the camera holder
understands the intention to start following the tools of the left. 120
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Camera Assistance

A shared-control camera assistance modality (see Figure 5.4.a. and video https://youtu.be/

FKTfpKDKQnE?t=19) is used to facilitate the control of the camera with the foot, and to center

on the tools (to have an optimal viewpoint).

The camera assistance (designed and implemented by Walid Amanhoud) is a color-based

visual servoing, using two color-markers placed in the tools are tracked using Open-CV. Their

positions are registered in the plane of the image, and used to compute a projection of the

tool’s tip.

The interaction mode for the camera assistance can be summarized as follows:

1. The operator moves the camera with the foot, to have the center of the image close to

the tool to be tracked.

2. To enable the camera-assistance, a trigger-mapping is used via the r ol l of the left foot
(

φL
M

)
. Specifically, the foot has to surpass a constant threshold in the counter-clockwise

direction to enable/disable the assistance. For this mapping, the threshold is constant

as opposed to variable (e.g. dependent on the configuration of the leg, c.f., Chapter 4).

This is because the left foot platform controlling the camera (i.e., a moving frame) is

used in joystick-mode with rate-mapping. Hence, most of the time the foot rests around

the center of the workspace, for which the difficulty to perform the trigger-gesture is

approximately similar.

3. Switching the tracking among tools: as illustrated in Figure 5.4.b., to switch the tool the

shared-control has to detect a persistent direction (with a time window) of the foot in

the 2D image-plane, from the current tracked tool (highlighted on the image with a pink

cross) towards the next tool-marker on the image. Then the autonomy will compare

the direction input by the foot —mapped from the horizontal translations of the foot

platform —with the relative positions of the other tools, in the image, with respect to

the currently-tracked tool and begin to track the closest one.

4. While the camera assistance is enabled, the user has still direct control of the image’s

zoom and self-rotation via the foot platform.

5. To disable the assistance, a roll gesture in the same direction can be done.

Grasping Assistance

A haptic shared-control strategy was developed in this thesis to assist the task of controlling

an actuated forceps/gripper (see Figure 5.5 and video https://youtu.be/7Nrjs20ctuI?t=17).

As previously studied in Chapter 4, grasping with the foot can become daunting when trying

to operate multiple degrees of freedom with the foot simultaneously. We previously relied on
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.5: Grasping Assistance. The gripping force and closing is delegated to the robotic
assistance. The human operator conveys their intention to close by using an trigger-intent
mapping.(a). The gripper is positioned in a convenient manner to grasp. (b). The autonomous
grasping is enabled using a trigger-mapping with the r ol l of the right platform

(
φR

)
. (c).

While the gripper is closing a virtual fixture is rendered on the foot. Also vibrotactile feedback
modulated with the grasping force is rendered to inform about the intensity of grasping forces.
(d). Once the grasp is deemed secured by the autonomy, the virtual fixture disappears and the
foot is free to move to the placing position. (e.). The grasp is released using the same gesture
in r ol l . (f ). The foot is free to move away from the object. 122
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a virtual fixture of selective transparency to elicit individuation of foot rotations ( specially

eversion-inversion and abduction-adduction ). However the strategy was mainly applied in a

kinematic simulation where the objective was to reduce positioning and grasping error, and

not considering the dynamic interactions arising when grasping a real object.

In this chapter, we improve upon the haptic assistance for positioning while grasping of Chap-

ter 4. We incorporate a strategy of autonomous grasping, namely to delegate the prehensile

forces and closing of the gripper to the autonomy.

The interaction modality, to be explained in detail in the next subsections of this chapter, is

briefly explained below:

1. The operator positions the tool in a convenient pose, ready to start the grasp (Figure

5.5.a.)

2. The autonomous grasping is enabled via a trigger-mapping with the r ol l of the right

platform
(
φR

)
, (Figure 5.5.b.).

The threshold to surpass is variable depending on the leg configuration, from an initial

value, it is reaches a maximum value when the leg is moving fast (penalizes jerky mo-

tions) as well as when the foot is far from the center position (penalizes joint-limits). This

threshold is intended to be variable to avoid unintentional triggers of the autonomous

grasping.

3. The gripper closes autonomously (Figure 5.5.c.) via adaptive-position control (see

subsection 5.3.2). An implicit integral force control is used to apply enough forces

to secure the grasp without saturating to the maximum safety limits. The adaptive

controller is dependent on the velocity of the gripper’s clamps.

The grasping paradigm is based on the position-tracking error, signifying an object is

being grasped. Meanwhile, the velocity of the clamps reveals the state of the grasping

(not secured if the object is still deforming rapidly after the grip started).

4. A virtual fixture of selective transparency (like in Chapter 4) is haptically rendered on

the foot (see subsection 5.3.3). The virtual fixture appears, while the grasp is being

autonomously performed, as well as at any moment when there is a disturbance during

the positioning with the gripper closed. A velocity-disturbance is detected reliably using

a tank dynamics (c.f. Secchi et al. (2006)) as a filter ( see subsection 5.3.3).

5. To convey the grasping forces information to the foot (see subsection 5.3.3) a vibrotactile

feedback is rendered on the foot-grasping axis
(
φR

)
. This vibrotactile feedback is

modulated in amplitude and frequency with the (kinesthetic) grasping feedback. To

avoid startling the operator with a long vibration, the intensity is also filtered depending

on the velocity of the gripper’s clamps.

6. Once the grasp is deemed secured by the autonomy (based on the tank), the virtual

fixture disappears and the foot is free to move to the placing position (Figure 5.5.d.).
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7. The grasp can be released using the same gesture in r ol l (Figure 5.5.d.).

8. The foot is free to move away from the object, to pick another one 5.5.d.).

5.3.2 Laparoscopic Gripper Control

Let us consider the dynamics of a single degree of freedom actuated gripper (without consid-

ering static and viscous friction):

bG q̈G + gG
(
qG

)= τG ,c −τG ,m (5.1)

where qG ∈R represents the output angle of the gripper, bG ∈R is the net moment of inertia

of the output of the gripper, and gG
(
qG

) ∈R is the gravity torque at the output of the gripper.

Moreover, τG ,c ∈ R and τG ,m ∈ R are the control and measured external torque respectively.

The control torque is bounded to a maximum safety torque τG ,+ ∈R.

On the other hand, the measured external torque is calculated using the transmission ratio of

the gripper (αG ,g r ∈R+) and the current-constant (kG ,i ∈R+) as follows:

τG ,m =αG ,g r (kG ,τ iG ,mt ) (5.2)

where iG ,mt is the current measured at the level of the motor. Note that for this estimation

to be accurate, the mechanism for the actuated gripper should be highly backdrivable (low

transmission ratio).

In this work, the gripper is controlled using variable admittance-control with torque feedback

for keeping a gentle, yet robust grasp. The desired dynamics are tracked via an adaptive

position control:


τG ,c = kG ,P (qG , qG ,d ) (q̃G ,d −qG )+kG ,D q̇G +τG ,I

τG ,I =−aw +
∫ t

0
kG ,I (qG , q̇G , qG ,d ) (q̃G ,d −qG ) d t

(5.3)

where q̃G ,d ∈R is the interpolated desired output angle. The interpolation is done via expo-

nential smoothing filtering, q̃G ,d = ai nt q̃G ,d ,0 + (1−ai nt ) qG ,d , where qG ,d ,0 ∈ R is the latest

interpolated desired angle, qG ,d ∈R is the raw desired angle, and ai nt ∈ [0,1] is the smoothing

gain. τG ,I ∈R is the variable integral term, and aw ∈R is the anti-windup variable calculated

as:
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aw = τG ,c −τG ,+ i f τG ,c ≥ τG ,+
aw = τG ,c +τG ,+ i f τG ,c ≤−τG ,+
aw = 0 otherwise

(5.4)

On the other hand, kG ,P (qG , qG ,d ) ∈R and kG ,I (qG , q̇G , qG ,d ) ∈R are the variable proportional

gain and the variable integral gain respectively, while kG ,D ∈R is a constant damping gain.

The proportional and integral gains are computed via Gaussian radial-basis-functions (RBFs)

as follows:

kG ,P (qG , qG ,d ) = kG ,P,0 +exp

(
− (qG − q̃G ,d )2

2σ2
G ,q

)
kG ,P,+ (5.5)

kG ,I (qG , q̇G , qG ,d ) =

kG ,I ,0 exp

(
− (qG − q̃G ,d )2

2σ2
G ,q

)(
1−exp

(
− q̇2

G

2σ2
G ,q̇ ,1

))
(5.6)

where kG ,P,0 ∈R is the minimum stiffness that the gripper will render when the gripper position

is far from the target angle, and kG ,P,+ ∈ R+ such that kG ,P,0 +kG ,P,+ is the maximum safety

stiffness that the gripper will render when the gripper angle is close to the target. This transition

is smooth thanks to the Gaussian profile. On the other hand, σG ,q ∈R+ and σG ,q̇ ,1 ∈R+ are the

kernel-widths of the Gaussian RBF’s centered in the desired position and velocity respectively.

The goal is to increase the stiffness when the gripper is approaching the desired reference

angle and to decrease it (be more compliant) when the gripper is far from the target.

Moreover kG ,I ,0 ∈R+ is the maximum value for the integral term.

Role of the Integral Control in the Implicit Modulation of the Grasping Force

The integral part is intended to overcome the non-linear effects of gravity and static friction of

the gripper, correcting more strongly when approaching the desired target angle. However,

this term is also velocity-dependent, specifically canceling the integration when the velocity

approaches zero. This is specially relevant for the grasping task, because while the clamps of

the gripper should be initially compliant to the object being grasped, they should also secure

the grasp by increasing the torque until the clamps are not moving or the maximum safety

grasping-force for the task is reached. Namely, when grasping is being done by the human

or automatically, the gripper will start by tracking the desired angle, and in the presence of

a manipulandum that serves as an obstacle inside the gripper’s clamp, the torque will be

increased by the integral term until the clamps stop moving (which is considered as a secured

grasp), or when the maximum safety force is reached. If there is any external disturbance, for
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example a force that tries to break the grasp, any non-zero velocity will kick-start the integral

term to become non-zero again, and correct for the disturbance to secure the grasp again.

During the execution of the grasp, the operator is always aware of the interaction forces via

haptic feedback (see section 5.3.3).

Grasping Modalities

The operator uses the φR
M joint of the foot haptic interface to control the opening/closing of

the gripper.

Two control modes can be distinguished.

• Grasping direct angle control: the operator controls directly —with a scaling —the closing

angle of the gripper via roll gesture. The angle is calculated as qG ,d = ΥG(5,4) q R
M(φ).

Nevertheless, the grasping force is still taken care implicitly by the velocity-dependent

integral control, as long as the angle error is positive.

• Grasping shared-control: the grasping is triggered from the human gesture in the roll

angle, σR
g =φR

M , see (Figure 5.3).

The gripper desired angle is automatically driven from the closing to opening reference

angles and vice-versa, while the grasping force is taken care implicitly by the velocity-

dependent integral control.

The human’s intention of grasp is detected like in Chapter 4, in which a variable threshold

σR
g ,th ∈]σg ,0,σg ,+[ must be surpassed, and σg ,th ∈R+.

At the onset of the grasping, as well as every time a disturbance in the grasp is detected,

a haptic virtual fixture is rendered in the foot to assist the operator by haptically con-

straining the positioning axes (cartesian motion and rate of self-rotation) at the level of

the foot, while freeing the axis for grasping (see section 5.3.3).

Similarly to 4.2, to trigger the grasping shared-control, the variable threshold depends on the

position on the foot in space. The goal is to avoid unintentional triggering of the assistance

when the foot is jerky and/or far from the initial position, as:



ςq =
(
Λ−

qM(∼φ),−,0 ◦qM(∼φ)

)
⊙

(
Λ+

0,qM(∼φ),+ ◦qM(∼φ)

)
ςq̇ = exp◦

(
S Λ+

0,q̇M(∼φ),+ ◦ q̇ abs
M(∼φ)

)
σg ,th =

( ∥ςq ⊙⊙⊙ςq̇∥√
(P −1) exp(S)

)(
σg ,+−σg ,0

)+σg ,0

(5.7)

where ◦ represents a function composition —to apply a function element-wise —and ⊙
represents the Hadamard product. The functionsΛ−() andΛ+() are smooth-fall and smooth-

rise functions (see (4.4)) applied to the vector of platform’s joints.
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ςq̇ ∈ RP−1 is the vector of axis-wise speed thresholds, ςq ∈ RP−1 is the vector of position

thresholds and σg ,th ∈R is the final grasping threshold.

Furthermore, q̇ abs
M ,+, is the maximum allowed speeds (absolute value of velocity) of the joints

defining the threshold. These are considered the speeds over which the user is prone to

unintentionally trigger the assistance. These can be experimentally tuned depending on the

task.

Hence, this equation holds the threshold high when the speed of the foot is high —it favors

steady triggering gestures. Each of the joint’s speed contributes to an exponential cost (it

ranges within [1,eS]), which is maximum when the axis i reaches a speed q̇M ,i ,+. S ∈ R is a

scalar parameter to modulate the exponential growth depending on the speed, and can also

be tuned experimentally.

Moreover, the combination among axes is weighed (via Hadamard product) by the joints’

position in their workspace —when the foot is far from the initial position (center of the

workspace), the cost associated with the speed in the final threshold will be at their biggest.

Meaning that if the foot gesture is done abruptly while holding a position far from the center

of the workspace, the gesture in roll would have to be bigger (with a predefined maximum

angle σg ,+), to avoid unintentional triggering of the shared control.

Each time sgn(σg ,th)σg > |σg ,th |, the desired grasping action sG ∈ {-1,1} changes from opening

(sG = -1) to closing (sG = 1) and vice-versa.

Once the threshold is surpassed, the angle generator for the gripper sends a reference angle to

be tracked by the variable position control of the gripper. The desired angle is generated via

the following admittance law:

{
ba,g q̈G ,d = τG ,a −τG ,m

τG ,a = ka,g (qG ,r −qG ,d )−da,g (q̇G ,d )
(5.8)

where ba,g is the moment of inertia of the admittance, ka,g is the stiffness pushing the gripper

towards the desired reference angle and da,g is the damping term. τG ,a ∈R is the admittance

torque. τG ,m ∈R is the measured torque in the gripper and q̇G ,d ∈R is the grasping task. Also,

the value of the admittance acceleration is bounded by | ma,g q̈G ,d | ≤ | τG ,+ |. Where τG ,+ ∈R
is the maximum allowable safety torque to be applied by the gripper.

Finally, qG ,r ∈R+ represents the reference angle calculated as:

qG ,r =
(sG +1)qG ,+ − (sG −1)qG ,−

2
(5.9)

where qG ,− ∈R and qG ,+ ∈R are the open and close reference angles.
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Accordingly, qG ,d is calculated using the forward integration:

qG ,d = qG ,d ,0 + q̈G ,d d t 2 (5.10)

where qG ,d ,0 ∈R is the latest desired position of the gripper and d t > 0. The desired gripper

angle is bounded to qG ,d ∈ [qG− , qG+ ] with qG ,− > 0.

When the operator wants to open the gripper again, they should make sure that their foot is

had previously to come back to the center of the workspace of the grasping axis; under-passing

a lower threshold which is a smaller fraction of the threshold to trigger the opening/closing,

sgn(σg ,th)σg < 1
ath

|σg ,th |. Where at g ∈R> 0. This change a binary variable SS ∈ [0..1] from

1, that means recently changed grasping state to 0 which means that a new change should

be allowed. This is needed for the automation to interpret that the human wants to change

state using the same gesture and in the same direction. A more clear overview can be found in

Figure 5.6.

5.3.3 Foot Platform Control and Haptic Feedback

The controller architecture of the foot platform follows the same structure of CA-3 of Figure 4.2.

Namely, closed-loop haptic control with leg compensation and shared-control that provides

haptic feedback and arbitrates the transparency controller.

On top of that, in this chapter for the foot platform controlling the manipulative tool, the

haptic feedback law is a combination of the following control considerations:

1. A variable virtual impedance (i.e., τR
M ,var-Z ∈RP ), intrinsic to the mode of control of the

tools (position:position of the gripper or position:velocity of the camera, see subsection

5.3.3).

2. A haptic virtual-fixture to assist grasping τR
M ,V F ∈RP . It combines an impedance in the

foot dof’s used for positioning and selective transparency for the foot axis for grasping;

to ease keeping the foot in position while autonomously grasping, or when the object is

already grasped but there is a is a disturbance in the grasp during the execution of the

task. See subsection 5.3.3.

3. Realistic force feedback of the grasping force (i.e., τR
M ,g f ∈RP , see subsection 5.3.3).

These components of the rendered torques in the right foot are summed as follows:

τR
M ,H f B ===τR

M ,var-Z +++τR
M ,V F +++τR

M ,g f (5.11)
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Threshold Com-
putation (5.7),
Grasping Con-
trol (5.3) (5.8)

and Haptic
Assistance (5.14),

(5.15) (5.17)

sgn(σg ,th)σg

≥
|σg ,th |

SS = 0

Change target
state

Opening/Closing
SG =−SG

SS = 1

sgn(σg ,th)σg

≤
1

ath
|σg ,th |.

SS = 1

Allow to
change state

SS = 0

yes
no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Figure 5.6: Flow-chart Representation of the Grasping Assistance Control. The human in-
tention is conveyed through a foot gesture in roll (φ) as σg . The decision making is based
on a variable threshold threshold σg ,th , which is depends on the configuration of the leg.
Apart from that, the automatic grasping and haptic assistance modulation are handled au-
tonomously.
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Variable Virtual Impedance

The goal of the variable impedance control is to ease the use of the different tools depending

on their control mode. Namely, position:velocity mapping for the camera or position:position

mapping for the gripper, the platform should selectively render a virtual impedance to its

joints either to smooth the foot motion (damping-only) in position:position mapping or to

push back the foot to a resting position (spring-damper) for the position:velocity mapping.

τM ,var-Z === KM qM +++DM q̇M (5.12)

where KM ∈RP×P and DM ∈RP×P are the stiffness and damping diagonal matrices respectively.

This impedance ought to be variable depending on the direction of the movement, as the

muscle groups involved can be make it more or less difficult to resist the impedance. The

postural stiffness of the leg is variable; different muscle groups are responsible for the ago-

nist/antagonists motion, as well as for different degrees-of-freedom
(
Zhang and Wang (2001)

)
.

Since the impedance required to increase comfort might vary among participants, this control

encourages the use of subject-specific values determined during a calibration phase prior to

the operation. To this end, the most comfortable maximum stiffness values for each direction

and each participant can be found experimentally via grid search.

With these values, we can render a variable stiffness smoothly changing from a lower value to

a higher value for opposite motions as:

KM(i ) =
(
KM(i ),+−KM(i ),−

)
Λ+

qi ,−,qi ,+
(

Aq(i ) qM(i )
)+KM(i ),− (5.13)

where KM ,− ∈RP×P and KM ,+ ∈RP×P correspond to the maximum and minimum stiffness in

the different i ∈ [1,P ] degrees of freedom, and the values are adjusted at the beginning of the

experiment to the comfort of the user. Finally, Aq ∈RP×P is a diagonal positive semi-definite

gain matrix.

Haptic Assistance during Autonomous Grasping

The grasping assistance consists in a virtual fixture with selective transparency as:

τM ,V F = kV F ⊙⊙⊙ (
qM ,r −−−qM

)−dV F ⊙⊙⊙ q̇M

ξST (λi ) =Λ−
0, 1

akV F
k i

V F,+

(
kV F (i )

) (5.14)

where kV F ∈RP and dV F ∈RP represent the spring-damper of the virtual fixture. ξST ∈RP×P is

the diagonal matrix of selective transparency. Each of its diagonal elements smoothly change
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from 1 to 0, i.e., ξST (λi ) ∈ [0,1], depending on the stiffness rendered in each axis (kV F (i )).

Namely, when the assistance is activated and the increasing stiffness of the positioning axis

i has reached a fraction of its maximum value
(

1
akV F

k i
V F,+

)
, akV F > 1, then the value of the

vector entry approaches 0. This vector masks the compensation torques (see (2.9)) of the axes

related to positioning the tool with the foot while keeping the compensation in the axis of

grasping (ξST (λφ) = 1, since kV F (φ) = 0).

The selective transparency as in (4.5) of Chapter 4, refers to changes in the dynamic com-

pensation, c.f. (2.7), so as to make it more difficult to move in the directions not related to

grasping (i.e. those for positioning) while the autonomy has taken over. In other words, the

haptic virtual fixture is not only comprised of a virtual spring and damper but also the natural

mass-coriolis friction terms.

On the other hand, kV F ∈RP and dV F ∈RP are modulated as:


kV F = kV F,0 + (2 bG −1) ˙̄kV F d t

dV F = dV F,+

(
1−exp

(
−

q̇ 2
M(φ)

2σ2
V F,φ

))
(5.15)

where kV F,0 ∈R is the latest rendered stiffness; bG ∈ [0,1] represents a belief of disturbances

and it regulates the stiffness rendered in the virtual fixture. When there is no probability of

the gripper clamps moving abruptly (interpreted as no disturbance), the belief is zero and

the foot is free (zero stiffness of virtual fixture). On the other hand, the stiffness is supposed

to increase when a significant disturbance is detected (hence the automation sends a hap-

tic cue to constrain the position of the foot). The increase is proportional to a positive rate
˙̄kV F ∈ RP and it depends on the belief of disturbances. The stiffness increases faster as the

belief approaches 1, the rise stops when the belief is 0.5, and decreases faster as the believes

approaches 0. The stiffness is supposed to decrease when an object is already grasped and no

significant disturbances provoke the motion of the gripper’s clamps. For the calculation of

this belief, please refer to section 5.3.3.

Regarding the reference foot-holding position to track with the virtual fixture, qM ,r ∈RP is up-

dated to the position of the foot platform joints at the moment when the belief of disturbance

is zero, meaning that the foot is completely free.

{
qM ,r = qM , g A = 0, if ∥kV F ∥ < ϵK V F

qM ,r = qM ,r,0, g A = 1, otherwise
(5.16)

where qM ,r,0 ∈RP is the latest reference position to constrain the foot. g A ∈ [0..1] is a Boolean

whether the grasping assistance is activated or not. ϵK V F ∈ R is the threshold of minimum

stiffness of the virtual fixture to re-position the reference holding-position of the foot.
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On the other hand, the values of the virtual impedance are bounded: 0 ≤ ∥kV F ∥ ≤ ∥kV F,+∥ and

0 ≤ ∥dV F ∥ ≤ ∥dV F,+∥.

Note that the damping terms dV F ∈RP is always active regardless of the state of grasping (i.e.,

it doesn’t depend on bG ), and it only depends on the foot motion in the axis of grasping. The

reason for this is that while the operator is attempting to convey their intention to grasp/un-

grasp using the roll φ (to achieve sgn(σg ,th)σg > |σg ,th |), an assistance in the form of damping

is always given to overcome parasitic motions in the other rotational motions not related to

grasping (i.e., pitch θ and yaw ψ). This is because of the known foot bio-mechanical coupling

of rotations in the talocrular joint (Siegler et al. (1988)). By using the variable damping in these

other axes, the gesture to intent to grasp is prioritized.

A Gaussian filter is applied to the damping term, with a mean of 0 and standard deviation

σV F,φ ∈R+.

Meaning that when the gripper is controlled with assisted grasping, the damping of the axis

related to positioning the tool is dependent on the speed of the axis related to grasping. For

example, if the user intends to trigger quickly the autonomous grasping, the faster it moves

the foot in that axis, the more damped the other axes will be and vice-versa.

Disturbance Detection to Modulate the Stiffness of the Virtual Fixture

As explained before, the virtual fixture in the foot is enabled during the closing state of the

gripper and as along as the speed of the gripper clamps is non-zero. Both to guarantee an

steady grasping but also to increase the awareness of the user that the automation hasn’t

finished grasping.

This is valid when the user firstly triggers the automatic grasping, as well as after the grasp is

done but there is a external disturbance provoking the clamps to move and hence the grasp is

compromised.

The haptic assistance is enabled upon the detection of a persistent non-zero speed of the

gripper. The belief of significant disturbance is modulated via a tank as:


ḋG = sG +1

2
aG , f | q̇G | −

(
1− 1

aG ,d
bG

)
ṅG ,d

dG = dG ,0 + ḋG d t

bG =Λ+
0,dG ,th

(sG dG )

(5.17)

where dG ∈ [0,1] is the disturbance tank, and dG ,0 ∈R+ is the latest level of the tank (used in

forward Euler integration).

The tank is filled at a rate ḋG ∈R bounded in ḋG ∈ [−ḋG ,+, ḋG ,+]. ḋG ,+ ∈R+ is a positive scalar

that represents the maximum rate at which the tank can be filled. The speed of the gripper
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—hypothesized indicator of a grasping disturbance —fills up the tank when amplified by a

positive scalar aG , f ∈R+.

The values of ḋG ,+ and aG , f are tuned based on the maximum gripper’s speed that could be

considered as a disturbance provided it is sustained for long enough (e.g., a second), and

taking the maximum tank level as 1. ḋG increases with the grasping speed | q̇G | and decreases

at a dissipation rate ṅG ,d ∈R+. that is regulated by aG ,d ∈R+, which is a constant aG ,d > 1.0 that

regulates how much the dissipating term depletes the tank based on the current disturbance

belief.

Finally, bG ∈ [0,1] is the the belief of a significant disturbance smoothly transitions from 0 to

1, as the tank increases and reaches a threshold dG ,th ∈ R+ above which it is considered as

full haptic assistance given (maximum stiffness of the virtual fixture). Note that this law only

applies when the gripper is in closing state, sG = 1 so that disturbance tank as well as the belief

of disturbance can increase; if the gripper is in opening state sG =−1, the belief goes down to

0 and the level of the tank remains constant.

The disturbance tank dg acts like a filter to detect persistent excitation from the speed input

and reject transient noise. Noise is considered as any small unwanted gripper-speed’s jumps

that fill the tank, but are lower than what the dissipation term is constantly depleting the

from tank. These are not considered as significant disturbances noteworthy via the haptic

assistance.

Grasping Haptic Force Feedback

• For the case of direct control of the gripper (no grasping assistance), the torque is

rendered as kinesthethic feedback to the foot as:

τM(φ),g f =−ag f τG ,m (5.18)

where ag f ∈ R+ is the scaling from the grasping torque to the torque of the roll of the

foot.

• For the case of grasping - assisted control, the torque is rendered as kinesthetic to

vibrotactile transformation.

We modulate the frequency and amplitude of the vibration signal, as a sinusoidal —pro-

portional to the measured torque —in the axis controlling the grasping (the roll gesture)

from the foot platform.

τM(φ),g f = νg f ηg f si n
(
2π fg f t

)
(5.19)

with:
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νg f =
(

1−exp

(
− q̇2

G

2σ2
G ,q̇ ,2

))

ηg f =| τG ,m |
(
η+−η0

)
τG ,+−0

+η0

fg f =| τG ,m |
(

f+− f0
)

τG ,+−0
+ f0

(5.20)

where νg f ∈R+ represents the output of a rbf-filter depending on the speed of grasping;

it is 0 when the grasping stops, and asymptotically reaches 1 as the speed increases.

σG ,q̇ ,2 ∈R+ is a kernel width for the speed to the gripper. ηg f ∈R+ is the amplitude of

the vibration which is proportional to the absolute value of the measured torque | τG ,m |
and ranges from η0 to η+, such that 0 < η0 < η+. In the same way, the frequency fg f

represents the frequency of the oscillation which is proportional to | τG ,m | and ranges

in [ f0, f+].

The idea is of the vibrotactile cue is to convey a notion of the power with which the

gripper is attempting to grasp. Given that the vibration encompasses both the speed of

grasping and the amount of force applied by the gripper during the autonomous grasp,

in which the foot is not moving (except when conveying the intention of grasping).

5.3.4 Control Framework Validation

In this section, we show a qualitative validation experiment of the adaptive grasping con-

trol assistance of the gripper. The experiment can be observed in video https://youtu.be/

7Nrjs20ctuI?t=17.

Autonomous Grasping

Figure 5.7 shows the experimental evaluation of the peg-transfer grasping maneuvers under

the influence of shared-grasping. The state in which the the virtual fixture is enabled (g A == 1)

is illustrated in the shaded gray areas. Note how the virtual fixture is only rendered while

grasping and not when releasing the grasp.

Figure 5.7.a. represents an example of grasping with no object to be manipulated (e.g. in the

air). As expected the position error in the gripper is the smallest (0.0184 rad), requiring the

smallest grasping torque (0.038 Nm).

On the other hand, in Figure 5.7.b. the grasping the tower was successfully done. In this

situation, the grasp was very stable as the steady state error after 2 seconds (t=112s to t=114s)

remained constant at 0.1495 rad, while the torque provided by the autonomous control didn’t

exceeded 0.13961 Nm.

This was not the case for Figure 5.7.c. that exemplifies a grasping situation in which the clamps
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of the gripper were placed too inside the tower and this was pressing against the clamps inner

wedge. As a result, when the gripper attempted to close, it encountered a higher resistance

evidence in the position tracking error early on during the grasp. This translated in an increase

of required torque to secure the object, which ended up being 0.168 Nm, close to the maximum

allowable torque (0.16992 Nm).

On top of that, Figure 5.7.d. shows how shortly after grasping, when the gripper lifted, the

object slightly slipped out from the wedge of the clamps (evidenced in the further drop in

clamps position error), provoking a disturbance (speed peak in the gripper) albeit it was not

significant enough to require a virtual fixture to the foot.

Notwithstanding a vibrotactile cue was rendered to inform the operator about the disturbance

taking place.

A limitation of this method was encountered during the evaluation and it is illustrated in

Figure 5.7.e. (No snapshot). The limitation consisted in that the operator needed to remember

to come back to the center of the roll axis (to underpass σth/ath), otherwise the autonomy

didn’t get the intent to change the state of the gripper.

Direct Grasping

Figure 5.8 illustrates the condition without grasping assistance. Figure 5.8.a. shows the resting

position of the foot when the gripper is open.

As explained previously, this condition requires the subject to control the gripper closing angle

with a scaling of the roll axis in the foot. As a consequence it is required for them to keep the

closing position ( hence the foot tilted in φ+) to maintain the closing force.

In some cases, the operator tried to control the closing angle carefully, whereas in other cases

they just overshot the required angle. For the former, Fig.5.8.b. and Fig.5.8.c. illustrate two

different moments of grasping, one while picking the object in the peg-board and the other

moment when lifted and transporting it to the next peg.

Note how in both cases, the operator overshot temporarily, with the foot, the required angle

for closing (σclosed ∈ R). Then they came back and under-shot (we hypothesize that this is

a reaction to the haptic feedback) before stabilizing their position with a positive bias with

respect to σclosed. The final torque tended to be close to the maximum allowable (τG ,+, see

Figure 5.8.4.).

In contrast to the previous cases, 5.8.d. represents an example of closing and opening the

gripper in the air (no object to grasp). The steady state position error in this example was

small (0.016 rad).
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Figure 5.7: Evaluation of Autonomous Grasping Control. The time intervals where the virtual
fixture is enabled are highlighted as grayed areas. (1.) Gripper’s clamps position tracking (
1.04720 rad = fully closed, 0.1745 rad = fully opened). (2.) Human input σg derived from the
motion in the roll axis (φ), variable threshold (σth), and under-threshold needed to be ready
for next action. (3.) Velocity of gripper’s clamps q̇G . (4.). Torque applied in the gripper. (5.)
disturbance tank dG , disturbance threshold dG ,th , and significant disturbance belief bG . (6.)
Stiffness for positioning joints in x,y and pitch(θ). (7.) Haptic feedback of the grasping τG

in the roll axis (φ). Finally, the letters a.-b. represent snapshots of important observations
throughout the evaluation. These are explained in the text.
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Figure 5.8: Evaluation of Direct Grasping Control (No Grasping Assistance). (1.) Gripper’s
clamps position tracking ( 1.04720 rad = fully closed, 0.1745 rad = fully opened). (2.) Human
input σg derived from the motion in the roll axis (φ). In blue it is illustrated the maximum
needed input (σclosed) to achieve a totally closed gripper. (3.) Velocity of gripper’s clamps q̇G .
(4.). Torque applied in the gripper τG . (5.) Haptic feedback of the grasping τM in the roll axis
(φ). Finally, the letters a.-b. represent snapshots of important observations throughout the
evaluation. These are explained in the text.
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Effect of Adaptive Control in Grasping Quality

The speed-dependent variable integral control for the cases of direct grasping ( not au-

tonomously, no haptic assistance ), proved useful in the approximately isometric condition

(very low grasping speed) when the object was grasped, and the user decided to correct par-

tially the position of the foot to match the maximum needed to close (presumably in response

to the force feedback).

As exemplified in Fig.5.8.c., the undershoot w.r.t σclose affected less the performance of the

grasping since the speed-filter embedded in the integral term made the controller less ag-

gressively in tracking the position. As can be seen, the position control had a good tracking

performance in dynamic conditions (free motion, which means high gripper closing speed),

and tracking error when the gripper encounters the object to be grasped.

Note how the operator moved back the position of the foot after overshooting to regulate the

grasping angle.

Unnecessary
saturation

Weakening
grip

Figure 5.9: Comparison the grasping controller vs conventional PD and PID. The difference is
illustrated in the control torque for the error state (gripper position error and gripper speed)

To understand the advantage of the adaptive grasping control against the state of the art in

position tracking, we simulated the output torque of a conventional PID and PD under the

same state of the task (position error, speed of the gripper, etc), and this is illustrated in Figure

5.9. All controllers shared the same damping (0.01 Nm.s/rad), while the P for the PD was
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chosen to be the average between the max and min stiffness of our adaptive controller (p=0.07

Nm/rad). On the flip side, the constant integral part of the PID was I = 0.15.

Results show that the conventional PID will tend to always saturate the torque over time

because of the constant steady state error in position. On the other hand, having a PD

controller will require a trade-off between always saturating (higher stiffness) or not having

enough torque to secure the grasp given a disturbance. On the contrary, the adaptive PID

with integral term (part of our grasping controller) will just apply enough torque to secure the

object and no more. Every time that any external disturbance acting on the object provokes a

relative motion between the clamps (spikes in the speed of the gripper’s clamps), the torque

will adapt to bring such speed back to zero (for example look at second 119s in Figure 5.9).

5.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we systematically evaluate our control approach and investigate the feasi-

bility of multi-limbed surgical manipulations, through a behavioural study. We designed

an experiment to understand the effect of the shared-control strategies described above in

uni-pedal, bi-pedal, and four-handed tasks. These tasks were aimed at evaluating some

of the limb-combinations for maneuvers which would be involved during a hybrid-robotic

solo-surgery.

We used standard laparoscopic training tasks, such as target-seeking (visual task) and peg-

transfer (dexterity task); the goal was to investigate the feasibility of achieving these tasks

with the feet. Our objective was to evaluate the benefits of the camera and gripper assis-

tance modalities in terms of subjective and objective metrics. To this end, a user study was

conducted.

5.4.1 Description of the tasks

Uni-pedal and Bi-pedal Tasks (T 1..T 3)

Before performing the four-arm task reported in this work, each participant had to perform

uni-pedal task of camera seeking of targets (T 1), uni-pedal peg transfer (T 2), and bipedal

peg-transfer + camera seeking (T 3).

Our goal was to task the participant with an order of increasing complexity, for them to get

familiar with the different skills required for the four-arm task. Also, following this systematic

approach from these tasks (T 1..T 4) it is possible to analyze the individual contribution of the

type of task and assistance modalities, as between subject factors.

Uni-pedal Rate Control of a Camera (T 1)

The first task (see Figure 5.10.T1. and video in https://youtu.be/3LJjCIwn3uo?t=17) was used
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T1. Uni-pedal Camera Task

a. b.

c. d.

Figure 5.10: Example of the uni-pedal visual task with the left-foot (T1). a. At the beginning
the formation of the tools is randomized and shown to the participant. Then the next tool
to reach is indicated in the information screen in the south-east part of the screen. b. The
user has to match the size (via zoom in/out), c. also to rotate to align the tool to the vertical
axis of the image. d. and finally to match the 2D position of the cross-cue. After these three
requirements are approximately met, then the red cross becomes pink. This means that the
user has 5 seconds to correct their performance if desired.
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to assess the control the camera in joystick mode (rate mapping). This mapping was chosen

because it allows to convert the foot gestures from a fixed frame of foot platform to the moving

frame of the image, centered at the tip of the camera-tool. Thereby, the subject uses their left

foot to control the rate of orientation of the image as well as a 2D position and size (through

the insertion depth) of a green visual cue rendered at the center of the image.

The task consisted in reaching, aligning and matching the size of a target visual-cue placed

into the reachable visual workspace. Three cues were rendered in the center of color mark-

ers attached on fixed laparoscopic tools placed inside the training phantom in a random

configuration. The next tool to reach was indicated in the screen of endoscope-feed,

For each target, the participant was also tasked to rotate the camera in order to align the

longitudinal center-line of the body of the tool with the vertical direction of the image frame.

Uni-pedal Position Gripper Control for Peg Transfer (T 2)

This task is illustrated in Figure 5.11 and in the video https://youtu.be/DLnniFzvC18?t=17.

As can be appreciated, the goal was to move small towers in a peg-board, by grasping them,

lifting, and placing in another peg. The task consisted in picking and placing, in the different

positions showed on the screen, the two small towers alternatively (i.e., one after another).

Thereby, resulting in eight pick-and-place positions in total over a time limit of 5 min.

Since there were only two towers, the sequence of displacements was kept fixed across indi-

viduals, to avoid that the experimenter needed to re-position the towers by hand every time

(except for the cases when the target falls). As a result we do not consider the target as a factor,

since the order was kept fixed.

This task is similar to the conventional peg-transfer of laparoscopy manual-skill analysis (c.f.

FLS (2014)), but for a single foot operating an actuated gripper. This is a gold standard task,

to exercise tool-eye coordination as well as training how to compensate the lack for depth

perception (due to the limitation to 2D visual feedback on the screen).

The participant uses their right foot to control five degrees of freedom: the 3D tip-position of

the gripper, the self-rotation of the tool as well as the opening/closing of the gripper.

The reference frame of motion was kept-fixed, collocated with the trocar insertion-point

and aligned with the world frame. For this reason, the control mode with the foot using a

position:position mapping from the joint-space of the foot platform foot to the cartesian

position of the tip of the tool. The camera position was kept fixed; chosen at the beginning to

provide the widest view over the task.

For the uni-pedal grasp (T 2) there are two conditions: 1. direct control of the gripper with the

foot (T 2.W O.). 2. haptic-shared control for grasping assistance (T 2.W.G A.).
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T2. Uni-pedal Gripper Task

a. b.

c. d.
Figure 5.11: Example of the uni-pedal peg-transfer with the right foot (T2). The task consisted
in picking an placing two small towers from one position to another one. An indication is
given on the screen of the picking and placing position as well as a red arrow to indicate how to
move. The goal is to reach the object with open clamps (a.) and then grasp, lift and transport
the object (b.), place the object in the peg (c.) and finally open the clamps of the gripper (d.).
After the target was completed, the experimenter revealed in the screen, the next pick-place
maneuver to perform.
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Bipedal Gripper + Camera Control (T 3)

In the third task, the operator uses the two feet to control both the camera and the robotic

gripper at the same time. This task is illustrated in Figure 5.12 and in the video https://youtu.

be/8RgLBYiFN-g?t=17.

This task poses the particular difficulty, of having to coordinate tools with different control

modes (i.e., camera: pos-vel, with dead-zones; gripper: pos-pos) because their different

functionality.

The task is similar to task T 2 where the operator should control the gripper to successively

achieve eight tower transfers. In addition, the operator has to control the camera to always

keep the tip of the forceps inside a rectangle cue of size 256×192 px centered on the image.

For the bipedal task (T 3) there are two conditions: 1. Direct control of the the camera with the

left foot, while using the right foot to control a gripper with grasping assistance (T 3.W.G A.). 2.

Shared control for camera assistance (T 3.W.G A.C A.).

Four-Arm Task. Tri-manipulation + Camera Seeking (T 4)

In this task, the operator used the two feet to control the camera and the robotic gripper and

the two hands to manipulate two laparoscopic grippers.

The task is illustrated in Figure 5.13 and can be observed in the video https://youtu.be/

xFONt8ZCrNo?t=17.

The operator was tasked to perform three successive tri-manual peg-transfer by moving the

three grippers in coordination (during the transport phase, a.k.a. positioning), while keeping

the foot controlled gripper inside a white rectangle cue of size 256×192 (see Figure 5.13). Two

conditions were evaluated:

• Without grasping and camera assistance W.O.: the operator directly controls the gripper

aperture by mapping the foot roll angle to the desired gripper angle qG ,d .

• With grasping and camera assistance W.G A.C A.: the operator is provided grasping

assistance and camera assistance.

Regarding grasping assistance, the operator conveys the intention for autonomous

grasping assistance (opening/closing of the gripper increasing the force) by surpassing

a leg-configuration-dependent threshold in the roll angle. When triggered, a virtual

fixture selectively increases the difficulty of motion (stiffness, damping plus lowered

dynamic compensation) in the axes related to positioning, while easing the motion in

the degree of freedom for grasping (keeping high dynamic compensation). This with

the goal of easing keeping the position while attempting to grasp.

Regarding camera assistance, visual task was delegated to the robot to follow the tools

(hence relieving the required bipedal coordination during transport). The robot au-
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T3. Bi-pedal Gripper + Camera Task

a. b.

c. d.
Figure 5.12: Example of bi-pedal task involving a visual goal (camera seeking of the gripper)
with left foot and a manipulation goal (peg-transfer) with the right foot (T3). The same order
of pick-and-place operations from T2 is kept, but in this case the participant has to coordinate
the motion of both feet. Namely, a.. first the participant should center the tip of the gripper
in the middle of the white rectangle controlled with the camera . b. Then they should move
the feet in coordination, the camera should follow the gripper that will grasp the object using
the right foot. c. The object should be transported and the camera has the goal of keeping
the tip of the gripper inside the rectangle. d. Finally, the object can be placed, and a new
maneuver will be revealed by the experimenter in the screen.
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T4. Four-Handed Task

a.

1.

2.

3.

b. c.

d. e. f.

Figure 5.13: Description of four-arm task T4 involving tri-manipulation (both hands and
right foot peg-transfer) + visual servoing (left-foot). The manipulation task consisted in three
sequential maneuvers (1 →→→ 3 in the image) involving grasping, transport and also breaking
and switching the formation of the towers to place in the pillars. The visual task consisted in
keeping the tip of the foot-controlled tool inside a fixed white rectangle displayed on the image.
a.. Similarly to T3, the tool of the right foot should be kept inside of the white rectangle. b.
the grasping with the three tools could be done asynchronously ( one after the other). c. But
the lifting and transport of the objects should be done synchronously in coordination. d. If
needed the breaking of the formation of the objects can be done instants before placing. e.
The objects should be placed synchronously. f. Finally, the opening of the clamps can be
done asynchronously. After that, the new maneuver would be revealed in the screen by the
experimenter.
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tonomously moves the camera to keep the tip of the gripper at the center of the image,

i.e, inside the rectangle. The operator could still control the orientation of the image

but the insertion/retraction is also deactivated. The participants were encouraged to

follow the foot-controlled gripper and change the followed tool only if needed (e.g., to

have a better camera view of the hand-held tools during tower placement). The opera-

tor conveys the intention for autonomous camera assistance by surpassing a constant

threshold in the left roll angle. The threshold is constant, because most of the time, the

foot will be in center of the workspace (joystick mode).

5.4.2 Protocol

The user study was conducted with twelve participants (5 women and 7 men), all right-handed

according to Edinburgh’s inventory, of 27.67±4.40 years old, 76.70±15.59 kg and 92.75±6.84

cm legs’ length. The experimental protocol was approved by the Human Research Ethics

Committee of EPFL, and the experiment was performed respecting the Nuremberg Code.

All subjects were initially naive in the use of foot interfaces to control robotic arms, as well as

using laparoscopic surgical tools.

Before starting the experiments, and during the explanations, the impedance gains of the

foot platforms (stiffness and damping gains) were adjusted according to the participant’s

preference, as the force-resistance and exertion capabilities would change depending on the

muscle strength of each participant.

These subject-specific values are gathered only once before the operator uses the foot platform

for the first time. Stiffness and damping are determined by rendering different values to the

operator in the foot platform. These values are selected via grid search, and repeated for each

axis and each direction. After these values were presented the participants where asked to

choose their preferred values

For all participants, the conditions for each tasks were randomized. For each task condition,

the subjects first went through a training session (5 min for T 1 and T 3, and 10 min for T 2 and

T 4), after which they were then asked to perform the task within a 5 min time interval. After

every two runs, a questionnaire was given with a break of 5 ∼ 10 minutes.

5.4.3 Metrics

To study the effect of the assistance modalities across the different tasks, subjective and

objective metrics were defined. Subjective metrics include two questionnaires that were filled

for each task condition:

• The first questionnaire measures perception of fluency and downstream outcomes
(
usefulness,

predictability, fluency, trust, goal perception, robot intelligence and satisfaction Hoffman
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(2019)
)
.

• The second questionnaire is the NASA Task Load Index
(
NASA-TLX, Hart and Staveland

(1988)
)
.

The answers to these questionnaires were assessed using a 7-Point Likert Scale from 1 =

extremely low / strongly disagree to 7 = extremely high / strongly agree.

The objective metrics are defined for all tasks except T 1 and include:

• Completeness, defined as the ratio between the number of towers successfully picked and

placed Nt ∈ [0, Nmax ], and Nmax the maximum number possible (equals to 8 for T 2 and T 3,

3 for T 4).

• The average time spent per tower tav g =
∑Nt

k=1 tk

Nt
, where tk is the time needed to pick and

place target k.

• The average target efficiency σav g ∈ [0,1], defined as σav g =
∑Nt

k=1σk

Nt
with σk ∈ [0,1] the

individual target efficiency calculated asσk = tmax − tk

tmax
where tmax = 5 mi n is the maximum

time allowed for the task. If a target was not accomplished, tk is considered to be equal to

tmax and hence the efficiency (σk ) is zero.

• The number of object falls N f that counts the number of times that the towers unintention-

ally fall during the task.

• The visual task success βT,C ∈ [0,1], calculated as the fraction of time the gripper tool tip

stays inside the rectangle cue, used only for T 3 and T 4.

• The peg-transfer success metric βT,G ∈ [0,1] is the overall success for the gripper tool con-

sidering the total number of pick and place targets achieved, the targets’ efficiency and

penalizing the number of falls as follows: βT,G =
∑Nt

k σk

Nmax exp
( N f

Nmax

)
Human kinematic metrics were also extracted during the four-handed task, to analyze the

effect of the shared control:

• Postural synergies in the configuration space of the foot platform during the entire task

(transport/positioning + grasping). This was done by performing a principal component

analysis (PCA) on the joint-positions of the foot platforms, and extracting the synergies

using hierarchical clustering with the complete method and using vector orthogonality as

the clustering metric
(
Jarque-Bou et al. (2019)

)
.

• Twist coupling within and across each foot (consider the entire task), among their different

degrees of freedom in the platform’s joint space. The coupling was computed by performing

a pair-wise linear regression of the speed displayed in each degree of freedom and using the
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coefficient of determination as the coupling percentage
(
Jarque-Bou et al. (2019); Kieliba

et al. (2021)
)
. Speed measures were considered instead of position to compute the coupling,

as these are more closely related to motor commands driving movement
(
Todorov and

Ghahramani (2004)
)
.

• Inter-limb coordination evaluation during the multi-limb transport phase. We performed a

frequency analysis of the motion (power spectrum computed via Fast Fourier Transform)

and a phase extraction via cross-correlation with a lag-window of 5 seconds. This study was

performed on the data sequences of the transport phase (after the objects were grasped),

and based on the 2D Markers of the three grippers, measured inside the frame of the camera.

Data processing

All the data was processed in Matlab 2020b. For all these metrics, the speeds were filtered

with a third order Savitzky-Golay filter with a window of 1s. Furthermore, all the metrics

regarding the positions and speeds were first min-max normalized, albeit, the metrics of

postural synergies and inter-limb coordination required an extra z-normalization prior to the

test to have a fair variance-comparison across the dimensions of the data.

5.4.4 Hypotheses

In this work, we investigate the feasibility of performing manipulative surgical-training tasks

with the feet in multiple degrees of freedom, in coordination with the hands. Also, we seek to

understand the influence of human-robot shared control in the performance of progressively

more complex tasks, in terms of number of limbs involved.

• The main hypothesis is that the robotic assistance (e.g. camera following and grasping

assistance), will reduce task load (specially mental and physical load), increase of perceived

human-robot fluency and also have a positive impact in objective metrics. This with respect

to the condition without assistance.

• Secondly, we hypothesize that using a combination of grasping assistance and camera

assistance will have a positive effect in human motor control, w.r.t. no assistance:

– The grasping assistance combines an autonomous prehension in the gripper with a virtual

fixture for the foot, to mitigate coupling of DoF’s in the foot-ankle complex, and to evoke

individuation of the rotations for each foot. Therefore, we expect to have less intra-foot

coupling in conditions with this form of assistance.

– The camera assistance is designed to ease the coordination of both robotic assistants

(specifically because one robotic arm will tend to follow the other), and to partially relieve

the role of the left foot (the operator still controls some DoFs and supervises the task of

the robotic assistant). Therefore, we hypothesize that the condition including camera

assistance will afford to use less feet gestures to perform the task that relates to an easier

execution (less postural synergies will explain higher variance).
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– Finally, we hypothesize that the camera/coordination assistance will aid to move the limbs

controlling the grippers (both hands and right foot) at a similar dominant frequency, and

reduce their lag during the transport phase (signifying coordinated motion).

5.4.5 Statistical Analyses

Data were analyzed for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk Test.

Three statistical analyses were performed on the data collected. All of them with a level of

significance of 95%. Moreover, prior to the statistical tests outliers were removed.

The first analysis, namely Study I, had as a goal to reveal whether or not the robotic assistance

has a positive impact on the performance (objective metrics) and fluency, as well as a decrease

in task workload. To this end, one-sided paired tests were performed for each of the two con-

ditions presented in the task T 4. For normally distributed data, a paired t-test was performed,

whereas for non normally distributed data, a wilcoxon sign-rank test was performed.

A second analysis, namely Study II, had as a goal to understand differences between tasks, in

objective and subjective metrics. A one-way analysis of variance was performed among the

different events (Task - Assistance Modality) that participants underwent.

It is important to clarify that the grouping variables (i.e., task, assistance) were considered as

between-subject factors, namely, the statistical test assumed that the sampled populations

were independent. This is because, despite randomizing the conditions (without/with shared

control) for the same task, the tasks themselves (uni-pedal → four-handed) were presented

to the subjects in a fixed order of increasing complexity (i.e., first testing one foot, then both

feet, then four limbs). Such an order entails an asymmetric carry-over effect from the first task

to the last one. In other words, we had to assume that the level of skill of the subjects when

they reached the conditions of T 4, was different than when they started with T 1, hence the

sampled responses were independent.

For normally distributed data, a one-way Anova was performed, as well as pair-wise multiple

comparison post-hoc tests , using Tukey Honest-Significant-Difference tests with correction

for multiple comparisons. For the non-normal distributed data, a Kruskal-Wallis test was

performed with Dunn-Sidak multiple comparison post-hoc tests.

A third analysis, namely Study III, had as a goal the analysis of the relative effect of the type

of task, assistance modality and subject to the random effect of participant to account for

inter-subject differences. This study aimed at deepening the analysis of the results from study

II, by pinpointing the relative contribution of task-type, inter-subject differences and the

various levels of assistance that we offer (no assistance, grasping assistance alone, grasping

assistance + camera assistance).

Hence, for normally distributed data, a n-way Anova was performed. The linear coefficients
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model with interactions used is the following:

Yi j kr = κ+γTsk
i +γS.C .

j +βPr t
k + (γTskβPr t )i k + (γS.C .βPr t ) j k +ϵi j kr (5.21)

where κ represents the overall mean; γT
i is the i -th deviation of the groups of (fixed-effects)

factor Task from the overall mean κ, due to factor task (Tsk ∈ {T 1,T 2,T 3,T 4}). The values of

γT
i sum to 0. The same applies for γS.C .

j for j -th deviation due to assistance modality of the

shared control (S.C . ∈ {W O,W.G A.,W.G A.C A.}).

On the other hand, βP
l i.i.d ∼ N

(
0,σ2

l

)
represents the l-th random deviation from the mean,

due to the effect of the selection of participants ( Pr t ∈ {P1..P12} ). Similarly, the sum of

random coefficients βl is 0.

Finally, the model also included a slope interaction between the fixed effects and the inter-

subject differences. For example Tsk∗Pr t (γTβP )i l i.i.d ∼ N
(
0,σ2

i l

)
and Pr t ∗S.C . (γS.C .βP ) j l

i.i.d ∼ N
(
0,σ2

j l

)
. The last coefficients ϵi j kr represent the residuals, also considered as in-

dependent, normally distributed and with constant variance. r represents the replication

number.

No interactions across fixed-effects were modelled, as not all combinations of task-assistance

modality were possible due to the different nature of the tasks (i.e., visual vs manipulation).

Therefore, a model without all combinations results in a rank-deficient design matrix.

Finally, for the non-normal distributed data, a box-cox transformation was performed to be

able to use parametric n-way analysis.

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Effect of Robotic Assistance on Each Task (Study I)

The main results of Study I for all the tasks can be appreciated in tables 5.1 (performance

metrics), 5.2 (task load), and 5.3 (fluency and downstream outcomes).

Because the metrics are manifold, please refer to the tables to acknowledge the statistics.

As can be appreciated by the amount statistically significant improvements of the robotic

assistance within each task, the higher the number of limbs, the higher the relevance of the

shared-control.

Influence of Shared-Control on the Four-Handed Task

A summary of the results for the four-arm task can be appreciated in Figure 5.14.

The combined use of grasping and camera assistance significantly improved almost all the
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Task Metrics(m) Units m̄1 σ1 m̃1 m̄2 σ2 m̃2 TestType TStat Df W PValue
T1 Average Position Error mm 17.19 10.51 12.68
T1 Average Angle Error deg 4.33 1.90 4.93
T1 Average Camera Cue Size px 21.17 2.10 20.76
T1 Average Time Per Target s 22.72 6.17 22.61
T1 Average Target Efficiency % 92.43 2.06 92.46
T1 Completeness % 100.00 0.00 100.00
T2 Average Time Per Target s 70.93 75.26 42.11 42.13 9.27 40.20 r-wil.sgn.rank 46 0.3110
T2 Average Target Efficiency % 48.90 30.24 42.98 54.83 22.51 54.43 l-pttest -0.88 11 0.1983
T2 Completeness % 56.25 32.48 50.00 63.54 25.24 62.50 l-pttest -0.88 11 0.1793
T2 Nb Falls # 2.75 2.05 2.00 1.25 1.53 0.50 r-pttest -0.88 11 0.0295
T2 Peg Transfer Success % 39.54 29.09 29.29 49.82 24.21 51.28 l-pttest -0.88 11 0.0998
T3 Average Time Per Target s 60.27 19.92 56.39 47.01 11.93 46.22 r-pttest 2.74 11 0.0097
T3 Average Target Efficiency % 44.81 25.94 39.79 56.82 19.02 55.38 l-pttest 2.74 11 0.0911
T3 Completeness % 54.17 28.11 50.00 66.67 19.98 62.50 l-pttest 2.74 11 0.1014
T3 Nb Falls # 1.00 0.71 1.00 1.08 1.44 0.00 r-pttest 2.74 11 0.5668
T3 Visual Task Success % 82.21 10.71 82.84 99.25 0.64 99.48 l-pttest 2.74 11 0.0001
T3 Peg Transfer Success % 41.14 25.90 35.11 51.62 22.42 39.23 l-pttest 2.74 11 0.1636
T4 Average Time Per Target s 126.08 95.55 82.26 83.26 45.65 68.63 r-wil.sgn.rank 58 0.0757
T4 Average Target Efficiency % 47.55 32.06 50.90 60.29 23.08 68.26 l-pttest -1.93 11 0.0401
T4 Completeness % 61.11 40.45 66.67 80.56 25.31 100.00 l-pttest -1.93 11 0.0445
T4 Nb Falls # 2.08 1.75 2.00 1.00 1.41 0.00 r-pttest -1.93 11 0.0123
T4 Visual Task Success % 69.36 11.43 70.43 99.79 0.37 99.93 l-pttest -1.93 11 1.2306E-06
T4 Percentage Time All Visible % 33.99 8.52 36.98 24.72 8.92 25.28 l-pttest -1.93 11 0.9928
T4 Peg Transfer Success % 29.86 26.44 29.20 42.06 27.79 33.48 l-pttest -1.93 11 0.0186

Table 5.1: Study I.a. Summary of statistics for objective metrics. The metrics for task T 1 are highlighted
in yellow; the statistically-significant differences with a 95% confidence interval are highlighted in the
table in light-green, and difference with 99% confidence in bold-green . The notation m̄1 ±σ1 and
m̄2 ±σ2, refers to the mean and standard deviation of the responses for the condition 1 (i.e. without
assistance W O) and condition 2 (i.e. with assistance W ), respectively. These means were used in
the hypothesis testing for normally distributed data. Similarly m̃1 and m̃2 represent the medians
for these two conditions, used in hypothesis testing in non-normally distributed data. Additionally
TStat represents the statistic of the t-student distribution of the paired-t-test (pttest), Df are the
degrees of freedom and W is the signed-rank statistic of the wilcoxon tests (wil.sgn.rank), which was
performed using an exact method. Moreover, the prefixes r- and l- within the field TestType, represent
the tail of the distribution for which the one-sided paired test was performed, respectively as a right
and left tail. For example, the right-tailed parametric methods, tested for the alternative hypothesis
(m̄1 −m̄2) > 0; which implies that the mean of condition 1 is greater than that of condition 2. This was
the hypothesis under robotic assistance for all task load metrics (i.e., the lower the better) except for
T LX Per f or mance (i.e., the higher the better), as the latter was expected to be higher with robotic
assistance than without. The same applies for the non-parametric methods and the medians they test.
The cases where the degrees-of-freedom of the test are less than (12−1) (related with the number of
participants), were subject to the elimination of outliers during the data pre-processing. Outlier was
considered as a data-point farther than three standard deviations with respect to the mean value.
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Task Action Metrics(m) m̄1 σ1 m̃1 m̄2 σ2 m̃2 TestType TStat Df W PValue
T1 Positioning TLX Physical 2.75 1.36 2.00
T1 Positioning TLX Mental 3.25 1.66 3.00
T1 Positioning TLX Temporal 1.83 1.47 1.00
T1 Positioning TLX Performance 5.08 1.51 5.50
T1 Positioning TLX Effort 3.50 1.57 3.00
T1 Positioning TLX Frustration 2.33 1.37 2.00
T2 Positioning TLX Physical 4.08 1.61 4.50 2.92 1.38 2.00 r-pttest 2.88 11 0.0075
T2 Positioning TLX Mental 3.75 1.42 4.00 3.50 1.04 4.00 r-pttest 2.88 11 0.1694
T2 Positioning TLX Temporal 1.75 1.01 1.00 1.67 0.94 1.00 r-pttest 2.88 11 0.1694
T2 Positioning TLX Performance 4.50 1.66 4.00 4.92 1.32 5.00 l-pttest 2.88 11 0.1694
T2 Positioning TLX Effort 4.08 1.93 3.50 3.42 1.61 3.00 r-pttest 2.88 11 0.0437
T2 Positioning TLX Frustration 3.08 1.71 2.50 2.42 1.11 2.00 r-pttest 2.88 11 0.0194
T2 Grasping TLX Physical 4.50 1.66 4.00 2.08 1.44 1.50 r-pttest 3.30 11 0.0036
T2 Grasping TLX Mental 4.00 2.31 5.00 3.08 1.66 3.00 r-pttest 3.30 11 0.0915
T2 Grasping TLX Temporal 2.08 1.38 1.50 2.50 1.55 2.00 r-pttest 3.30 11 0.9520
T2 Grasping TLX Performance 4.00 2.08 4.00 4.50 1.44 4.00 l-pttest 3.30 11 0.2191
T2 Grasping TLX Effort 4.17 2.15 5.00 3.08 1.26 3.50 r-pttest 3.30 11 0.0725
T2 Grasping TLX Frustration 3.17 1.99 3.00 3.00 1.53 3.00 r-pttest 3.30 11 0.3861
T3 Positioning TLX Physical 4.75 1.79 5.00 3.00 1.63 2.00 r-pttest 3.54 11 0.0023
T3 Positioning TLX Mental 5.50 1.44 6.00 3.50 1.85 3.50 r-pttest 3.54 11 0.0017
T3 Positioning TLX Temporal 3.08 1.80 2.50 1.67 0.75 1.50 r-pttest 3.54 11 0.0038
T3 Positioning TLX Performance 4.17 1.72 4.00 4.83 0.80 5.00 l-pttest 3.54 11 0.0970
T3 Positioning TLX Effort 4.92 1.71 5.50 3.67 1.70 3.50 r-pttest 3.54 11 0.0056
T3 Positioning TLX Frustration 4.00 1.87 3.50 2.75 1.36 2.50 r-pttest 3.54 11 0.0121
T3 Grasping TLX Physical 3.42 2.22 3.00 2.50 1.76 1.50 r-pttest 1.84 11 0.0468
T3 Grasping TLX Mental 3.17 1.86 2.00 2.92 1.55 2.00 r-pttest 1.84 11 0.0955
T3 Grasping TLX Temporal 2.42 1.44 2.00 2.58 1.50 2.00 r-pttest 1.84 11 0.8306
T3 Grasping TLX Performance 4.67 1.49 4.00 4.83 1.14 4.50 l-pttest 1.84 11 0.1694
T3 Grasping TLX Effort 3.08 1.71 2.50 2.83 1.67 2.50 r-pttest 1.84 11 0.1375
T3 Grasping TLX Frustration 3.00 1.47 2.50 3.00 1.35 3.00 r-pttest 1.84 11 0.5000
T4 Positioning TLX Physical 5.00 1.41 5.00 4.08 1.75 4.50 r-pttest 1.61 11 0.0681
T4 Positioning TLX Mental 5.42 1.50 6.00 3.75 1.48 3.50 r-pttest 1.61 11 0.0045
T4 Positioning TLX Temporal 2.50 1.85 2.00 1.75 0.92 1.50 r-wil.sgn.rank 10 0.0625
T4 Positioning TLX Performance 4.08 1.89 4.00 5.08 1.11 5.00 l-pttest 1.61 11 0.0130
T4 Positioning TLX Effort 4.83 1.77 5.00 4.00 1.53 4.00 r-pttest 1.61 11 0.0374
T4 Positioning TLX Frustration 4.08 1.89 4.50 2.92 1.50 2.50 r-pttest 1.61 11 0.0337
T4 Grasping TLX Physical 4.58 1.61 5.00 2.08 1.61 1.50 r-pttest 3.95 11 0.0011
T4 Grasping TLX Mental 3.92 1.89 4.00 2.83 1.62 2.00 r-pttest 3.95 11 0.0388
T4 Grasping TLX Temporal 1.67 0.75 1.50 2.42 1.66 2.00 r-pttest 3.95 11 0.9334
T4 Grasping TLX Performance 4.58 1.55 4.00 5.42 0.95 5.00 l-pttest 3.95 11 0.0374
T4 Grasping TLX Effort 4.33 2.05 4.00 3.25 2.05 2.50 r-pttest 3.95 11 0.0058
T4 Grasping TLX Frustration 3.25 1.36 3.00 2.33 1.18 2.00 r-pttest 3.95 11 0.0170

Table 5.2: Study I.b. Statistics for Perceived Task Load. 7-point Likert Scale.
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Figure 5.14: Study I.T4. Effect of shared control in the four-handed task (T 4) regarding
subjective and objective metrics.
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Task Metrics(m) m̄1 σ1 m̃1 m̄2 σ2 m̃2 TestType TStat Df W PValue
T2 Ease of Use 4.31 0.80 4.06 4.86 0.69 4.97 l-pttest -2.47 11 0.0155
T2 Predictability 5.67 1.37 6.00 5.50 1.26 6.00 l-pttest -2.47 11 0.6712
T2 Fluency 4.63 1.45 4.00 5.25 1.39 5.50 l-pttest -2.47 11 0.0315
T2 Trust 5.67 1.39 6.00 5.67 1.28 5.75 l-pttest -2.47 11 0.5000
T2 Goal Perception 4.67 1.93 4.50 5.75 1.48 6.00 l-pttest -2.47 11 0.0725
T2 Robot Intelligence 2.81 1.89 2.13 3.98 2.11 4.38 l-pttest -2.47 11 0.0124
T2 Satisfaction 4.90 0.92 5.13 5.58 1.02 5.50 l-pttest -2.47 11 0.0351
T3 Ease of Use 3.80 0.89 4.00 4.88 0.74 5.06 l-pttest -4.18 11 0.0008
T3 Predictability 4.83 1.62 4.00 5.67 1.11 5.50 l-pttest -4.18 11 0.0052
T3 Fluency 3.79 1.39 4.00 5.25 1.23 5.25 l-pttest -4.18 11 0.0024
T3 Trust 5.33 1.52 5.50 5.75 1.03 5.75 l-pttest -4.18 11 0.1503
T3 Goal Perception 4.33 1.97 4.00 5.83 0.90 6.00 l-pttest -4.18 11 0.0093
T3 Robot Intelligence 2.94 1.85 2.88 5.00 1.76 5.63 l-pttest -4.18 11 0.0010
T3 Satisfaction 4.29 1.56 4.50 5.73 0.75 5.50 l-pttest -4.18 11 0.0087
T4 Ease of Use 3.62 0.76 3.68 4.67 0.78 4.76 l-pttest -3.92 11 0.0012
T4 Predictability 5.33 1.25 5.00 6.00 0.82 6.00 l-pttest -3.92 11 0.0064
T4 Fluency 4.08 1.77 4.25 5.46 1.30 5.75 l-pttest -3.92 11 0.0041
T4 Trust 5.21 1.61 5.25 5.71 1.07 5.75 l-pttest -3.92 11 0.1180
T4 Goal Perception 4.58 1.98 4.50 5.50 1.19 6.00 l-pttest -3.92 11 0.0424
T4 Robot Intelligence 2.79 1.83 2.13 4.79 1.84 5.38 l-pttest -3.92 11 0.0008
T4 Satisfaction 4.08 1.80 3.88 5.67 0.81 5.63 l-pttest -3.92 11 0.0077

Table 5.3: Study I.c. Statistics for Perceived Fluency. 7-point Likert Scale

objective metrics; i.e., the average target efficiency (σav g ) from 47.55±32.06% to 60.29±23.08%

(t(11)=-1.93, p=0.04), completeness (c) from 61.11±40.45% to 80.56±25.31% (t(11)=-1.93,

p=0.045), number of falls (Nt ) from 2.08±1.75 to 1.00±1.41 ( t (11)=-1.93, p=0.0123), as well

as the visual task success (βT,C ) from 69.36±11.43% to 99.79±0.37% (t (11)=-1.93, p=1.23e-6),

and peg-transfer success (βT,G ) from 29.86±26.44% to 42.06±27.79% (t (11)=-1.93, p=0.0186).

A similar impact was obtained for task load where the use of both assistance modalities

significantly improved mental demand, effort, frustration, and performance for both the

positioning and grasping actions, plus physical demand for grasping. Moreover, it led to a

significant increase in all aspects of fluency, except trust.

Finally, a demonstration of the positive benefits of robotic assistance in each of the peg-transfer

tasks (i.e., T 2, T 3, and T 4) can be observed in the video https://youtu.be/G16Pwjfjai8?t=17.

5.5.2 Differences Across Assistance Modalities and Tasks (Study II)

After understanding the relative effect of the control strategies within each task, a comparison

across tasks (on the comparable metrics) was possible through Study II. Results are illustrated

in Figures 5.16 and 5.15.

Indeed, the tasks in this experiment were presented to the participants with an increasing

level of complexity. In this context, complex relates to the number of limbs to control (e.g., 1

foot for T 1 and T 2, 2 feet for T 3, and both hands and feet for T 4). As a consequence, Study II
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Figure 5.15: Study II.a. One-way analysis of variance across tasks T 2 ∼ T 4 for task load and
fluency.

confirmed that certain metrics are affected due to such a complexity.

For instance, physical load
(
χ2(6,77) = 18.87, p = 0.0044

)
. Based on the post-hoc analysis,

when contrasting uni-pedal control with grasping assistance to bi-pedal control with camera

coordination assistance, there was not a significant increase in fatigue
(
T 2.W.G A. = 2.92±1.38

, T 2.W.G A. = 3.00±1.63 out of 7
)
. Nevertheless, there was significant increase in perceived

physical load when comparing four-handed task without assistance w.r.t. uni-pedal camera

task
(
T 4.W.G A = 5.42±1.5 vs T 1 = 2.75±1.36, p = 0.0472

)
.

Similarly, mental load was also affected by the assistance-task combination
(
F (6,77) = 4.44,
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p = 0.0007
)
. For instance, the cognitive demand increases, with respect to the uni-pedal

camera task (T 1), for the bipedal and four-handed tasks without camera assistance
(
T 3.W.G A:

69% increase, p = 0.0116 and T 4.W.G A:67% average increase, p = 0.0173 respectively
)
.

Nonetheless, such a peak in mental demand was significantly alleviated by the use of robotic as-

sistance, as evidenced with the absence of significant differences between T 1 and T 3.W.G A.C A,

T 4.W.G A.C A.

The same tendency was detected for metrics of fluency and usability, such as ease of use(
F (5,66) = 5.36, p = 0.0004

)
, satisfaction

(
F (5,66) = 4.01, p = 0.0031

)
, perceived robotic

intelligence
(
F (5,66) = 3.20, p = 0.0120

)
and human-robot fluency rating

(
F (5,66) = 2.56,

p = 0.0355
)
.

Finally, for most objective metrics, there were no statistically significant difference across

tasks-conditions, except for average inter-target times.

%

% #

Figure 5.16: Study II.b. One-way analysis of variance across tasks T 2 ∼ T 4 for performance
metrics.

Precision and Differences of Time per Target Across Tasks

For the uni-pedal visual seeking task (T 1), the average position error was 17.19±10.51 px,

angle error of 4.35±1.90◦ and inter-target time of 22.72±6.17s.

The median inter-target times for the tasks involving peg-transfer were T 2 : 42.11s, T 3 : 56.39s

and T 4 : 82.26s when no assistance was provided and T 2 : 40.20s, T 3 : 46.22s and T 4 : 68.63s,
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when the shared-control was enabled. As a reference for comparison, the maximum allowable

time to perform a peg-transfer when training for hand-controlled laparoscopic surgery is

50s
(
FLS (2014)

)
. This means that the shared-control allowed the participants to perform

foot-teleoperated peg-transfers within this standardized limit (for hands) for the uni-pedal

and bipedal cases but not for the four-handed.

Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 5.16, there were a statistically significant differences

across tasks (χ2(6,74)=48.20, p = 1.08e-8), regarding average inter-target times.

A Dunn-Sidak post-hoc analysis shows that the biggest differences appear between feet-only

tasks and four-handed tasks when there is no shared control. Nevertheless using shared

control in the four-handed task mitigated this statistical difference, except when comparing

the multi-limb task with the uni-pedal peg-transfer task with grasping-assistance.

5.5.3 Predicting Metrics Based on Type of Task, Robotic Assistance and Inter-
subject Variability (Study III)

The distinct role of assistance modalities can be studied further by performing a factor anal-

ysis via n-way analysis of variance as illustrated in Figure 5.17, and considering the met-

rics recorded across all tasks (uni-pedal camera seeking, uni-pedal grasping, bipedal grasp-

ing+camera seeking and four-handed task of tri-manual peg transfer + camera seeking).

The linear coefficients from Figure 5.17, reveal that as a factor, the absence/presence of shared

control had a significant role as a predictor of most subjective (task load and fluency) and

objective metrics. Specifically, 13 out of 16, except for average target efficiency, peg-transfer

success and trust. For example it was a significant predictor of all metrics of task load including

physical fatigue (F (2,22)=7.84, p=0.0027), mental load ( F (2,22)=12.70, p=2.16e-4), tempo-

ral demand (F (2,22)=6.51, p=0.0060), effort (F (2,22)=6.99, p=0.0045). Also for fluency and

downstream outcomes: ease of use (F (2,22)=15.11, p=7.4153e-5), predictability (F (2,22)=7.97,

p=0.0025), fluency: (F (2,22)=11.52, p=3.79e-4), goal perception: (F (2,22)=4.94, p=0.017),

and robot intelligence: (F (2,22)=15.50, p=6.297e-05), among others. Moreover, the assis-

tance can predict objective metrics such as average inter-target time (F (2,22)=3.57, p=0.046,

completeness (F (2,22)=4.35, p=0.026) and number of falls (F (2,22)=5.32, p=0.013).

In study I, efficiency and peg-transfer success were positively affected by the shared control

during the four-arm task. Yet the shared control was not a general predictor for these metrics

when considering all the tasks. This indicates that there was an interaction effect between

type of task and assistance modality in such metrics. This interaction was not contemplated in

the linear coefficients model for the reasons stated before (loss of rank of the design matrix).

For all the metrics, in which the absence/presence of shared control had a significant role, the

positive influence (e.g., negative coefficients for task load, positive coefficients for fluency)

were mainly due by the combined effect of grasping and camera assistance (W.G A.C A.)

which can be regarded as the most relevant strategy across tasks and participants. Yet, when
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generalizing for all tasks, just having grasping assistance alone (W.G A) yielded a neutral to

slightly negative influence for some metrics such as completeness, satisfaction, effort and

average time per target. Whereas for other metrics, the effect is as good as having complete

shared control (both assistance modalities) such in reduction of number of falls of the object.

This confirms that modalities of assistance alone might not be enough to predict the results of

every type of task (e.g. having grasping assistance in a task where is also needed to cope also

with visual seeking task ).

As a factor, the nature of the task (related also to the number of limbs involved) was a relevant

predictor for almost all objective and subjective metrics (10 out of 16) except for predictability,

trust, goal perception, performance satisfaction, peg transfer success and robot intelligence.

As expected, tasks requiring the least amount of limbs, i.e., uni-pedal tasks (T 1 and T 2) tended

to outperform those requiring more limbs (e.g., T 4).

Finally, the inter-subject differences played also an influential role as a random factor in

many objective and subjective metrics (11 out of 16). For example ease of use (F (2,22)=2.93,

p=0.024), predictability (F (2,22)=9.26, p=0.033), robot intelligence (F (2,22)=9.923, p=0.00235),

and trust (F (2,22)=4.31, p=0.00664), among others.

Furthermore, a dependency of the effect of the shared control on inter-subject difference was

found in only 4 out of 16 metrics. Specifically, there is a significant interaction effect between

assistance modality and participant for subjective metrics of performance, mental workload

and satisfaction. Such interaction does not appear in objective metrics.

On the other hand, a dependency of the effect of the type of task on inter-subject differences

was found only in 4 out of 16 metrics, specifically the subjective perception of satisfaction

and fluency. Albeit, we detected a cross-over effect of type of task in subjective metric of

TLX performance. Namely, even though there was no statistical influence of the type of task,

the interaction Tsk ∗Pr t was significant. This means that there was no consensus among

participants regarding subjective satisfaction with their own level of performance for the tasks

provided.

5.5.4 Human Kinematics in Four-Handed Task

Results regarding the effect of the shared control in the metrics of human kinematics —namely

coupling, synergies and inter-limb coordination —are presented in Figures 5.18, 5.19, and

5.20.

Feet Postural Synergies:

The shared control indeed decreased the amount of foot gestures discovered across partici-

pants to explain at least 80% of the variance of the entire population (n = 12) and considering

the entire task (both grasping and transport). Specifically, the condition without shared control

required 7 synergies to explain the behaviour of 81.4% of the population variance. On the flip
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p<0.05 p>0.05
Figure 5.17: Study III. Dot-plots of factor analysis (type of task, assistance modality, random-effect of
participant.) via n-way ANOVA of objective and subjective metrics. Dots present in the right hemiplane
indicate positive coefficients (increase of the response), where the contrary happens for dots in the left
hemiplane. Where applicable, the interaction effect of the fixed-effect factors with the random-effect
factor of participants are presented in the last rows. Moreover, metrics that were originally normally
distributed have a cross superscript + in the title, while the boxcox-transformed data have an asterisk in
the superscript ∗.
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Figure 5.18: (a). Extraction of feet postural synergies from the entire population (n=12) by
hierarchical clustering of the most stable principal components

(
eigenvalues λ> 1, c.f., Jarque-

Bou et al. (2019)
)

using the complete method, on the group of relevant PC extracted from
the subjects. The metric was the complement to one of the cosine of the angle between
principal components. The cutoff criteria of clustering as an orthogonal angle ( 1−cos(90◦)).
(b) Cumulative variance of the synergies. (c) Comparison of the most popular foot gestures
(synergies 1-3) are illustrated. The first three synergies appear in 5 out of 12 participants for
the case without shared control and 7 out of 12 for the case with shared control, respectively.
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side, using shared control reduced the number of gestures to 6 explaining 83.8%, representing

an increase of 10.11% of variance for the same number of gestures (6). The first three synergies

(cumulative 42% and 57% of the participants’ variance for absence/presence of shared control

respectively) are illustrated in Figure 5.18.

For the condition with shared control it is clear how the left foot has been relieved during the

task, as the three most dominant gestures on this condition had very little changes on the left-

platform. On the other hand, for the right-platform there is a tendency to perform variations of

open-chain foot motions of supination and pronation. Also, there is a high similarity between

the second synergy of the condition with shared control and the third synergy without. This

might be suggesting that the shared control empowers an existing synergy (commonly used

gesture) to become more dominant.

Feet Twist Coupling:

The results related to feet-twist coupling (of the entire task: grasping + transport phase) are

illustrated in Figure 5.19. It is clear that the shared control decreased the intra-foot coupling

for the left-foot (yL ↔ θL , 14.82±21.58% to 2.96±6.10% ), while for the right foot there was also

a tendency to decrease the coupling in the foot rotations φR ↔ψR —as expected given our

grasping assistance strategy that involves virtual fixtures that have proved in our previous work

of uni-pedal grasping in virtual reality, to aid also with individuation
(
Hernandez Sanchez et al.

(2021)
)
—. Yet this difference was not statistically significant for this four-handed task. On the

flip side we detected that the combined effect of grasping and camera assistance evoked a

higher coupling in the translational degrees-of-freedom of the right foot (specifically xR ↔ yR ,

0.97±1.22% to 4.27±5.02% ) which means an increase in diagonal motions.

When it comes to inter-foot coupling, we found that condition with shared-control mostly

caused a statistically-significant increase in coupling between the left and right foot —as

expected given that our camera assistance intents to partially relieve the task of the left foot,

and the participant may simplify its use to afford having coupling coming from simplified

motor-commands or balance-related coupling with the right foot. Specially because each foot

was used in different interaction modalities according to the tool they controlled (pos:vel vs

pos:pos) —. In this case the coupling appeared in: yL ↔ φR (0.10±0.17% to 0.26±0.32%) ,

θL ↔φR (0.12±0.14% to 0.92±1.30%), φL ↔φR (0.64±0.68% to 3.42±4.32%). Nevertheless,

there was a decrease in coupling between xL ↔ yR (1.13±1.33% to 0.28±0.43%), which was

also statistically significant.

Hands and Right Foot Coupling:

Regarding the visual markers (in the frame of the camera) of the three grippers (both hands

and the right foot), there was a statistically significant increase of couplings among all limbs.

Specifically between both hands, hLH ↔ hRH (4.35±4.19% to 15.23±16.13%), hLH ↔ vRH

(1.01± 0.64% to 4.60± 5.17%), as well as between the left hand with the foot (hLH ↔ hRF ,
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Feet Twist Coupling

Limbs' Markers Speed Coupling

W.O.(C1) W.GA.CA.(C2)

Figure 5.19: Effect of robotic assistance in feet and markers coupling of degrees of freedom
during the entire four-handed task (positioning and grasping phases included). v and h
represent the vertical and horizontal motions in the frame of the image. LH and RH signify
left and right hands’ tools respectively. Significant differences are marked with a red line in the
standard deviation and ∗= p ≤ 0.05, † = p ≤ 0.01.
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0.85±1.44% to 9.31±17.94%), and the right hand and the foot (hRH ↔ hRF , 1.44±1.95% to

4.98±4.66%).

Inter-limb Motion Coordination During the Transport Phase:

Results regarding the capacity of the three grippers to move in coordination during the trans-

port phase are illustrated in Figure 5.20. Note that these results of the motion of the makers

are relative to the motion of the camera which is moving either directly by the human’s left

foot (condition with no shared control) or autonomously (condition with robotic assistance)

and tasked to keep the tip of the tool controlled by the right foot in the center of the image.

Therefore, to eliminate any common bias, the data were centered at zero before the analysis.

Evidence showed that without shared control, the right hand displayed a higher dominant

frequency, but lower power (0.109 Hz, 8.93 normalized power units, n.u.) than the left hand

and the right foot (both happened to move at the same peak frequency (0.0687 Hz). This

means that the right hand in this condition was displaying a maximum speed twice as fast as

the maximum speed of the left hand and right foot.

Furthermore, the cross-correlation analysis reveals that without shared control, both right

limbs had a tendency to move with a negligible lag (maximum cross-correlation at 0.0s).

On the other hand, the left hand had a higher tendency to follow closely the motion of the

right foot (5ms) than that of the right hand (35ms). This is inline with the result of matching

frequency between the left hand and right foot, with the latter moving with slightly higher

power (16.3 n.u. vs 16.1 n.u.). In contrast, the shared control gave the participants the capacity

to move both hands and the foot at the same characteristic frequency (0.0424Hz). Nonetheless,

in this case, the highest power was displayed by the left hand, followed by the right hand and

then the right foot (23.2 n.u. vs 14.7 n.u. vs 11.3 n.u. respectively).

The robotic assistance appears to have exchanged the leading role among limbs. Without

assistance, the first limb to move was the right foot, followed by the left hand with a lag of

290ms and the right hand with a maximum lag of 3.9s. With respect to the previous condition

devoid of robotic assistance, the left hand took leading role when comparing to the right hand,

as the latter tended to lag the former by 430ms. We hypothesize that the phenomenon of the

left hand becoming a leader to the right hand might be related with a reallocation of relieved

neural resources from the left-foot, which were borrowed by its ipsilateral non-homologous

limb. However, further investigation is required to confirm this hypothesis.

On the other hand, participants might have favored to move first the foot if they regarded the

performance of the foot to be critical/high risk (also needs more investigation).
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Figure 5.20: Inter-limb coordination analysis, of the three graspers, during the transport phase
of the four-handed task (T4). These results are relative to the frame of the camera. Top: Average
cross-correlation across limbs (a negative lag means that the first limb in the comparison
is leading) and Middle: Frequency analysis of the motion of the limb’s marker during the
transport phase (positioning) of the four-arm task with tri-manipulation. Without shared
control the peak frequencies of the left-hand and the right foot tended in average to be the
same (signifying equal dominant speed). This peak frequency in this condition represented
approximately half of the speed of the marker controlled by the right hand. Furthermore,
the shared control allowed the three limbs to move at the same frequency during transport
(0.0424H z), yet it exchanged follower-leader role from right to left hand and increases the lag
of the right hand with respect to the right foot. The right foot was one of the first limbs to
move in both conditions. Bottom: Infographic summary of the first two results. The rabbit
represents the highest characteristic frequency with respect to the snails.
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5.6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated solo robotic-assisted laparoscopic skills (that would ultimately

be required for real surgery) where two robotic arms, one holding a camera the other one a

retractor or gripper, assist the surgeon’s hands during the operation.

To this end, the robots were partially controlled with the feet of the surgeon through haptic foot

interfaces. We demonstrated the feasibility of using the feet to achieve standard laparoscopic

training tasks involving peg-transfer and target seeking/following in uni-pedal, bi-pedal and

four-arm settings.

On the one hand, the control framework was validated. Our grasping assistance method,

consisting of adaptive grasping control and haptic individuation assistance, was found bene-

ficial for foot-controlled prehension. Results showed that the autonomous grasping avoids

unnecessary saturation of forces and decreases the number of failed grasps, as opposed to

direct control.

On the other hand, we showed through a user study, the effectiveness of the grasping and

camera assistance modalities proposed to ease the execution of these tasks. In particular, the

study revealed the benefits of the assistance modalities in improving objective performance

such as reducing inter-target time, less failures and higher completeness. Also, subjective

perception of human-robot fluency and reduction of task load in each task. The improvement

of these metrics was higher in the four-arm task where the user had to control all the limbs.

Moreover, if increasing the task complexity (i.e., number of limbs to control) jeopardized some

of the subjective and objective metrics, the use of shared control was able to mitigate this

effect. Such positive influence was not dependent on inter-subject differences for many of the

metrics (12 out of 16) which make these findings more generalizable.

Relevant results on task augmentation came from the characterization of the human kinemat-

ics during the four-arm manipulation. Indeed, the shared control reduced the number of foot

gestures required to complete the task, and also intra-foot coupling (higher individuation).

On the other hand, it encouraged inter-foot coupling (easier coordination) during the trans-

port phase. Additionally, it enabled the three manipulative limbs to lock easier to the same

dominant frequency (i.e., dominant speed) in the frame of the motion of the camera. Meaning

that the assistance for the gripper and camera, facilitated the attempts of the limbs to move in

coordination.

These results can be compared to the literature of tri-manipulation. We can compare our

condition without coordination assistance. Huang et al. (2020c) and Noccaro et al. (2021)

tested in virtual reality the control of three 2 DoF cursors with the hands and the foot. In

their experiments both hands and foot were virtually constrained with an spring. The three

hands were tasked to reach a target using the center of geometry considering the three cursors.

They found that the overall tendency was for the dominant hand to travel the least distance,
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What did we learn?
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of results about inter-tool coordination during transport phase.

while the foot travels the most distance. On the other hand, the hands had an easier time

coordinating between each other.

Our results concurred with the findings of Huang et al. (2020b) and Noccaro et al. (2021),

regarding the dominant hand and foot, but not for the non-dominant hand. Namely, in our

experiment the marker of the tool controlled by the non-dominant hand showed preferred

coordination with that of the foot. Furthermore, in both conditions (with and without shared

control), the foot had a protagonist role in terms of initiation of motion.

According to our results, we hypothesize the following reasons for this discrepancy:

• One explanation for the leading role of the foot, with respect to the non-dominant hand,

could be that the visual goal of the task was to focus on the tip of the foot-controlled

tool. Namely, the task was foot-centric.

• The task had higher number of DoF (5), and the transport phase involved not only

positioning but also keeping the grasp while moving. Because the task involved grasping,

the user might have prioritized attention in the task of the non-dominant hand and the

foot (lack of familiarity of grasping with the foot). As a consequence, this might have

favoured the easiness to coordinate these limbs.

• The targets’ order was kept fixed. This might have influenced the motion patterns.

• Due to the fulcrum effect, the motion of the tools is inverted with respect to the hands
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controlling them around the trocar point. This means in general that the hands had to

move in the opposite direction to the foot to move in coordination. For instance, the left

hand had to move to the left while the right foot moved to the right. Thus, we hypothe-

size that such egocentric constraint of mirror motion between the left hand and right foot

superseded the allocentric constraint of both hands moving in the same direction. In

this context, a constraint refers to the natural tendencies of the central nervous system to

prefer certain coordinated motion patterns when multiple limbs are involved (Swinnen

et al. (1997)). An egocentric constraint regards the motion with respect to the body refer-

ence frame, while an allocentric constraint to a fixed frame in the world. An interplay of

these constrains is usually responsible for stable coordination, depending on the task

and the homology of limbs involved. (hand-hand vs hand-foot c.f. Swinnen et al. (1997)).

In short, we hypothesize that the mirror motion of left hand - right foot, might have

been the reason for their ease in coordination, with respect to both hands or right hand

- right foot. The latter because, for ipsilateral limbs, there is a tendency for preferred

synchronization in the same direction (Baldissera et al. (1982); Kelso and Jeka (1992)).

Nonetheless, these hypotheses require further investigation. Noteworthy is that the first

hypothesis might potentially suggest that there is an underlying relationship between the tool

to visually follow and the resulting coordination pattern. This could potentially inform new

shared-control coordination strategies, based on camera input.

Finally, current telerobotic systems already count with four arms for solo operation. Nonethe-

less, these cannot be used simultaneously, as there is need to clutch and change tool, and

control with the hands intermittently. For this reason, surgeons might not be used to perform

maneuvers with synchronous control of four arms in coordination. Thus, we aim at keep

investigating synchronous four-arm laparoscopic skills, on new multi-limb tasks, such as the

one presented in this chapter. Our goal is to propose novel ways to perform surgery in the

future.

To conclude, our hybrid-simultaneous-solo-surgery system offers potential applications not

only in hospitals by increasing the throughput of surgeries (hence possibly influencing eco-

nomic efficiency), but also in small private clinics or veterinary clinics where the availability

of assistants might be scarce.
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In this chapter, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis. We also discuss the

limitations and potential future extensions of this work.

6.1 Main Contributions

In this thesis, we propose and validate a mechatronic solution, in the form of a foot kinesthetic

haptic platform and its control. This platform, enables a single person to use their feet to

assist the tasks of the hands by controlling two robotic arms, each in 5 degrees of freedom

(DoF). Thereby, we enable four-arm simultaneous manipulation. The platform allows foot

gestures to be mapped in position:position continuously. In the literature, a problem had been

identified regarding fatigue, when performing accurate tasks in position mapping with the

foot in high DoF. This is the case for wearable foot interfaces and (world-grounded) isotonic

foot platforms, and it is aggravated when two feet are involved. Our haptic controller offers

a solution by involving a human-in-the-loop strategy, to compensate the (subject-specific)

dynamics of the leg. The leg is ideally modelled as a 7 DoF kinematic chain. Such strategy

allowed us to offer a sustainable foot position control, by partially alleviating fatigue.

In Chapter 2, we presented our design process, control framework and validation of the

device. Furthermore, we verified the feasibility of bipedal manipulation of the foot platform in

various four-handed scenarios of different levels of complexity, such as piling boxes, factory

assemblies, and in a simulated laparoscopic surgery. We also characterized average human

position control in 3 DoF (2 linear and 1 rotational motions), when the platform was used

passively as an input device (no haptic control). Furthermore, we presented the evolution

of the haptic control strategy across implementations. Starting with using the platform as

an input device, then using it as a haptic display, and finally incorporating a transparency

and leg controllers in closed-loop. Giving room to incorporate haptic-shared-control in the

next chapters. After the rapid feasibility validations, a more in-depth investigation of human-

robot interaction was performed in Chapter 3. We investigated the role of the feet to improve

that tasks of the hands by providing more degrees of freedom to the task (i.e., redundancy,
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see https://youtu.be/ifkZRWK8k40?t=16). The task consisted in four-arms manipulations in

which two feet performed a bipedal grasp, transport and orientation of an object, to assist a

bi-manual task of screwing. We found that for such a bilateral isomorphic task, coordination

between feet is affected for lateral transport compared to the anterior-posterior transport

due to the homology of muscle groups involved in either gesture, as well as keeping balance

(https://youtu.be/ifkZRWK8k40?t=69). Aiming at easing the control of two robotic arms, we

investigated two robotic assistance modalities and their interactions: 1. operating two robotic

arms with a single foot, binding the motor commands of the arms to generate a unifying

experience of controlling directly the pose of the object with the foot. 2. prehensile force

assistance, to delegate the robustness of the bipedal grasp to the autonomy. We evaluated our

assistance strategies through a user study. We found that force assistance is the most influential

predictor of performance, lower task load and higher human-robot fluency. Meanwhile,

synergistic control alone degrades the performance and increases the physical load, because

of the high bio-mechanical coupling in foot rotations. Nonetheless, such a difficulty was

mitigated when combining with force assistance. Indeed, the strategy involving coordination

and force assistance was the most appreciated among operators.

The difficulty of dual arm grasping dual arm grasping with a single foot (via coordination

assistance) may have been due to coupling and limited range of motion of the last foot

rotations (platform’s yaw and roll). Nonetheless, this might have also been influenced by the

choice of axis-mapping for single foot grasping (in coordinated strategies). In our experiment,

we used the foot’s abduction/adduction (platform’s yaw) instead of the platform’s roll, for

grasping. For this reason, future investigations of the mapping choice are required.

Focusing on the challenge of grasping with a single foot, in Chapter 4 we studied the dexterous

control of a laparoscopic gripper (5DoF) with a single foot. To ease its operation, we designed

a haptic grasping assistance strategy in the form of a virtual fixture of selective transparency, to

facilitate the gesture for grasping, while constraining the foot in the axes needed for positioning

and alignment. This virtual fixture is triggered with a variable threshold that depends on the

state of the leg. Also, the shared-control leverages the natural dynamics of the system (mass

and friction) to strengthen the fixture. We evaluated such a controller through a user study, in

a kinematic simulation requiring simultaneous positioning, aligning and closing of the gripper

on virtual sphere-targets. We validated that the grasping assistance improves performance in

terms of efficiency, completeness and reducing failed attempts. Nevertheless, accuracy can be

slightly affected by the shared-control as the operators tended to be satisfied with their level

of positioning accuracy before starting the grasp.

The culmination of thesis is the work of chapter 5, in which the feet are tasked with more

complex individual goals. A solo hybrid-robotic laparoscopic-surgery scenario was developed

in which one foot operates a camera holder (i.e., visual tool) and the other foot controls an

actuated gripper (i.e., manipulative tool). These tools, supplement the tasks of the hand,

and are held by two collaborative robotic arms working in a concurrent workspace with the

human operator. Indeed, the system is hybrid because of this combination between conven-
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tional and teleoperated-surgery. Moreover, the four-tools can be controlled simultaneously.

Shared-control modalities for each foot-tool were evaluated: a camera assistance consisting

in autonomous following of the tools, and a grasping assistance with adaptive gripping forces

and haptic control. The method of grasping assistance involves using a trigger-mapping to

enable an autonomous grasping with implicit integral force control. Also, haptic assistance via

virtual fixture (from Chapter 4) was used to evoke higher individuation of foot rotations and

assist their control. Finally a vibrotactile haptic feedback, was used to convey the information

of the grasping forces. Through a user study, we evaluated the assistance strategies (adaptive

grasping assistance and camera assistance to follow the tools) in laparoscopic training tasks

of increasing complexity (e.g., uni-pedal, bi-pedal and four-handed tasks). The user study

confirmed the benefits of robotic assistance modalities, depending on the goals of the task

( camera assistance for visual goals, and grasping assistance for manipulation goals). We

found improvements in objective performance and subjective task-load (mental and physical

workload) and human-robot fluency; having a stronger positive influence, the higher the

number of tools to control. Indeed, if increasing the task complexity affected negatively some

of the metrics, this was mitigated by the use of shared-control. On the other hand, regarding

human kinematics, the shared control reduced the number of feet synergies to complete the

task. This confirms that the foot controlling the camera, was partially relieved in required

motion, by the camera assistance.

Furthermore, the combined use of assistance for both tools also displayed reduced intra-foot

coupling. This indicates that the virtual fixture is aiding the individuation of DoF. Finally, it

encouraged inter-foot coupling (motor binding) when coordination was required. Additionally,

it enabled the three manipulative limbs to move with a same dominant frequency in the frame

of the camera. This means it was easier to coordinate, when camera was assisted, and the

grasping force of the foot’s tool was delegated to the robot.

Regarding the human-robot interaction during four-arm manipulations, we can compare

results from Chapter 3 and 5. In such a comparison, we can notice differences in the effects

of coordination and force assistance. Specially for the case of mental load. Possibly these

differences are related to the nature and complexity of the tasks given to the feet. For instance,

there were not significant changes in the mental load, when the feet were tasked symmetrically

to hold and rotate and object while working on it with the hands (Chapter 3). In contrast,

coordination and force assistance did have a significant role on reducing the cognitive de-

mand, when the feet had the challenge of controlling different tools, with associated different

mappings (Chapter 5). This means, that robotic assistance becomes more influential in the

user’s perception of cognitive-load, the more complex is the task.

In summary, the developments and investigations of this thesis, deepened our understanding

of human-robot interaction when the feet are used to control robotic arms in 5DoF. The take

home message is that foot gestures can be conditioned with haptic feedback to better control

multiple degrees of freedom of a robotic arm. Thereby, achieving simultaneous four-handed

manipulations.
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This is done specifically by leveraging 1. a foot kinesthetic haptic platform that allows for

the use of two feet, 2. leg compensation, and virtual assistive impedance, which are useful

to increase comfort and alleviate fatigue. 2. Hybridization of control mappings for foot

gestures, with limited range of motion and oblique axes of rotation, 3. Haptic shared-control

strategies for prehensile force assistance, coordination assistance, and DoF-individuation

assistance. We found that robotic assistance is highly appreciated, and has an important role

in simplifying four-handed tasks. Indeed, these are instrumental factors to consider to enable

a more fluent, less demanding, and more performant interaction in tasks where the feet are

supplementing the role of the hands.

6.2 Limitations and Outlook

6.2.1 Chapter 2: Design of the foot platform

In Chapter 2, we designed an impedance-based foot platform of five degrees of freedom. The

z motion was discarded as a trade-off in requirements regarding impedance control and back-

drivability with leg compensation. An alternative could be to have a hybrid active platform,

namely admittance-based mechanism for the z and impedance-based for the other axes. In

such a case, a high-geared solution may be combined with the force-sensor to modulate the

admittance of the robot. Nonetheless, there is a chance that changes in upper-body posture

might affect leg balance and generate parasitic forces (not endogenously generated from

the leg) in z at the foot base, which might be wrongly interpreted by the robot as human

intention to move in that direction. For this reason, a dead-zone might be needed to avoid

such unintentional motions. To the possible cost of jeopardizing fine motions in z.

Having a 6 axis platform could be ideal to track the task-space position of the foot. In spite

of that, given the known bio-mechanical limitations of using the lower limb in positioning, a

conditioning of DoFs of the foot would still be advisable. Namely, to apply haptic feedback,

hybrid mappings, and/or shared-control, specially when both feet are involved. Furthermore,

this conditioning could also be considered during the mechanical design process. For instance,

a hybrid platform could be devised. Namely, the degrees of freedom used with rate mapping

(because of limited range of motion) or trigger mapping for shared control (e.g. φ andψ) could

become elastic-isometric and be equipped with passive gravity-compensators and vibrators

instead of motors. On the other hand, the most dexterous degrees of freedom (e.g., y ,x,z,θ)

could keep a position-mapping. As a consequence, the form-factor of the foot platform could

be reduced, and its portability increased.

6.2.2 Chapter 3: Four-Arm Manipulation for Task Augmentation with Redundancy
via Foot Haptic Platforms

In Chapter 3, we found that, to be effective, coordination assistance needs to be combined

with force assistance. Also, coordination assistance alone degraded the task of the foot. These
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results however might have been influenced by the mapping of the foot DoF used for grasping

with a single foot (e.g. yaw ψ of platform, adduction/abduction of foot). Namely, the yaw

gesture in the foot has a limited and asymmetrical range of motion and the coupling with the

roll gesture in the subtalar joint. The use of the roll gesture (involving the foot and shank)

could have been more suitable to grasp, as done in Chapter 4.

On the other hand, we observed coordination limitations, in uncoordinated strategies, during

transport phases due to homology of muscles and balance. Future work should focus in

understanding better the human-motor control aspect, by quantitatively and systematically

analyzing these tendencies. As a consequence, by understanding coordination limitations,

one could inform the design of better assistance modalities, aiming to achieve stable and

accurate feet simultaneous control.

Moreover, by increasing the tasks complexity, so should the assistance modalities we have

proposed for the feet. In this chapter, the initiation of the assistance modalities was based on

contact detection (i.e., time-window of interaction forces). This made it prone to problems,

such as that the robots were not totally aligned before the assistance was enabled. Such a

misalignment provoked, in some cases, a bad quality of the bipedal grasp, since internal forces

may cause the object to turn unexpectedly. Therefore, further assistance could be given to the

feet, by predicting the intention to perform the bipedal task (based on feet motion’s history),

and then auto-aligning the end-effectors of the robots, moments before grasping.

In this work, we have used the NASA-TLX to evaluate the mental workload, for which some

studies have found concurrence with physiological measures (e.g., Borghini et al. (2012);

Lecoutre et al. (2015)). Nonetheless, there can also be discrepancies (Myrtek et al. (1994);

Funke et al. (2013); Di Flumeri et al. (2018)). For this reason, future work can focus in using

non-obstructive techniques for cognitive workload assessment such as Index of Cognitive

Activity (ICA). ICA uses pupillometry and eye-tracking (Alnæs et al. (2014); Vogels et al. (2018)).

Alternatively, one can asses the cognitive processing implicitly, by observing any overload

from a secondary task to a primary task (c.f., Wickens (2008); Byrne (2011)). Finally, to have a

more in-depth quantitative understanding of physical load, one could use some physiological

signal such as heart rate, and electromyography (EMG) to quantify better the effect of the

assistance modalities on body fatigue.

In this chapter, we identified that special attention should also be given to ergonomic aspects.

In particular, elements such as the user’s posture when performing the task: the position of the

feet and distance between the foot interfaces. Nevertheless, also the mapping chosen when

using two feet. For example, the execution of some sub-tasks that involved object rotations

(performing symmetric internal r ol l motions ) more difficult for people with longer legs,

because their knees were colliding and had a had a limited range.

Finally, the bi-pedal horizontal transport (involving the abduction/adduction of the hip)

was more difficult than anterior-posterior transport, because of the involvement of non-

homologous muscles for the action. For this reason, an asymmetric variable virtual damping
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could be adopted to homogenize the difficulty among both feet depending on the direction

of motion. Such a variable impedance was included in the controller of the foot platform for

Chapter 5.

6.2.3 Chapter 4: Foot Dexterous Control of a Laparoscopic Gripper

The haptic shared-control of Chapter 4 aimed at easing the simultaneous grasping and po-

sitioning with a single foot in 5 degrees of freedom. The strategy consisted in keeping the

alignment of the tool and haptically constraining the foot when the intention to grasp was

detected, and easing the axis for grasping. Nonetheless, this work was validated only for a

kinematic simulation, and only considered the act of reaching, aligning on the target and

closing the gripper’s clamps. Thus, this represents only half of a realistic grasp. As a conse-

quence, such an study limits the understanding of the real foot capabilities to interactively

grasp an object. We acknowledge that grasping feedback is important for safety and to speed

up embodiment, but also robotic challenges specific to grasping (dealing with friction, etc)

should be tackled. Indeed, a more sophisticated strategy can offer autonomous grasping and

adapting of the forces, to perform a gentle, yet robust grasp.

For this reason, in Chapter 5, we built an actuated laparoscopic gripper to make these inves-

tigations possible. Namely, we developed our controller to facilitate autonomous adaptive

grasping. Finally, the user-confirmation for the transitioning, between presence or absence

of shared control, was done using event-based vibrotactile signals ( short vibration: entering

grasping assistance , long vibration: out of grasping assistance). This form of feedback seemed

to be intuitive and participants had no confusion between the transitions. Nevertheless, such

time-dependent vibrations can be subject to misinterpretation if the attention of the operator

is compromised (getting distracted). A case in point is if they have to control more tools,

and the extra cognitive-load might provoke them to forget quickly whether the assistance is

enabled or not. As a consequence, the operator might be tempted to move their foot, fighting

against the virtual fixture.

For this reason, in Chapter 5, we also included visual feedback on the screen-feed of the

endoscope, to confirm, with a text-overlay, that the assistance was enabled.

6.2.4 Chapter 5: Hybrid Solo-Surgery with Four Arms via Haptic Foot Interfaces

Grasping Control

The grasping assistance of this chapter involved three main aspects: 1. adaptive grasping force,

2. translation of grasping feedback forces to a meaningful signal when using trigger-mapping

(in the form of a modulated vibration), and 3. a virtual fixture of selective transparency

arbitrated with the velocity of the gripper’s clamps.

The implicit and adaptive grasping control (via non-linear PI-D) used in this thesis, outper-
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forms conventional controllers of position-based paradigms for grasping. Our controller,

applies only the needed forces to secure the grasp without saturating. A grasp is deemed

secured when the speeds of the clamps approach zero. Such a belief is modulated based on

the level of a disturbance-tank.

Nonetheless, we limited the output torque of the gripper for security reasons, and different

objects may require different force-limits (for example grasping a needle can require high

forces, while grasping a tissue require less). Thus, a more sophisticated controller can involve

identification of the tissues and autonomous adaptation of safety thresholds. Also, a more

robust controller should be able to sense if an exogenous disturbance applies dangerously

higher forces on the tissues (e.g, a heavy organ fallen upon the grasper is adding pressure to

the grasp). Thereby, the autonomy could discern if the grasp should be weakened or aborted

to avoid damages on the tissues.

On the other hand, the evaluation was limited to a conventional laparoscopic gripper (of 1

DoF opening/closing). We could test our algorithm in more complex surgical forceps (e.g.

endo-wrist), which are used in surgical tele-operations.

Regarding the grasping feedback, the event-based vibrations of Chapter 4 were replaced

by vibrotactile stimuli modulated with the grasping forces. We conveyed the information

of grasping forces through the intensity of the vibration (similarly to Maereg et al. (2017)).

Nevertheless, it is known that a persistent vibration can startle a person after a while (Abbink

et al. (2004); Ichinose et al. (2013)). For this reason, in this work we filtered the vibration with a

Gaussian-filter modulated with the speed of the gripper’s clamps.

However, the specificity and sensitivity of the foot perception of the grasping forces encoded

in the vibration, requires a more in-depth investigation. A next step should involve psycho-

physical studies, such as a magnitude estimation test (Stevens (1956)). Thereby, the perceptual

accuracy and precision of the grasping forces can be better understood. In the same way, the

type of shoes worn could be kept the same for all participants, as it is known that footwear can

affect both comfort and haptic kinesthetic perception (c.f., Abbink et al. (2004); Ichinose et al.

(2013)).

Human-Motor Control

In this thesis, we obtained relevant results related to feet postural synergies, intra- and inter-

foot coupling as well as inter-tool coordination for the four-handed surgical task.

We found out that for the four-handed task, the shared-control reduced the number of popula-

tion synergies to represent the task with ≥ 80% of the variance across all participants. Indeed,

this was an important indication that the shared-control simplified the task. Even though we

could understand the most popular gestures among the participants, the interpretation of

these bi-pedal gestures (synergies) was not trivial. In other words, it was difficult to understand

their underlying information. Specially because they might be carrying characteristics of the
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mapping of each degree of freedom, demands of the task, etc.

For this reason, a possible extension of this work could be focused in modelling postural syn-

ergies considering many different tasks in teleoperation and different task-specific mappings.

Modelling these as factors, might allows us to develop a deeper understanding of the most

relevant gestures of feet coordination for different circumstances. Thereby, correlations could

be drawn between synergies and tasks.

Regarding inter-limb coordination of the manipulative tools, in this work we used color

markers to track the tools in 2 DoF frame of the camera. Such information suggested the

positive influence of the shared-control in facilitating the inter-tool coordination. Nonetheless,

using a projection of the tool’s motion in the camera, means loosing kinematic information

such as depth perception. This could potentially affect the tool’s motion estimation if the

tools are far from the camera. Nonetheless, the specific camera used in this work, had a large

magnification by default (focal point ∼ 5cm), and this depth issue was minor. Furthermore,

during this task the control of the camera’s zoom was disabled to all participants to homogenize

the conditions.

Further improvements to the sensing of the limbs are required. In the future, it is important to

track the four limbs in higher number of DoF. Not only the end-effector (foot/hand) but also

the configuration of the limb (arm/leg). For example, using external portable sensing (inertial

measurement, depth-sensing camera, optical marker motion capture, etc).

Realistic Four-Handed Simultaneous Tasks

One challenge in having a system that can control four arms at the same time for surgery, is

to find realistic and useful end-user tasks to evaluate systematically surgeon augmentation.

This is because in the minimally invasive surgery of today, these coordinated simultaneous

maneuvers are not common. Indeed, in conventional laparoscopy, the dyad of surgeons tend

to initiate motions one after the other. Namely, the leader communicates and explains to

the assistant what should happen next, then they follow to do it. And only after that, the

main surgeon continues their work —it makes sense, after all, the main surgeon is the one

responsible to supervise the assistant —. Albeit most experienced dyads might go through this

process faster because of learnt anticipation, (He et al. (2021)). Intermittency among the four

tools is more salient in robotic laparoscopic surgery. Specifically the surgeon switches among

their two right arms, the camera (using both hands) and normal left-right arms operation (see

Figure 1.12). Hence, they don’t use four arms at the same time.

On top of that, surgeons doing teleoperation are trained to keep the retractor (4th arm) in

a fixed position, so as to fully focus in the task of the two hands. Also, they are trained and

evaluated in their ability to clutch often, to always keep a comfortable position of the hands

(Franasiak et al. (2014)). These habits of intermittent, rather than simultaneous control,

might translate in a big acceptance resistance, from senior surgeons, when transitioning to

simultaneous solo surgery. This doesn’t mean that using a simultaneous solo system would not
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be appreciated or used in the future. It solely means that we haven’t yet unveiled the surgical

maneuvers of tomorrow. It is very likely, that the early-adopters of our technology will be the

young medical surgeon students, that are eager to learn and haven’t form any rigid schemes of

surgery in their minds.

Indeed, most human augmentation literature using the foot, have focused in simple tasks

in simulation through a computer screen in 2DOF. For example, reaching targets with the

multiple limbs, involving differently levels of coupling (c.f. , Noccaro et al. (2021); Huang et al.

(2020c,b)). Nonetheless, these tasks are far from the real implementations.

In this thesis we made an effort to propose a realistic task that urges for simultaneous coordi-

nation of four-limbs. The four-handed (tri-manual + camera) task that we designed, was done

by drawing an analogy from the conventional peg-transfer surgical training task. Peg-transfer

is normally used to evaluate hand-eye coordination (FLS (2014)). To improve this task, a

next logical step would be to encourage transfers of the objects from feet to hands in the air,

in the middle of the pick-and-place operation, so as to understand deeper the inter-limb

interaction. Similarly, more analogies can be drawn from laparoscopic training and adapted

to multi-limbed laparoscopy.

Furthermore, future tasks four-tool tasks demanding coordination, could be to test for specific

3+ DOF paths, that are pressure by time demands ( such as leaking of fluids, etc) and the tools

should move swiftly and synchronously (e.g., hand 1 could perform a electro-surgical cutting

on an organ, hand 2 could use a suction tube for the leaking fluids, foot 1 could be the camera

following the tools, and foot 2 could be responsible for re-positioning and rotating the organ,

thereby exploiting redundancy of the task augmentation.

Indeed, a possible road-map into designing new tasks systematically, could be to follow the

taxonomy presented by Eden et al. (2021), when referring to task augmentation (see section

1.4.3 of the related work). Namely, in a coordinated synchronous motion all the limbs are

dependent to the task, but not physically or virtually coupled. Thereafter, one or more limbs

could be tasked more independently, or be constrained by couplings, increasing level of

complexity.

After devising new tasks and methods, simulated surgeries with fake organs or animal cadavers

can be used to validate the novel simultaneous surgeries with the collaborators from the Swiss

Center for Training and Innovation in Surgery (SFITS).

Further System Versatility

Our system is currently limited in versatility for different arrangements in the operating room.

The fact the arms’ location is static, blocks the possibility to personalize different docking

positions. Being able to quickly re-locate the robots is crucial to comply with diverse require-

ments depending on the type of surgery, patient’s bio-metrics or hierarchical procedures.

A possible solution could be to mount the robots on mobile platforms, and to upgrade the
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control strategy to deal with a moving base.

Ergonomy

As pointed out also for the work of Chapter 3, the ergonomy during a four-handed manipula-

tion is paramount.

Great efforts have been put in the surgical theatre to improve ergonomy. In fact, higher ergon-

omy is the only scientifically-confirmed benefit of robotic tele-surgery versus conventional

laparoscopy (see Dhanani et al. (2021)).

Our system poses the potential advantage against robotic tele-surgery, that its hybrid nature

bridges the situation-awareness gap, between the surgeon and the patient. Nonetheless,

greater efforts should be placed on facilitating the tasks for the hands, e.g., via upper-limb

exoskeletons, as well as to reduce the form-factor of the foot platform to make it more portable

and easy to use.

Also, it is important to investigate further the problem of keeping balance. This is specially

relevant during horizontal transport phases when both feet are engaged, as we observed in our

investigations. Indeed, using two feet at the same time, removes a source of grounding for the

bodily effort’s, that serve to keep balance —one of the primary purposes of feet in humans, c.f,.

Wallace et al. (2018) —. When both feet are moving, the only source of mechanical grounding

is the chair. Therefore, an actuated chair to keep balance could be an interesting development

to evaluate.

Ergonomic tests such as the RULA (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment Test, c.f. McAtamney and

Nigel Corlett (1993) are common in workplaces. These tests assess the comfort of postures

adopted by the upper limbs of a worker or operator of a machine. Nonetheless, there is not

such thing for foot and lower limbs in general. For this reason, in the context of teleoperation,

an interesting future research goal can be to design and propose standardized rapid tests

to assess the ergonomy of lower limbs (i.e., a Rapid Lower Limb Assessment test). This with

the goal of improving foot teleoperated manipulations. These tests can serve to inform new

human-in-the-loop controllers focused on ergonomy for static and dynamic positions of the

legs.
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A Appendices

A.1 Anatomic Definitions

A.1.1 Body Planes

(or Frontal Plane)

(or Horizontal 

or  Axial Plane)

(or Longitudinal

or Median Plane)

(or Superior)

(or Inferior)

(Or Anterior)

(or Posterior)

Figure A.1: Relevant Anatomical Terms. Picture licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

A.1.2 Real Angles of Foot’s Joints
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A.2 Firmware and Controller Interface

Reported Angles for of the Subtalar Joint
Sagittal plane Transverse plane Nb. Subjects

Fick et al. (1911) 40◦ Oblique -
Manter et al. (1941) 42◦ 16◦ 16

Hicks et al.(1953) 45◦ 16◦ -
Lapidus et al. (1963) 40◦ ∼ 30◦ -
Wright et al. (1964) 43◦ 12 2

Isman and Inman et al. (1969) 41◦±9◦ 23◦±11◦ 46
Inman (1976) 42◦±9◦ 23◦±11◦ 102

Reported Angles for the Talocrural Joint
Frontal plane Transverse plane Nb. Subjects

Fick et al. (1911) 90◦ Oblique -
Lapidus et al. (1953) 90◦ - -
Wright et al. (1964) 90◦ 80◦ -

Isman and Inman et al. (1969) 80◦±4◦ 84◦±7◦ 46
Inman (1976) 82.7◦±3.7◦ 84.7◦±7◦ 107 , 46

Table A.1: Projected angles between the subtalar joint axis in the sagital and transverse plane ( see
Figure 2.2). Source: Dettwyler et al. (2004)

A.2 Firmware and Controller Interface

The firmware is structured as a finite state machine with 6 states (Homing, Centering, Teleoper-

ation, Emergency, Standby, Reset, Position Control).

0. In the Homing state, the platform can be sent to self-calibration using the limit switches.

1. In the Centering state, the platform automatically goes to the center of the workspace.

2. In the Teleoperation state, the platform is ready to interact with the operator. It can

receive torques to render, reference positions and impedance gains commands via

ROS-serial.

3. The Emergency state is triggered by external interrupts from the emergency stop button,

servo-drives or software related failure modes (e.g., math errors, div-zero, etc), or by

user input. In this state, the platform is fully de-energized and passively backdrivable.

4. The Standby state is an idle state in which the platform doesn’t perform any control.

5. The Reset state is a software interrupt re-start the micro-controller, and can be triggered

sending a ROS-service.

6. Finally, in the Robot State Control the foot platform is used in automatic mode (no

human interaction). The desired position and velocity profiles are sent by the user.

The remote controller interface using dynamic reconfigure of ROS, is illustrated in Figure

A.2. Indeed different parameters can be set continuously to the platform via ROS-topics.

Also interrupt-like commands such as changing state, type of controller and enable/disable

components of the torque (e.g., impedance control, compensation, etc) can be set via ROS-

services.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

<- Enable/disable torques
<- Enable/disable joint limits (pre-programmed) virtual wall
<- Enable/disable closed loop  compensation of the platform (transparency)
<- Enable/disable impedance control

<- Enable/disable leg dynamic compensation control

<- Controller_type varies according to the state. position_only 
should be selected when enabling the impedance control...

<- All the control can be applied to all axes or only affect a single axis

<- Send the desired position of the platform (sliders below)
<- Use programatic gains for the PID instread of those of the GUI
<- Enable continous sending of the gains
<- Cancel the torques sent to the platform
<- Update the current platform state in the sliders below: 

<- Tell the platform to use the firmware- default PID gains

Figure A.2: GUI Remote Controller Interface using rqt_reconfigure of ROS
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A.2.1 Leg Universal Robot Description File (URDF)

Listing A.1: Joints Definition

1 <?xml version=" 1.0 " ?>

2 <robot xmlns:xacro=" h t t p : //www. ros . org / wiki / xacro ">

3 <xacro:macro name=" d e f i n e _ l e g _ j o i n t s " params=" l e g _ i d : = r i g h t "> < ! −− | l e f t −−>

4 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_adduction " type=" revolute ">

5 <origin xyz="0 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />

6 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_base_link " />

7 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_adduction_link " />

8 < l i m i t e f f o r t ="30" v e l o c i t y =" 10.0 " lower=" ${ radians ( 0 ) } " upper=" ${ radians (44)

} " />

9 < axis xyz="0 0 1" />

10 </ j o i n t >

11

12 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_extension " type=" revolute ">

13 <origin xyz="0 0 0" rpy=" ${ pi /2} 0 ${ pi /2} " />

14 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_adduction_link " />

15 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_extension_link " />

16 < l i m i t e f f o r t ="30" v e l o c i t y =" 10.0 " lower=" ${ radians ( −30) } " upper=" ${ radians

(32) } " />

17 < axis xyz="0 0 1" />

18 </ j o i n t >

19

20 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ h i p _ r o l l " type=" revolute ">

21 <origin xyz="0 0 0" rpy=" ${ pi /2} 0 ${ pi /2} " />

22 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_extension_link " />

23 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ h i p _ r o l l _ l i n k " />

24 < l i m i t e f f o r t ="30" v e l o c i t y =" 10.0 " lower=" ${ radians ( −33) } " upper=" ${ radians

(33) } " />

25 < axis xyz="0 0 1" />

26 </ j o i n t >

27

28 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_knee_extension " type=" revolute ">

29 <origin xyz="0 0 ${ d3_leg } " rpy=" ${ − pi /2} 0 ${ pi } " />

30 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ h i p _ r o l l _ l i n k " />

31 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_knee_extension_link " />

32 < l i m i t e f f o r t ="30" v e l o c i t y =" 10.0 " lower=" ${ radians ( −90) } " upper=" ${ radians

(30) } " />

33 < axis xyz="0 0 1" />

34 </ j o i n t >

35

36 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_ankle_pitch " type=" revolute ">

37 <origin xyz=" ${ r4_leg } 0 0" rpy=" ${ pi } 0 ${ pi } " />

38 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_knee_extension_link " />

39 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_ankle_pitch_link " />

40 < l i m i t e f f o r t ="30" v e l o c i t y =" 10.0 " lower=" ${ radians ( −45.8) } " upper=" ${ radians

( 2 9 . 8 ) } " />

41 < axis xyz="0 0 1" />

42 </ j o i n t >

43
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44 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ a n k l e _ r o l l " type=" revolute ">

45 <origin xyz="0 0 0" rpy=" ${ pi /2} 0 0" />

46 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_ankle_pitch_link " />

47 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ a n k l e _ r o l l _ l i n k " />

48 < l i m i t e f f o r t ="30" v e l o c i t y =" 10.0 " lower=" ${ radians ( −22) } " upper=" ${ radians

(17) } " />

49 < axis xyz="0 0 1" />

50 </ j o i n t >

51

52 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_ankle_yaw " type=" revolute ">

53 <origin xyz="0 0 0" rpy=" ${ − pi /2} 0 ${ − pi /2} " />

54 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ a n k l e _ r o l l _ l i n k " />

55 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_ankle_yaw_link " />

56 < l i m i t e f f o r t ="30" v e l o c i t y =" 10.0 " lower=" ${ radians ( −10) } " upper=" ${ radians

( 5 ) } " />

57 < axis xyz="0 0 1" />

58 </ j o i n t >

59

60 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_fixed_foot_base " type=" f ixed ">

61 <origin xyz="0 ${ − r7_leg } ${ − d7_leg } " rpy="0 0 ${ − pi /2} " />

62 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_ankle_yaw_link " />

63 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_foot_base " />

64 </ j o i n t >

65

66 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ f i x e d _ f o o t _ t i p " type=" f ixed ">

67 <origin xyz=" ${ r8_leg } 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />

68 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _leg_foot_base " />

69 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ f o o t _ t i p " />

70 </ j o i n t >

71

72 < j o i n t name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_fixed_pedal_t ip " type=" f ixed ">

73 <origin xyz=" ${ r8_leg_extra } 0 0" rpy="0 0 0" />

74 <parent l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ f o o t _ t i p " />

75 <child l i n k =" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ v i r t u a l _ p e d a l _ t i p " />

76 </ j o i n t >

77 </ xacro:macro>

78 </ robot>
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Listing A.2: Links Definition

1 <?xml version=" 1.0 " ?>

2 <robot xmlns:xacro=" h t t p : //www. ros . org / wiki / xacro ">

3 <xacro:property name="thigh_mass" value=" ${10.5 * (1.0 − thigh_portion_inside_chair

) * (1.0 − thigh_portion_inside_chair ) * body_weight / 100} " />

4 <xacro:property name="shin_mass" value=" ${4.75 * body_weight / 100} " />

5 <xacro:property name="foot_mass" value=" ${1.43 * body_weight / 100} " />

6 <xacro:property name=" scale_mass " value=" ${ body_weight / body_weight_baseline } " />

7

8 <xacro:property name=" thigh_scale_x " value=" ${ thigh_d / thighBaseline_d } " />

9 <xacro:property name=" thigh_scale_y " value=" ${ thigh_w/ thighBaseline_w } " />

10 <xacro:property name=" thigh_scale_z " value=" ${ d3_leg / d3Baseline_leg } " />

11

12 <xacro:property name=" shin_scale_x " value=" ${ r4_leg / r4Baseline_leg } " />

13 <xacro:property name=" shin_scale_y " value=" ${ shin_d / shinBaseline_d } " />

14 <xacro:property name=" shin_scale_z " value=" ${ shin_w/ shinBaseline_w } " />

15

16 <xacro:property name=" foot_scale_x " value=" ${ f o o t _ l / footBasel ine_l } " />

17 <xacro:property name=" foot_scale_y " value=" ${ r8_leg / r8Baseline_leg } " />

18 <xacro:property name=" foot_scale_z " value=" ${ d7_leg / d7Baseline_leg } " />

19

20 <xacro:macro name=" def ine_leg_l inks " params=" l e g _ i d : = l e f t ">

21 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_base_link " />

22 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_adduction_link " />

23 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_hip_extension_link " />

24 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ h i p _ r o l l _ l i n k " >

25 < i n e r t i a l >

26 <origin xyz=" ${0.00265863 * thigh_scale_x } ${ − −0.00827375 * thigh_scale_y }

${0.17215567 * thigh_scale_z } " rpy="0 0 0" />

27 <mass value=" ${ thigh_mass } " />< ! −− kg −−>

28 < i n e r t i a i x x =" ${0.25495934 * scale_mass * thigh_scale_x * thigh_scale_x } "

ixy=" ${ −0.00092859 * scale_mass * thigh_scale_x * thigh_scale_y } " i x z ="

${ −0.00803351 * scale_mass * thigh_scale_x * thigh_scale_z } " iyy="

${0.25972836 * scale_mass * thigh_scale_y * thigh_scale_y } " iyz ="

${ −0.00151866 * scale_mass * thigh_scale_y * thigh_scale_z } " i z z ="

${0.05431793 * scale_mass * thigh_scale_z * thigh_scale_z } " />

29 </ i n e r t i a l >

30 < v i s u a l >

31 <origin rpy="0 0 0" xyz="0 0 0" />

32 <geometry>

33 <mesh filename=" package: // leg_as_robot /model/meshes/dae/ thigh_visual . dae"

scale =" ${ thigh_scale_x } ${ − thigh_scale_y } ${ thigh_scale_z } " />

34 </geometry>

35 </ v i s u a l >

36 < c o l l i s i o n >

37 <origin rpy="0 0 0" xyz="0 0 0" />

38 <geometry>

39 <mesh filename=" package: // leg_as_robot /model/meshes/ s t l / t h i g h _ c o l l i s i o n .

s t l " scale =" ${ thigh_scale_x } ${ − thigh_scale_y } ${ thigh_scale_z } " />

40 </geometry>

41 </ c o l l i s i o n >
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42 </ l i n k >

43 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_knee_extension_link " >

44 < i n e r t i a l >

45 <origin xyz=" ${0.14893265 * shin_scale_x } ${0.01010783 * shin_scale_y }

${ − −0.00938572 * shin_scale_z } " rpy="0 0 0" />

46 <mass value=" ${ shin_mass } " />< ! −− kg −−>

47 < i n e r t i a i x x =" ${0.00474593 * scale_mass * shin_scale_x * shin_scale_x } "

ixy=" ${0.00116322 * scale_mass * shin_scale_x * shin_scale_y } " i x z ="

${ −0.00035670 * scale_mass * shin_scale_x * shin_scale_z } " iyy="

${0.04707968 * scale_mass * shin_scale_y * shin_scale_y } " iyz ="

${ −0.00006150 * scale_mass * shin_scale_y * shin_scale_z } " i z z ="

${0.04724374 * scale_mass * shin_scale_z * shin_scale_z } " />

48 </ i n e r t i a l >

49 < v i s u a l >

50 <origin rpy="0 0 0" xyz="0 0 0" />

51 <geometry>

52 <mesh filename=" package: // leg_as_robot /model/meshes/dae/ shin_visual . dae"

scale =" ${ shin_scale_x } ${ shin_scale_y } ${ − shin_scale_z } " />

53 </geometry>

54 </ v i s u a l >

55 < c o l l i s i o n >

56 <origin rpy="0 0 0" xyz="0 0 0" />

57 <geometry>

58 <mesh filename=" package: // leg_as_robot /model/meshes/ s t l / s h i n _ c o l l i s i o n .

s t l " scale =" ${ shin_scale_x } ${ shin_scale_y } ${ − shin_scale_z } " />

59 </geometry>

60 </ c o l l i s i o n >

61 </ l i n k >

62 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_ankle_pitch_link " /> < ! −− v i r t u a l l i n k −−>

63 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ a n k l e _ r o l l _ l i n k " /> < ! −− v i r t u a l l i n k −−>

64 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_ankle_yaw_link ">

65 < i n e r t i a l >

66 <origin xyz=" ${ − −0.00089807 * foot_scale_x } ${ −0.04499748 * foot_scale_y }

${ −0.04201224 * foot_scale_z } " rpy="0 0 0" />

67 <mass value=" ${ foot_mass } " />< ! −− kg −−>

68 < i n e r t i a i x x =" ${0.00322038 * scale_mass * foot_scale_x * foot_scale_x } "

ixy=" ${ − −0.00005516 * scale_mass * foot_scale_x * foot_scale_y } " i x z ="

${ −0.00007652 * scale_mass * foot_scale_x * foot_scale_z } " iyy="

${0.00084882 * scale_mass * foot_scale_y * foot_scale_y } " iyz ="

${0.00056936 * scale_mass * foot_scale_y * foot_scale_z } " i z z ="

${0.00297569 * scale_mass * foot_scale_z * foot_scale_z } " />

69 </ i n e r t i a l >

70 < v i s u a l >

71 <origin rpy="0 0 0" xyz="0 0 0" />

72 <geometry>

73 <mesh filename=" package: // leg_as_robot /model/meshes/dae/ fo o t _ v i s u a l . dae"

scale =" ${ − foot_scale_x } ${ foot_scale_y } ${ foot_scale_z } " /> }

74 </geometry>

75 </ v i s u a l >

76 < c o l l i s i o n >

77 <origin rpy="0 0 0" xyz="0 0 0" />

78 <geometry>
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79 <mesh filename=" package: // leg_as_robot /model/meshes/ s t l / f o o t _ c o l l i s i o n .

s t l " scale =" ${ − foot_scale_x } ${ foot_scale_y } ${ foot_scale_z } " /> }

80 </geometry>

81 </ c o l l i s i o n >

82 </ l i n k >

83 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _leg_foot_base " />

84 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ f o o t _ t i p " />

85 < l i n k name=" ${ leg_id } _ l e g _ v i r t u a l _ p e d a l _ t i p " />

86 </ xacro:macro>

87 </ robot>

A.3 Technical Details of Chapter 3

• For all participants, each control strategy runs at a frequency of 200 H z (i.e., d t = 0.005

s).

• For both foot platforms, we set the comfort virtual impedance gains to:

– K m
comf−z = diag([0,0,0,3500,1000]).

– Dm
comf−z = diag([3,5,20,60,30]).

• For control strategy U , we set:

– ΥU
M−→t =



0
2Rx

ry
0 0 0

-
2Ry

rx
0 0 0 0

0 0
2Rz

rθ
0 0

0 0 0
2Rω

rφ
0


, where Rx = Ry = 0.4 m, Rz = 0.3 m, Rω = 1.5

r ad are desired ranges of motion on the robots’ side, while rx = 0.195 m, ry = 0.18 m,

rθ = 48◦, and rφ = 40◦ are ranges of motion on the foot interface.

– Initial position of the robots with respect to their bases = [-0.5,0.45,0.2]T .

– Reference orientation for both robots are L: [0,-1,0]T and R: = [0,1,0]T .

– ΥU
t−→M = α


0 -sx 0

sy 0 0

0 0 sθ
0 0 0

0 0 0

, where α = 1, sx = 1, sy = 1, and sθ = 0.2 are scaling factors.

• For control strategy U +F , we set:

– Desired grasping force = 30 N .

– Force threshold for initiating contact= 5 N , measure over force window size=10.

– ΥU+F
M−→t is equal to above except α = 0.7.
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– All the other variables are set as in control strategy U .

• For control strategy C +F , we set:

– The norm of the velocity of the robots is limited to 0.3 m/s (linear) and 1.5 r ad/s

(self-rotation of end-effector).

– The right foot is used for all participants to control both robots in coordination.

– ΥC+F
M−→t =



0
2Rx

ry
0 0 0

-
2Ry

rx
0 0 0 0

0 0
2Rz

rθ
0 0

0 0 0
2Rω

rφ
0

0 0 0 0
2Rẋ

rψ


, where Rẋ = 0.3 m/s, rψ = 40◦, while the

other variables are equal to before.

– ΥC+F
t−→M = α


0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 sψ 0

, where α = 0.7 and sψ = 1.

– Breaking threshold to switch to uncoordinated strategies = 0.2 m, and fetching thresh-

old = 0.07 m.

• For control strategy C , we set:

– ΥC
t−→M is equal to above except α = 1.

– All the other variables, are the same as in control strategy C +F .

A.4 Technical Details of Chapter 4

• Control frequency 1 kHz.

• Communication frequency 450 Hz.

• δmin = 3◦

• δmax = 5◦

• σ= 0.5

• ath = 1.1 and bth = 3.0

• Short vibration:

– av : 2.5 Nm
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– dr v :2

– fv :70 Hz

• Long vibration:

– av : 2.5 Nm

– dr v :1.4

– fv :70 Hz

A.5 Technical Details of Chapter 5

A.5.1 Proof of Stability of a One DoF Gripper with a Variable PID

This section presents the stability analysis following Lyapunov’s second method adapted from

Lee (2009), in this case using time-invariant state-dependent P and I gains.

A generalized second order linear dynamics of a plant in one DoF (such as the gripper) can be

described as: {
q̈ =−a1 q +−a2 q̇ +b τc +τdi st

τdi st = δa1 q +δa2q̇ +δb τc +τext
(A.1)

where q is the measured position, a1 ∈R, a2 ∈R and b ∈R+ are the nominal model parame-

ters (e.g., linear approximation of gravitational effects, viscous friction, moment of inertia−1

respectively). On the other hand, δa1 ∈R, δa2 ∈R and δb ∈R are model uncertainties. Also,

τdi st is a disturbance-effort due to load changes. These values are assumed to be bounded by:

δa1,+ = max(|δa1(t )|)
δa2,+ = max(|δa2(t )|)
δb+ = max(|δb(t )|)

τdi st ,+ = max(|τdi st (t )|)

(A.2)

Finally, τc ∈R is the PID controller torque.
τc = kP (q) e +kI (q, q̇)

∫ t

0
e d t +kD ė

e = qd −q

ė =−q̇

(A.3)

where e ∈ R and ė, are the error in position and its derivative, and qd ∈ R is the reference

position. kP (q) ∈R+ and kI (q, q̇) ∈R+ are the state-dependent proportional and integral gains.

For the next equations will be shortened as variables kP and kI .
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Replacing A.3 in A.1 results in:

q̈ =− (a1 +b kP ) q +−(a2 +b kD ) q̇

+b kI

∫ t

0
qd t +b kP qd

+b kI qd t −d(t )

(A.4)

where D ∈R is a lumped disturbance described as:

d(t ) = δa1 q +δa2 q̇ +τdi st +δb τc (A.5)

To analyze Lyapunov stability of the system, we propose the following candidate function:

V = 1

2
xT x , xT = [e0 e ė] (A.6)

where e0 ∈R is difference between the variable integral-part and the integral part reached in

steady state ISS ∈R>0 of time tSS ∈R+ :

e0 =ISS −kI

∫ t

0
e d t

ISS =kI

∫ tSS

0
(qd −q) d t

=kI
(a1 +δa1(tSS)) qd +τdi st (tSS)

(b +δb(tSS))

(A.7)

Differentiating A.6 with respect to time and rearranging it with A.1, and A.3 and A.5 yields:

V̇ = e0 ė0 +e ė + ė ë

=−e0 e +e ė + ė(−a1 e −a2 ė −b τc )+ (a1 qd +D)ė

=−e0 e − (a1 −1+kP )e ė −a2ė2

+b ė

(
kP e +kI

∫ t

0
e d t +kD ė

)
+ (a1 qd +d)ė

=−e0 e − (a1 −1+kP )e ė −a2ė2

+b e0ė −b ISS ė + (a1 qd +d)ė

=−xT Q x +d ′

(A.8)
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where d ′ ∈R is defined as:

d ′ =
(

a1 − (a1 +δ a1(tSS))
b

b +δ b(tSS)

)
qd ė

+
(
τdi st −τdi st (tSS)

b

b +δ b(tSS)

)
ė

+δa1 q ė +δa2 q̇ ė +δb kP e ė +δb kD ė2

+δbkI

∫ t

0
e d t ė

(A.9)

On the other hand, Q ∈R3×3 is a non-singular positive definite matrix designed as:

Q =

 0 2 −2b kI

−1 0 2(a1 −1+b kP )

b kI −(a1 −1+b kP ) a2 +b kD

 (A.10)

Asymptotic stability is reached when:
V̇ < 0 i f ∥x∥ > xB

xB =
√

∥d ′∥
∥Q∥

(A.11)

where xB ∈R+ is a stable bound or maximum deviation from the nominal output of the system

due to uncertainties or disturbances. To assure that the system operates within the bounds,

considering limited disturbances and constant uncertainties, the PID gains have to assure the

positive-definiteness of Q via positive eigen values.

det (Q −λI ) =λ3 − (a2 +b kD )λ2

+2[(a1 −1+b kP )2 + (b kI )2 +1]λ

−2(b kI )(a1 −1+b kP )−2(a2 +b kD ) = 0

(A.12)

Thereby, the minimum requirement of stability is to satisfy the following inequality:
kD >− (a2)

b

(a2 −1+b kP )2 >−(b kI )2 −1

(b kI )(a1 −1+b kP ) >−(a2 +b kD )

(A.13)

In 5.6 and 5.5, the radial basis functions from the variable expressions for kP and kI are Lips-

chitz continuous functions bounded by kP ∈ [kP,0,kP,+], kP,0 ∈R≥0 and kI ∈ [0,kI ,0],
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Therefore, considering 5.6, 5.5 and A.13, stability is assured if:
kD >−a2

b

kP,0 > a1 −1

b

(A.14)

Therefore, the inherent viscous friction (a2), moment of inertia (1/b) and the linear effect of

gravity (a1) of the specific gripper, can inform the criteria to determine the lower limit of the

kP , i.e.„ kP,0, and choice of damping gain kD .

A.5.2 Implementation Parameters

• The parameters of the grasping control of the gripper are:

– Control frequency 1 kHz.

– Communication frequency 200 Hz.

– Position sampling 1 kHz. Smoothing gain of simple exponential filter for position

= 0.0.

– Speed sampling 150 Hz. Smoothing gain of simple exponential filter for speed =

0.97. This filtered speed is considered in the PID.

– Smoothing gain of interpolation ai nt = 0.95 δT = 5 ms.

– kG ,P,0 = 0.15 Nm/rad, kG ,P,+ = 1.5 Nm/rad.

– kG ,D = 0.01 Nm.s/rad.

– kG ,I ,0 = 0.7 Nm.s/rad.

– σG ,q = 0.0524 rad.

– σG ,q̇ ,1 = 0.0087 rad/s.

• The parameters use for gripper’s assistance are:

– σg ,+ = rad(10◦), σ− = rad(4.5◦)

– The admittance terms: mg = 0.001 kg .m2 , bg = 3.0 Nm.s/rad, kg = 10.0 Nm / rad.

– τG ,+ = 0.16992 Nm —which translates to a maximum grasping force in the tip of

the gripper of 11.33 N.

• The parameters for the variable impedance control (the units for stiffness are N/m

or Nm/rad respectively, and for damping N.s/m - Nm.s/rad.) were set based on user

preferences to:

– For the camera control with the left foot m = L:

* P1-P8:
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kM ,− = [100.00,100.00,0.20..0.30,0.50,0.05]T ,

kM ,+ = [200.0..250.00,200.0..250.00,0.70..1.00,0.50,0.85..0.10]T

kM ,− = [100.00,100.00,0.30,0.50,0.05]T ,

kM ,+ = [250.00,250.00,1.00,0.50,0.10]T

* P9-P10:

kM ,− = [100.00,100.00,0.30,0.50,0.05]T ,

kM ,+ = [200.00,250.00,1.00,0.50,0.85]T

* P11-12:

kM ,− = [100.00,100.00,0.20,0.50,0.05]T ,

kM ,+ = [200.00,200.00,0.70,0.50,0.85]T

* P1-12: dM = [0.20,0.25,0.02,0.02,0.02]T

– For the gripper control with the right foot m = R:

* P1-P8:

kM ,− = [0.00,0.00,0.0,0.15,0.08]T ,

kM ,+ = [0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.10]T

* P9-P10:

kM ,− = [0.00,0.00,0.0,0.15,0.08]T ,

kM ,+ = [0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.09]T

* P11-12:

kM ,− = [0.00,0.00,0.0,0.15,0.04]T ,

kM ,+ = [0.00,0.00,0.00,1.00,0.065]T

* P1-12: dM = [0.20,0.30,0.02,0.02,0.02]

• The parameters for the grasping feedback are the following:

– ag f = 15

– σG ,q̇ ,2 = 0.2

– η0 = 0.9, η+ = 2.0

– f0 = 30 Hz, η+ = 2.0
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